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May Need Second Operation

Social Security
Increases May
Be Postponed

Pope Is Alert,
Good Condition
By DENNIS REDMONT
Associated Press Writer
VATICAMC,77 '
Pope John
Paul II was alert and in good and
stable condition today when he woke
up after 51
/
2 hours of surgery for his
bullet wounds, but he was running a
slight fever and one of his doctors said
he may need another operation within
a month.
An official statement said the
pope's prognosis was "strictly guarded" because of the risk of infection.
The pontiff, wounded Wednesday,
spent a "tranquil night" in an intensive care unit after emergency
surgery to repair his intestines, said a
medical bulletin issued at 8 a.m. today,2 a.m. EDT."His mind is alert,"
it said.
Italian authorities today officially
identified and charged the suspect
taken into custody after,the shooting.
They named him as escaped Turkish
terrorist Meiunet All Agca, 23, convicted in absentia and sentenced to
death in April 1980 for murdering a
noted Turkish newspaper editor.
The suspect told police he was a
follower of George Habash, head of

Red Cross Sets
CPR Classes
Cardiopulmonary resuscitation
(CPR) classes sponsored by the
Calloway County chapter of the
American Red Cross can teach a person how to save another's life when
his heart and lungs stop working.
Since many people have requested
classes in CPR,the local chapter has
arranged several classes taught at
various times, a Red Cross
spokesman said.
The classes are set for 9 a.m. to 7
p.m. May 16; 9 a.m. to noon May 1820; 2 to 5 p.m. May 25-27; 6 to 9 p.m.
June 10-12; 9a.,rn. to noon June 15-47;
and 9 a.m. to 7 p.m. July 11.
A fee of $5 per person, which includes materials for the class, will be
charged. A minimum of eight
students will be accepted per class.
For more information or to sign up,
Persons may call the Red Cross office
at 753-1421.

the Popular Front for the Liberation
of Palestine, a Marxist faction of the
Palestine Liberation Orgailjoie"!'''—
am a comrade of the communist
Palestinians," police quoted Agca as
saying.
Agca, who according to witnesses
was about 25 feet to the pope's left
when the shots were fired, was charged with attempted murder of the pontiff, attempted murder of two women
wounded in the attack, illegal possession of arms and carrying false
documents, police said. If convicted,
he could be sentenced to life in prison.
The death penalty is banned in Italy.
According to the Milan newspaper
Corriere della Sera, the pope murSee POPE,
Page 14, rn1.1

BOY SCOUT DONATION — Max Parker, left, chairman of the
Chickasaw District of the Boy Scouts of America, accepts a $600
donation from Ted Delaney Jr., vice president of the MurrayCalloway County fair Board and past president of the MurrayCalloway County Jaycees. The donation was from the two
organizations.

CCHS Sets Graduation May 26;
addox, Jones Are Honored
Calloway County High School will
graduate 208 seniors during commencement slated for 8 p.m. Tuesday,
May 26,at the school.
The salutatory address will be given
by Lanesa Jones, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Harold Jones. Candy Maddox,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Maddox, will deliver the valedictory address.
During the ceremony, senior class
officers will make presentations. Donna Swift, president, will give welcome
all guests. Allen Hill, vice president,
will deliver the invocation. Debbie
Stubblefield and Debbie Ferguson will
present moments of reflection.
Dr. Jack Rose, superintendent, will
present the diplomas along with Ferrel Miller, school board chairman,
and Jerry Overbey,vice chairman.
The annual senior awards program
will begin at 9:45 a.m. Friday, May 22,
in Jeffrey Gymnasium. Various
school departments and community
groups will present awards and
scholarships during the program.
Parents and friends are invited.
At 2 p.m. Sunday, May 24, the
seniors will be honored with a Baccalaureate service. Eulas Greer

Christopher To Be
President-Elect Of
Lawyers Auxiliary

Reception Set For
New Band Director
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showers
Showers and thunderstorms today ending late this afternoon.
Highs in the mid 60s. Mostly
cloudy tonight but partial clearing toward daybreak. Lows in the
upper 40s to low 50s. Mostly sunny and pleasant Friday. Highs in
the mid to upper 60s.o,
Extended Forecast
Dry weather on Saturday and
Sunday and a chance of showers
on Monday. Highs will be mostly
in the 70s and lows will be mostly
in the 50s.
Lake Levels
Lake Barkley
358.
Kentucky Lake
358.

By OWEN ULLMANN
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Social
Security cost-of-living increases
would be postponed this summer, a
year earlier than proposed just two
days ago, under a new cost-saving
step being considered by the Reagan
administration.
A plan to delay paying the 11.2 percent increase from July until October
is 'among several proposals being
weighed by President Reagan's
budget office to offset a growing
budget deficit for fiscal 1981, which
ends Sept. 30, according to one
knowledgeable source.
Postponing the raise, averaging $37
a month for the nation's 36 million
Social Security recipients, would push
the cost to the government out of the
1981 budget year and into 1982.
A deferral of the increase would
cost a typical recipient $111 and save
the Treasury between $3 billion and $4
billion in fiscal 1981.
The administration source, who
asked to remain anonymous, said the
politically sensitive proposal has not
yet been sent to President Reagan for
his approval, but a- decision is expected shortly.
If the president does endorse a
postponement, he would have to submit it to Congress to change a law that
automatically provides for annual
cost-of-living increases based on the

Consumer Price Index to/ protect
retirees from inflation.
Word that the administration may
postpone the increase this summer
was disclosed Wednesday, just one
day after the administation announced an unprecedented plan to reduce
Social Security benefits to save an
estimated $53 billion by 1986.
That program ran into stiff
Democratic criticism on Capitol Hill
on Wednesday, With House Speake:
Thomas P. O'Neill Jr. calling it "a
See SOCIAL,
Page 14, Col„I

Federal Judge
Sentences Two
Two persons have been sentenced
and one placed on probation in U.S.
District Court in Paducah for conspiring to transport illegal drugs from
Alabama to Calloway County for purposes of sale. '
U.S. District Judge Edward
Johnstone sentenced Oscar P. Scarbrough Jr. of Paducah to five years in
prison on charges of conspiring to
possess and distribute controlled
drugs. Rickie Dale Walden, Paducah,
was also sentenced to two years on a
similar charge.
See FEDERAL
Page 14, Col. 1

'Second Season'Opens
Tonight At Park Depot
Candy Maddox
minister of the Dexter-Hardin United
Methodist -Church, will present the
sermon. Invocation will be given by
Ricky Cunningham, minister of the
Owens Chapel Baptist Church.
The 1981 graduating class is as
follows:
Lori Kim Adams, Mark Glenn Adams, William
Lee Alexander, Eldon Ronald Allbritten II, Susan
Lee Anderson, Leslie Kay Atkins, Lori Ann Bailey,
Keith Donovan Baker, Robert Steven Baker, Ricky

Lanesa Jones
Lee Barrow, Peggy Ann Bassford, Carla Marie
Beach. Virginia Sue Beam, Teresa Kay Bell,
William Thomas Berberich, John Robert Bickerton, Tanue Sup Blakely, Tarruni Jo Bogard, Eddie
Alan Boggess, Althony Brooks Bowden, Westley
Carol Bowden, Brent H. Brown, Jr.. Delmonico
Lee Brown, Laura Anne Brown, William Earl
Brown, Ben Allen Brurnley IV, Kenneth Gene
Burkeen, Rita Kay Butler, Mickey Lynn Butterworth, Bonnie Garner Byerly. KarenSue Byerly,
Kattn Faye Bynum. Gina C Bynum. Robin
Allen Canup, Kim Lorraine Canadv, Mary A.
cainoun. Brenda Lee Capps, Anthony Lee Carraway, Cindy A. Carson, carita Lynn Chambers,
Lori Lynne Charlton, Stephen Lawrence Cherry,
Kenny Allen Clark, Susan Clark Mayfield Scott
Alan Coleman, Daryl y Coles. Dwania Lynn Col-

Local Man Plays His Cards Right
a Murray businessman and developed in Texas. Schwettmann
"semi-retired
gambler." And was one of 180 card players entered.
Wednesday he added the title of world
Each player is dealt two cards facechampion.
down followed by four face-up. Each
Eddie Schwettmann, 44, owner of had to pay $1,000 to play.
Trenholm's Restaurant on Chestnut
The competition lasted 20 hours —
Street, won $90,000 in one of 14 events eight in the first session and 12 in the
in the World Series of Poker at Bi- last.
nion's Horseshoe Hotel and Casino,
Along with his winnings, Schwettmann was given a gold bracelet symLas Vegas.
The name of the game was bolizing him as a world champion
"Limited Hold'em," a game poker player.
But the win hasn't given him the
idea of coming out of semiretirement. He admitted that the best
way to make a living is to work.
Schwettmann,said this isn't the first
time he has about $90,000 in tournaments. He also has lost that much
in an event.
Ellie P. Christopher will be sworn in
He added that he now plays once Gr
Friday as president-elect of the Kentucky State Lawyers Auxiliary at the
annual meeting of the Kentucky Bar
Association in Louisville.
Mrs. Christopher, wife of commonwealth's attorney Ron
The Murray High School Band
Christopher, will be sworn in for a Boosters will have a reception for the
two-year term. Bobbie Ann Cato of new band director, Bill Campbell, on
London will take the oath as presi- Friday, May 15.
dent.
The reception is set from 7-8:30 p.m.
Mrs. Christopher, a native of in the high school cafeteria. All band
Louisville, attended Murray State parents, students, and interested perUniversity. She and her husband have sons are urged to meet the new direcfour daughters.
tor, a spokesman said.

AL,-Th

AN
ALL
KENTUCKY
CITY

twice a week just for fun.
Schwettmann, who came to Murray
from Cape Girardeau, Mo., gambled
on living in Murray. He moved after
he decided Murray would loc a nice
town to settle down and raise his family.
Schwettmann resides with his wife
Virginia and sons Tom and Craig.

See CCHS,
Page 14, Col. 1

Murray Planners
To Meet Tuesday

The Murray Planning Commission
will hold its regular monthly meeting
at 7 p.m. Tuesday, May 19, in City
Hall.
Items on the agenda include the
Pasco Rezoning request and consideration of the Embassy Apartment
addition.

Bumbling detectives, marital strife,
angry young actors, supernatural beings ad comic mayhem will walk the
stage tonight as the Murray-Calloway
County Community Theatre presents
-Second Season" at 8 p.m. in the old
freight depot at the Murray-Calloway
County Park.
"Second Season- is not one play,
but three. Charlene Butwell directs
-The Public Eye," a tale of confusion
and mirth concerning an inept sleuth
who creates more mystery than he
solves.
"Impromptu" by Tad Mosel is a
study in characters. A veteran actor,
a leading lady,a "young man" and an
ingenue raise questions about how
much real life resembles theatre. Linda Begley directs this play by an
award-winning playwright.
Finally, Mark Twain will narrate a
tale from his younger days as Bill
Phillips directs "The Facts Concerning the Recent Carnival of Crime in
Connecticut.- Community Theatre

director Richard Valentine and his
brother Robert have adapted the play
from a short story by Twain.
Curtain time is 8 p.m. There are no
reservations, but season ticket
holders will receive seating
preference. Tickets are $3 for adults
and $1.50 for children and senior
citizens Ticket information may be
obtained by calling 759-1752.

City Council To
Hear Reading
Of Bond Ordinance
The Murray City Council will hear
the second reading of an ordinance
authorizing the issuance of $10 million
in industrial revenue bonds for an expansion at Fisher Price Toys.
The only other items inclUded on the
agenda are routine business. The
meeting begins at 7:30 p.m. in Murray
City Hall. Council meetings are open
to the public.

Despite Lackluster Play

Velvet Jones Takes State Golf Crown
• -I think Velvet was able to withs- game.••
thought she was in trouble.
From AP,Staff Reports
Doming held a two-shot lead early
Doming took her only lead of the
ELIZABETHTOWN, Ky. (AP)— tand the pressure than the other
Velvet Jones' victory in the Kentucky players," Murray coach Judy in Wednesday's final round, and trail- day with a par at NO.2 ss hile Jones sufgirls high school golf tournament was Muehleman said."She had been there ed Jones by only one shot before fall- fered a double bogey.
ing on hard times on the final nine. It
a practical success, but it left the before.
See JONES.
"She knew she could play her was in the early going that Jones
Murray High sophomore less than
Page 10, Col. 5
pleased with a'final round 85 that left
her with a two-day total of 166, 20
strokes over par for the
Elizabethtown Country Club course
but five shots better than Emily Dorning of Notre Dame.
Although her final score was a shot
higher than the 165 total that gave her
fourth place last year, Jones said the
course was playing harder this time
due to the weather and not being able
to play the ball up.
"I played awful!" Jones said after
posting the win over Doming, who lost
a share of the first-day lead with a
final round 90. Still, Doming salvaged
some laufels when she won a secondplace playoff over Angie Anderson of
Russellville and Kelly Cline of Fort
Thomas Highlands with a par on the
first extra hole.
Anderson had a final 84 and Cline an
83.
Despite her lackluster play, Jones
breezed to the title with a 42 while
Doming soared to a 47 on the back
nine.
"Yesterday was the difference,"
Jones said about her opening round of
81. "Today, nobody could get a good
lie.
"I think that playing in the final
STATE CHAMP — Murray High's Velvet Jones won the Kentucky girls high school golf tournament. The
foursome last year also helped me a
sophomore
had a two-day total of 166 on the Elizabethtown Country Club course. Jones'score was five shots
lot. But I was just as nervous this
better
thin
second-place
finisher Emily Doming of Notre Dame.
time."
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Parents' Night Program Held By Galloway High School FHA

. WALKER GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Don
Walker of Murray Route 3
are the parents of a baby
girl, Amanda Nicole,
iighing four pounds 15k.2
.
vi
calyces, measuring 1714 inchPs, born on Tuesday, April
1A; at 5:26 a.m. at the
Mtn-ray-Calloway County

•
•

The mother is the former
Cheryl Sexton. The father is
employed by Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. J. C. Walker of Murray
Route 3 and Mr. and Mrs.
Kermit Sexton of Cadiz.
Oreat grandmothers are
Mrs. Ruth Foster and Mrs.
Lela Walker, both of Murray.
Ends Tonite•
GLORIA (PG)
Starts Tomorrow

SPECIAL HONORS- Members of the Calloway County High School Chapter of
the Future Homemakers of America presented honors and degrees at the Parents' Night Program were, left to right, Teresa Ragsdale, chapter degree; Trisha
Clark.a.chaeW iiegree anct,Miss FHA Officer runnerup; Cindy Tucker, junior and
chapter degree's and Miss FHA Officer; Regina Walker, state degree and Miss
FHA; Christy Curd, junior degree; Diana Travis, junior degree and Miss FHA runnerup; Nyle French, Lisa Cichocki, and Lisa Chaney,junior degrees.
Jike.

SPECIAL ENTERTAINMENT - Musical selections were
presented by, left to-right, Jayne Kelso, fay Nell Kelso,
and Judy Kelso, at the Parents' Night Banquet held by
the ,Calloway County High School Chapter of the
Future Homemakers of America.

Cannel C w • 7513314

•1--

Thre Thurs. 5/21

2

10

7.91
Irruq•nr ,ouor
•rorst *1/
•reality

TEACHER RETIRES - Bess Kerlick, seated left, was
-presented with a silver coffee service by the Callowa
`k.ounty High School Chapter of the future
Homemakers of America at the Parents' Nigh
Banquet. Mrs. Kerlick is retiring after 21 years at
Calloway and 31 years in teaching. Jeanette Walker,
standing center, was presented an honorary membership in the FHA for her many services to the chapter. Seated right is Lucy Forrest, also advisor and home
economics teacher. Standing left is Regina Walker,
retiring chapter president and regional FHA second
vice, and standing right is Trisha Clark, retiring chapte
first vice and regional FHA treasurer.
Staff photos by Jo Burkeen

1/1 4 20
Endo Tonite•
RAGING BULL( R)

'The Catch
/Of The Week Is

Sterts Tomorrow

7

"•11.

FHA OFFICERS - Installed as 1981-82 officers of the Calloway County High
School Chapter of the Future Homemakers of America at the Parents' Night
Program held at the Colonial House Smorgasbord were, left to right, Lone
Morgan, devotional leader; Diana Travis, treasurer; Christy Curd, first vice; Cindy
Tucker, president; Lori Murdock, historian; Regina Walker, second vice; Lisa
Chaney, reporter; Vonda Murdock, recreational leader; Lisa Phillips, secretary.

CHAPTER MOTHERS - Recognized as Chapter
•Mothers of the Calloway County Chapter of the Future
Homemakers of America at the Parents' Night
Program were, left to right, Ann Tucker, Dolly Clark,
Barbara french, Jeanette Walker, and Dorothy
Chaney.

Titre Tilers. 5/21
17.9 10

Your Individual
Horoscope

15
Ends Tonite•
Aire In Wonderland(G)
Iles Amy-

Frances Drake

SIX BIZARRE
MCIRDERs...

Observance Planned; Questions
On System Listed
s
And
Answer
-#4b1W

FOR FRIDAY,MAY 1$, 1981
What kind of day will tomor- GEMINI
753-33,4
row be? To find out what the (May 21 toJime 20)
A sudden -disclosure puts
stars say. read the forecast
on the right track regaryou
given for your birth Sign.
ding a romantic relationship.
Late Show Fri. & Sat.)
Insight helps you to see things
Adult Enterthinment
ARIES
differently.
Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
18 Or Over Only
A fresh perspective is the CANCER
key to getting along with (June 21 to July domestic proYou'll solve a
others, so put yourself in the
Keep
other fellow's shoes. Be em- blem by day's end. heart
children's interest at
pathetic.
NOW OPEN
when making family deciTAURUS
Be sympathetic.
sions.
EVERY NITE
47
ti4
•(Apr. 20 to May 20)
One work project may have LEO .
See Larger
July 23 to Aug.22
to be abandoned. Explore
Ad On This Page
Mix-up in communications
exto
approaches
alternative
cause you to revise your
may
For Program
isting problems. Intuition is
schedule. Refrain from arguRemy 121 S *753-3314
keen in late evening.
ment. Know when to speak
and when to be silent.
VIRGO
( Aug.23to Sept. 22) ffP
If expenses are mounting,
perhaps it's time to revamp
your spending habits. Your intuition and hunches are worth
following.
LIBRA
( Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
Minor frustrations could
mar the morning hours. Little
things interfere with getting
your, way. Music will uplift
your'spirits.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) nt'eV
/44
Don't let an anti-social mood
PA
'
take hold. A little self-analysis
will help you get to the root of
what's really upsetting you.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.72to Dec.21) 3e
Evening hours are the best
for relaxed socializing.
Earlier in the day, others may
be hard to pin down. Seek
uplifting company.
CAPRICORN
PG
llowted ktists
(Dec.22to Jan. 191
An unusual twist of circumstance affects career inOPEN 7:30-START 8:00
terests. Be ready to revise
CI FIVE
your tactics, if necessary.
• EQUIPPED WITH RADIO SOUND •
Late evening brings insight.
AQUARIUS
1"1."
(Jan.20 to Feb. 18) '
Getting a trip organized
may be more difficult than anticipated. Despite some
changes in plans, you'll enjoy
after-dark activities.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
Don't count on others for
financial help during the
daylight hours. You'll come up
with solutions later. Trust
your intuition.
YOU BORN TODAY have a
-ON OUR SCREENtalent for making money.
Though you'll succeed in
JOHN TRA VOLTA
business, you're more attracted to a professional
career. Law, medicine,
teaching and religion are
fields for which you have an
especial aptitude.

(

`WA

22, 00

4.12fg

Teen

Movie Special

All Teens Adm. $1.50
‘28'&roe

464(111rIN
tet

ci-ndtee&i
LINDA BLAIR,

By LOUISE COOK
-1"W elephant (c) flea (d) third of an ounce. A
Associated Press Writer
human.
kilogram -is 1,000 grams or
Soda comes in liters in7. Water freezes and boils about 2.2 pounds. A liter is a
stead of quarts at the super- at(a)12 degrees Celsius and rheasure of volume and a
Weather 212 degrees Celsius (bI 100 meter is a measure of
market.
forecasters frequently give degrees Celsius and 200 length.
two sets of temperatures - degrees Celsius (c ) 0 4.(b)37 degrees CelsiusCelsius and Fahrenheit. And degrees Celsius and 100 equal to 98.6 degrees
a growing number of road degrees Celsius.
Fahrenheit.
maps provide distances in
8. The height of a tall man
5. (c) 250 milliliters, the
kilometers as well as miles.
is about (a) 20 centimeters equivalent of 742 ounces.
The United States general- (b)200 centimeters (c) 2,000
6. (d) human. Three
ly still clings to traditional centimeters.
kilograms is equal to about
measurement4 like inclies 'Answers:.
- -6.6 pounds.
.
and ounces, feet and pounds,
7. (c) 0 degrees Celsius is
I. True. A liter contains
but signs of the metric just under 34 ounces; a quart equivalent to 32 degree
system are spreading across has 32 ounces.
Fahrenheit; 100 degrees
the United States, and now
2. ( b) swimming 35 Celsius is 212 degrees on the
there's a National Metric degrees Celsius is 95 degrees Fahrenheit scale.
Week,May 10-16, to help peo- Fahrenheit.
& (c) 2,000 centimeters or
•'
ple learn about meters,liters
3. (c) one gram. A g am is two meters,the equivalent of
and grams.
equal to a little more than'a about six feet,seven inches.
-Congress passed legislation in 1975 designed to encourage Americans to convert, voluntarily, to metrics.
The US, Metric Board was
established to coordinate the
We believe Mothers
conversion.
deserve more than
Metrics may seem comday's recognition,
one
plicated if you keep
therefore we're offering
multiplying and dividing to
translate one set of figures
these values through
into another - inches into
May 31st
meters, for example, or
pounds into kilograms. One
you become familiar with
the system, however, you
can simply think metric in
the first place.
In conjunction with National Metric Week, the
Metric Board_ has come up
with some questions and
answers to test your
knowledge of metrics. Here
is a sample:
1. True or false: A liter is
larger than a quart.
2. If the temperature outside is 35 degrees Celsius,
what are you most likely to
be doing? (a )ice skating (b I
swimming (c)hiking.
3. About how much does a
paper clip weigh? (a ) one
kilogram ( b) one liter (c)
one gram (d)one meter.
body
4.
Normal
temperature for a human being is: (a)25 degrees Celsius
'b) 37 degrees Celsius (e) 45
degrees Celsius.
5. A coffee cup holds.
about:(a)two milliliters(b)
20 milliliters (c) 250
milliliters.
6. At birth, which of the
following would weigh about
three kilograms? (a) moose

Friday Night
At
Dakota Feed & Grain
Enjoy The Finest Seafood
In The Area
Alaskin
Gulf Red Snapper
King Crab
$6.95
$8.95
Breaded Oysters
Clam Strips
$4.75
$4.50
Scallops $6.25 Flounder $6.25
Start With Our

Oyster
Bar
'A Doz.$1 .50
Bakers Dozen $3.00

Peel'n Eat
Shrimp
% Lb. $2.75
Lb.$4.95
1 Lb.$9.25

Friday
Nights
5 p.m.-10 p.m.

t=i1Er--44sie
Chestnut & 16th
Murray, Ky.
759-4455

Mother's Day
Count DcrArn
Jewelry&
Diamond Sale
a 00
40%OFF ALL DIAMONDS!*
tz? e
Cizt-

30%0FF ALL UK GOLD!

XQ'

SECOND HIT
Thank God it's only
a motion picture!

AIRPLANE
A PARAMOUNT PICTURE

1ST FEATURE REPEATED FRI. JI SAT. NITES

20%0IFF ALL WATCHES!

y2

4
Dors-Maeit

19EZZJeS,
RI
1
6PS,

PANTS

OFF

New Shipment
of Rose Hips

Dixieland Center
\f"
753-7441
•...111
•

BUY NOW & SAVE BIG!
CHARGE YOUR PURCHASE.
UP TO 24 MONTHS TO PAYI
'Excluding Keepsake

1.4
111•141.Soppy Or.

•
"MP
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Mrs. Minnie Thweatt
Feted 97th Birthday
At New Zion Church

SeniorCitizens
Plant Sale If ill
c1k At Greenhouse
The Greenhouse of the
Senior Citizens, located
behind the St. John's
Episcopal Church, 1620 Main
Street, will have a plant sale
on Saturday, May 16, from 8
a.m. to 4 p.m.
Cabbage, broccoli and
cauliflower will be half priced. Tomato plants include a
number of varieties. Pepper,
eggplant and dill plants will
also be available along with
many flowering plants and
hanging baskets, according
to Kathie Gentry. For information call 759-1991..
--Ireland held 8 million people before the Great Famine
struck in 1845. By the
decade's end, 2 million people had died or left the
island.

Mrs. Minnie Thweatt was
the honoree at a supper held
in celebration of her 97th birthday on Tuesday, April 21,
at the New Zion Baptist
Church. Her birthday was on
—April 24.
The honoree has six living
children and they were all
present for the special occasion.
Attending the ev_skt.were
the following:

TASTING LUNCHEON — Nadine Wortham, left,
cookbook chairman, and Sherrie Paschall, county food
chairman, for the Calloway County Homemakers hold
Alus Thweatt, Pasadena,
one of the new cookbooks of the organization, in Texas; the Rev.
and Mrs.
Good Taste," which were on sale at the annual tasting Headley Thweatt, Westland,
101411*„..,
May 7 at the First United Methodist Mich.; Mr. and Mrs. Isk*
Church. This is the fifth annual cookbook of the Treas, Kirksey; Mr. and
homemakers and sells for $2. Twenty-one clubs in Mrs. Jackie Treas, Mr. and
Murray and Calloway County participated in the prin- Mrs. Jack Cain, Daryl Cain,
ting of the cookbook which contains favorite recipes Mr. and Mrs. Barry Cain,
by the members. Many of the recipes were used in the Brian and Ashley Cain, Mr.
dishes brought by the members to be served to the and Mrs. Bill Overbey,
Jason Overby, Mr. and Mrs.
many persons attending the luncheon.
Jerry Gtaham, Tinuny and
,
Sian photo hyJo Burkeen
Kristi Graham, all of Mur-

ray; Mrs. LaDon Haley and
son, Adam, Almo; the Rev.
and Mrs. George White and
children,, Shaelynn and
Joshua, Mayfield.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
Thweatt, Mr. and Mrs Joe
Thomas Thweatt, Glen
Thweatt and daughter,
Valorie, Mr. and Mrs.
Donald Henson, Kerry and
Craig Henson, Mr. and Mrs.
Larry Henson, Heater and
Chad Henson, Mr. and Mrs.
Mark Thweatt, Mr. and Mrs.
Mike Northcott, Stephanie,
Lee Ann and Todd Northcott,
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Portis,
Mitchell and Ronicca Portis,
Mr. and Mrs. Hafford
Staples, Mr.and Mrs. Wayne
Green, Mr. and Mrs.
Milburn Green, Mr. and
Mrs. Donald Smith, Monty
and Stephen Smith, Mrs. Jon
Green, Kim Green, and Dennis Joseph, all of Benton.

Judy & Shere
Are Announcing Their
New Cosmetologist

Cindy Vance
She is the daughter of Colfield and
Frances Vance. Cindy would like all
her friends and former customers to
call her for on appointment Mon.Thurs.-Fri. 8. Sat.

Judy & Shore'S

Beauty Salon specializes in complete
family hair care services, ear piercing and manicures.
Cosmetologists
Rosetta, Carol, Wanda & Cindy — Judy & There, Owners
Mon.-Sot.

753-5902

Bel-Air Shopping Ctr.

gRMHTS

Parade of
alues

Hey Kids!

celebrating
1,000 SHOESOURCES

Enter the
Payless ShoeSource

Coloring Contest
and you could win
a FREE trip to

46.00

Walt ¶J isney World®

SUNSHINE
DRESSING

Complete contest rules are available at
your nearest Payless ShoeSource.

SAVE $2.11 • Boys' Reg. $6.99

Jacket Dresses are ideal for the
spectacular days of Spring. You
will enjoy the versatility of a new
& beautiful sundress styled to be
flattering with or without the
accompanying jacket. Bright's has a
sensational selection of Spring
Dress Fashions perfect for you.
hoose from Junior & Missy styles.

Cushioned insoles and rugged constTuction
provide comfort and durability. In brown.

SAVE $2.11 • Girls' Reg. $8.99
Genuine leather uppers sport removable
t-straps for versatility. In tan.

A.\.%OUiCES THE
SAVE $3.11 • Women's Reg. $12.99
Genuine leather uppers sport adjustable
buckles for proper fit. In brown.

SAVE $3.11 • Men's Reg. $12.99

-VANITY FAIR

PECHGLO SALE
BUY 3
& SAVE

Genuine leather uppers and rugged "tire
tread soles for long wear. In brown.

Brief, Reg. 3" & 3"
Now 3 for 9°°& 10"

Payless ShoeSource
PADUCAH

Choose Either

CAPE GIRARDEAU

Big K Shopping Ctr.
Open gam-9pm Daily, 12-6pm Sunday

Open Fridays

Central Shopping Center
Open 9am-9pm Daily, 12-6pm Sunday

West
Side

Medium Tite, Reg. 4"& 4"
Now 3 for 11" & 13"

SRIOITS

STAR WHITE
HONEY BEIGE
Flair Leg Pantie, Rea. 4"& 4"
Now 3 for 11" & 13°'

(out t
Squorc

8:30 P.M.
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HEALTH

Community Events Are Listed

Fainting larks take chance
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
DEAR DR LAMB -- I am
very concerned about a new
game the neighborhood children are playing One person
gets behind the other one and
puts his arms around the front
person's chest as if he is going
to hug him from behind The
troll person then starts taking
deep breaths as fast as he can.
after several of these he takes
in a deep breath and holds it
l'he person behind then
squeezes On his chest
It causes the person being
squeezed to faint My son
it is just harmless fun
tnit
I think anything that
makes you taint can be very
dangerous What causes them
taint Is it dangerous"
DEAR READER
I don't
iithink it is a very good idea
You arc describing what has
been called a tainting lark
The heart can even stop temporarily during such illadvised fun The overbreathing is hyperventilation and it
can cause the body to lose too
much carbon dioxide and
upset the chemical balance
This alone in the extreme can
cause fainting
Then when a person takes a
deep breath and holds it, that
can set oft powerful reflexes
that slow and may stop the
heart Or it can induce irregularities of the heart. These
reflexes are even more powerful with breath holding if a
person has been hyperventilating first The heart irregularity or stoppage can cause a
faint
Squeezing on the inflated
chest builds up pressure inside
the thorax and that prevents
the return of blood to the
heart
Most fainting is the result

of inadequate flow of blood to
water from the tissues. If you
the brain That is why it usualwere a body builder that
ly occurs when a person is
might make your muscles
standing, or sometimes when
more distinct for a show.
seated, and why a person Loss of body water by
recovers when he lies down
sweating from a wrap or even
The Health Letter number 9sitting in a steam room is not
2. Fainting Loss of Consciousloss of fat and can even be
ness or Syncope. which I am
dangeroui to some people.
sending you, explains the
Your body requires a normal
mechanisms of faints and
amount of water for good
many of the causes Others
health. A wilted body may
who want this issue can send
weigh less on the scales but a
75 cents with a long, stamped,
dried up wilted body is not a
self-addressed envelope for it
healthy body and may cause
to me, in care of this newspaskin wrinkling that makes you
per, P0 Box 1551, Radio City
look older.
Station, New York, NY 10019
Inducing such faints always
presents the danger that the
heart will not resume normal
activity soon enough I just
don't see much reason for takKaren Hendon Strode,
ing this chance, no matter
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. L.
how small the chance may be
DEAR DR LAMB — I J. Hendon of Murray, receivwould like to know your opin- ed her Bachelor of Science
ion of the various body wraps
degree with teacher cerfor weight loss and cellulite,
which is my problem on hips tification in commencement
and thighs
exercises at Brescia College,
DEAR READER --- If a Owensboro, on Saturday,
person wants to lose fat, they May 9.
are of no value They won't
Mrs. Strode graduated
cause you to lose a pound of
fat Unfortunately, they are a cum laude with a standing of
gimick Save your money.
3.5 at Brescia. She is
All these devices do is trap employed by the Davies
local body heat released from
County School System.
the skin surface they cover
Her husband, Richard
Remember the body cools
itself by losing heat from your Strode, is a graduate of Murskin and it uses evaporative ray State University and is a
cooling by releasing moisture
farmer. Mr. and Mrs. Strode
that evaporates and cools.
The local build-up in unre- and their son, Jason, 2,
leased heat may increase reside on Route 7,
sweating as your body tries to Owensboro.
overcome the interference
Mr. and Mrs. Hendon atwith its normal cooling mechanism So you may lose some tended the commencement

Karen Strode
Is Graduate

exercises at Owensboro on
Saturday.

—

,
-

the green door
Dixieland Center Chestnut St.

Give Your Favorite Grad...
.. Makeup Bags &
,
Travel Accessories
y'Luggage & Totes

Scented Soaps
v- Music Boxes
v- Scrap BPoks

v- Wallets
v• Photo Albums

,,Cologne

Diarys

v-Jewelry
v• Beach Towels

v- Humorous Books

Free-Gift Wrapping
Lay-A-Way.
Bed-BathGifts

Murray Chapter No. 92
Royal Arch Masons is
scheduled to meet at 7:30
p.m. at the lodge hall.
Mixed Tennis with George
and Patsy Oakley as hosts
will be at 6 p.m. at the Murray Country Club.
Progressive Homemakers
Club will meet at the home of
Lynda Cooper at 7 p.m.

Sunday,May 17
will be held
Homecoming
Friday, May 15
Saturday,
May
16
Saturday, May 16
Second night of "Second
Martin's Chapel United
at
Square
and
round
dancing
Work day will start at 8
Season" will be presented at
will be held.at 7:30 p.m. at Methodist Church with
a.m. at the Brooks Chapel
8 p.m. in the Old Freight
the
Woodmen of the World regular services, basket lunCemetery.
Depot in' the MurrayHall.
ch,and singing.
Calloway Park.
Hazel Senior Citizens will
Monthly campout of Twin be honored at a luncheon at
Lakers Good Sam Recrea- 12 noon at the Hazel Comtional Vehicle Chapter of munity Center by the Hazel
WE ARE PLEASED
West Kentucky will be held Woman's Club.
at Piney Campground at
TO ANNOUNCE
Chapter M of P. E. 0.
Land Between the lakes
THAT SHARON
a lunwith Rudolph and Opal Sisterhood will have
the home
at
12
noon
at
cheon
Howard as wagonmasters. A
BYBEE IS
Sparks.
potluck supper will be serv- of Mrs. Harry
NOW EMPLOYED
ed Saturday at 5:30 p.m.
Citizens will
Senior
Dexter
with Jack Crook as special
AT THE
sponsor a smorgasbord dinguest for program.
Sharon
Bybee
ner at 6:30 p.m. with cost be$3 per person, followed
ing
Young Peoples Rally will
be held at 7:30 p.m.at Bethel by a candidates'speaking.
Chapel Pentecostal Church,Murray Tennis AssociaHighway 94 East.
tion will have a mixed'
scramble tennis tournament
Sharon has 7 years exIgeti.-i-,,c as a
Saturday, May 16
at 9 a.m. at The Players
cosmetologist and would like to invite
Alcoholics Anonymous and Club.
Alanon will meet at 8 p.m. at
her former customers to come by or call
the west end of.the Livestock
for appointment. Sharon will work on
Wendy's will have -Chariand Exposition Center.
ty Ball Day" with a portion
Thurs. Fridays & Saturdays.
of each salad sold today to go
Theta Department of Mur- to the funds for Mental
ray Woman's Club will have Health.
a breakfast at Granny's Porch, North 16th Street, at 9
Men's Fellowship Group of
a.m.
First Presbyterian Church

BEAUTY BOX!

Lydian Sunday School
Class of First Baptist Church
will meet at 7 p.m. at the
Fellowship Hall of the church.
Community Theatre will
presented "Second Season," ,Plant sale will be held
an evening of one act plays, from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. at
at 8 p.m. at the Old Freight Senior Citizens Greenhouse.
Depot in the MurrayCalloway Park.

1h,, Beauty Box
Dixieland Center
753-7132

will have a breakfast at 7
a.m. at the church fellowship
hall.

Little League football
meeting will be held at 7
p.m. at the Calloway County
High School gym.

May 15
Ilaptist Women Of HazelFriday,
and Douglas Centers
will be open from 10 a.m.to 2
Oak Grore 1101(1 p.m.
for activities by the
Program Meeting . Senior Citizens with lunch at

Now
Over
4,000
Sq. Ft.
of
Gifts

t

Thursday,May 14
North Pleasant Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian
Church Women will meet at
7 p.m. at the home of
Kathryn Cain. A plant sale
will be held.
Ganuna Ganuna Chapter
of Beta Sigtha Phi will meet
at 7 p.m. at the home of Chris
Loftis. Officers will be installed. Note change of time.
--Grove 6126 of Woodmen of
the World will meet at 6 p.m.
at the Triangle Inn.

Oriental-Fumiture
& Accessories

The Baptist Women of Oak
Grove Baptist Church met
April 20 at the church for the
lesson on "Take A Family
Missions Vacation."
"Gifts of the Spirit" with
scripture from I Corinthians
14 was the Bible study. Sara
Bagwell read the calendar of
prayer and Hilda Evitts led
in prayer for missionaries
having birthdays on this
date.
Others participating in the
program were Jane Morton,
Pauline Story, Youlonda
Grooms, Clara Jean
Paschall, and Freda Humphreys.
Plans were made to send a
gift for the kitchen of the new
Baptist Student Union
building at Murray State
University.
The neat meeting will be
held Monday, May 18, at 8
p.m. with Clara Jean
Paschall.

Hazel at 11:45 a.m. and at
Douglas at 12 noon;
Shopping for Senior
citizens will be held and call
753-0929 by 9:15 a.m. for
morning shopping and by
11:30 a.m. for afternoon
shopping.
•
Shower for Kim and Glenda Timmerman who lost
their home and contents by
fire will be held at the home
of Jerry and Sue Vance. For
information cdt436-5693.
A

Twilight golf will be held
at the Murray Country Club
with tee off times from 4 to 6
p.m. for the Nine Hole Best
Ball Golf.
Mothers Morning Out will
be at 9 a.m. at the First
Christian Church.
Plant and bakesale will be
held at 9 a.m. at the Coldwater United Methodist
Church.

Alpha Phi 11 ill
Meet On Saturdar

GIGANTI
CARPET SALE
In Stock Rubber
Back Shag

$399

In Stock Hi-Low
Shags
In Stock
Saxony Carpets

$
699Per Sq. Yd. .1 Up

Per Sq. Yd. & Up

$799
Per Sq. Yd. d Up

Books
0
"Walltext,EndsSelected
May 31, 1981 30 /0 Off

Joe Smith
Carpet Center
So. 4th St.
753-6660
Clip Coupon

Murray, Ky.
Mon.-Fri. 8-5
Sat. 8-4

The Paducah Area Alumnae Chapter of Alpha Phi International fraternity will
hold its regular bimonthly
meeting at 2 p.m. on Sunday,
May 17, in the conference
room of the Broadway
United Methodist Church,
Paducah.
All members are urged to
attend, according to Ruth
Ann Davis, chapter
spokesman.

Penny(Jab
Meet Mondav
The Cole Home •
Helen Cole will open her
home for the meeting of the
Penny Homemakers Club to
be held Monday, May 18, at 1
p.m.
The president, Ruth
Parker, urges all members
and interested persons to attend.
At the April meeting held
at the home of Maudena Butterworth, the major lesson
on "Emergencies and First
Aid" was' presented by
Violet Johnson who give
many helps and aids to use in
accidents.
Murrelle Madrey discussed "Tips On Safety For
Children and Learning Warning Signals of Tornadoes."
Refreshments were served
by Mrs. Butterworth.

COUPON OFFER

Carpet
Ends May 16, 19$1
(Was Not lade&
Commercial or Astroturf)
III

*CONDITIONING LASH THICKENER
.25.t. $6.00
Rory Black
Very Brown

Li

THE RAIN OR SHINE
BEAUTY BAG from
Elizabeth Arden
....,
The anywhere, everywhere tote with a
very special secret. Concealed underneat. . in its own zippered hideaway.
.,. an oversized, red foldup umbrella,
cleverly hidden and just waiting to outwit any sudden shower. Or shield you
from the threats of stormy skies. And,
tucked in-side. . . more protection. The
entire family of Visible Difference skin
care products in convenent travelsize
'SKIN DEEP NIIILKY CLEANSER
4 fl. oz. $6.50 _
•YELVA MOI TURE FILM

All In Stock

II

The clever, all-weather tote
with an incredible
difference...

BEN'TON PATIENT •
Dismissed May 1 from the
Marshall County Hospital,
Benton, was Lois Rose of
Kirksey.
PATIENT AT BENTON
Darrell James of Kirksey
was dismissed May 4 from
the Marshall County
Hospital,Benton.

I I

'BODY BASICS BATH IL SHOWER GELEE
6.75 fl. is. $1.00 I

'BLUE GRASS NATURAL SPRAY
PERFUME MIST
211. es. $9.00 LI
Plano wad me The Rail or Shine lianay Bay
for $13.00 with any additiowal ordor of $6.00
Of wore
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

STATE

ZIP

CHARM CRICK 1 101 M.O. F-1
CHARGE ACCOINT NO.
odd sales te• vrImn.r. ypplissIble. Mir weld he•%NW Noe esply while
ply lerts_ AI wires
seggeris4 riNail sad =Wee hr drip Iplilaset

II fl. es $10.00_

Per Sq. Yd. Off

Ill

Yours For Just $13.00 With Any Other Elizabeth Arden
Purchase of S6.00 Or More

/

AS fl. oz. $11.00
I fl. oz. $17.50

•YISABLE DIFFERENCE REFINING
MOISTURE-CREME COMPLEX
wet wt. 1.25.z. $17.50
sof wt 2.5 oz. $21.50
*UNABLE DIFFERENCE EYE CARE
CONCENTRATE
/
1
2fl. is. $15.00 tulooD hot*

Oblisiond Cower, Murray,Ey.
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Boyd-Cortwright
Wedding, Sunday
Final arrangements have
been made for the wedding
of Miss Linda Gail Boyd and
Michael Cortwright, both of
Louisville, which will be
solemnized on Sunday, May
17, at 3 p.m. at the First Baptist Church, Murray.
Parents of the couple are
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Boyd of
Murray and Mr. and Mrs.
William H. Cortwright of
Muncie,Ind.
The Rev. Dr. Bill Whittaker will officiate at the
ceremony.
The matron of honor will
be Mrs. Barbara Gockwin of
.Clewiston, Fla., cousin of the
bridesmaids
bride-elect.

LIBRARY NOTES
artiNt %aim

New books at the Calloway
Public Library include the
will be Miss Nancy Jones of following:
Paducah, Mrs. Kathy
COAL—BRIDGE TO THE
Guthrie of Memphis, Tenn., FUTURE, Massachusetts
by
and Miss Shelly Cortwright Institute
of Technology.
of Muncie,Ind.
Ballinger.
Dave Currier of InAn international study to
dianapolis, Ind., will be the determine the role that coal
best man for Mr. Cartwright. might play in meeting world
Groomsmen will be Gary energy needs during the next
Guthrie and Gary Swear- 20 years. Robert L. Major
ingen of Memphis, Tenn., (whose parents, Bill and
and Steve Mohler of New Marjorie Major, reside in
Orleans, La.
Murray) is one of the book's
A reception will follow the contributors.
ceremony at the Fellowship THE HOUSEHOLD BOOK
OF ANIMAL MEDICINE,
Hall of the church.
All friends and relatives
are invited to attend the wedding and the reception.

IRA G. CORN, JR.

New Books Highlighted

by Richard Vars•she.
Prentice-Hall.
Written by a veterinarian,
this is a guide for treating
your pet at home when
health problems arise and to
help determine when a doctor is necessary.
I'M GONNA MAKE YOU
LOVE ME, by James
Haskins. Dial Press.
Diana Ross's rags-toriches story from the poverty of her Detroit girlhood to
the glamor of Hollywood.
THE COURT YEARS,
1939-1975, by William b.
Douglas. Random House.

By Abigail Van Buren

DEAR ABBY: I know a man who took his wife and
recently widowed sister-in-law to a baseball game. No
sooner had the three of them sat down in their reserved
seats, when a nice-looking gentleman and his young son
came in and sat right beside them. The man who had
brought the two ladies happened to know the nice-looking
gentleman, so he introduced him to the women.
The gentleman, who happened to be a widower, had the
seat right next to the widowed sister-in-law.The two of them
hit it off extremely well. Eight months later they were
making wedding plans!
Not until then did the widow learn that her brother-in-law
had bought all five tickets, and seated her next to his friend
Wouldn't you say this was a lot better than trying to
arrange a blind date?
DANNY IN DALLAS

J

CHRISTIAN WOMEN'S CLUB — A fashion show will
be presented at the luncheon to be held by the
Christian Women's Club on Tuesday, May 19,from 12
noon to 2 p.m. at the Colonial House Smorgasbord.
Pictured, left to right, are Amy Doran from Littleton's
and Vickie Travis with shoes from the Shoe Tree.
Reservations should be made with Shirley Winters at
753-7745.

Alpha Department Holds
Meet; Slides Are Shown

Evelyn Bradley presented
the program at the potluck
DEAR DANNY: Much! Had the brother-in-law
asked his friend if he wanted to meet a nice widow, luncheon meeting of the
the friend would probably have said,"No thanks, I Alpha Department of the
Murray Woman's Club held
know enough widows."
And if he had asked his sister-in-law if she wanted on Saturday, April 25, at the
to go out with a nice gentleman, she probably would club house.
have asked,"How tall is he?"
Slides of her recent trip to
The Holy Land were shown
•• *
by Miss Bradley. Frances
Brown was program leader
DEAR ABBY: When I was married I weighed 115.(I'm 54.) Fourteen years (and three children) later, I weigh 136. for the day
I've tried diets, and taking it off isn't bad, it's keeping it off Officers elected for the
1981-82 club year were Doris
that's hard for me.
I'm neat and clean and dress well. I know my husband is Nance, chairman; Irma La
not ashamed of me because he keeps telling me he likes me Follette, vice chairman;
just the way I am.
My sister, who lives on black coffee and cigarettes to keep
her weight down, tells me that all men want their wives to
be thin. She says my husband says he likes me just the way
I am because he doesn't want to hurt my feelings.
I'm in perfect health. Dieting makes me irritable and
nervous, but I would make an effort to !ose weight if I
thought my husband really wanted me to. Abby, do you
think all men like their women thin?
PLUMP IN PAWTUCKET
DEAR PLUMP: No. Your sister can't speak for your
husband or any other man. Some men like their
women plump. But the bottom line is how you like
yourself.
•• *

DEAR ABBY: Please don't say that this is none of my
business, because we tare about our mother a lot. She just
got divorced two and a half months ago and she already has
a boyfriend. She doesn't know that we kids know. In fact,
she tries to keep it a secret. Very often we see her sneak from
her car into another car and drive off. She gets a lot of phone
calls from "a friend."
We don't know why she wants to keep it a secret, but we
think her "friend" is her boss at work. He is married. She's
always talking about how great he is, etc. We kids never ask
any questions because I once asked her who her "friend"
was and she told me it was none of my business.
We don't want to pry into our mother's love life, but what
are we to do? Go ahead and pretend we don't know,or what?
DESPERATE FOR ANSWERS

This book is the personal
record of Douglas' 36 years
served on the United States
Supreme Court including
many personal photographs.
REPAIRING
FURNITURE, by Time-Life
Books.
A well-illustrated, how-to
book on the subjects of
reupholstering, refinishing
and mending furniture.
ARTHUR CLARKE'S
MYSTERIOUS WORLD, by
Simon Welfore. A & W

Publishers.
Under the direction of
Clarke, researchers traveled
five continents interviewing
witnesses of strange events
and
unexplained
phenomena.
SO YOU WANT TO PLAN
A BIRTHDAY PARTY, by
Catherine Durkin. McClelland &Stewart.
A party book for planning
children's parties with many
illustrated ideas for decorations,food, and games.

In prosperity prepare
for a change. in adversity
hope for one" - James
Burgh

NORTH
•J 9 2
•6 5
•A K J 6
•KQJiii
WEST
•6
•K Q10 8
•Q 7 5 4
•9 7 6 3

5-14-A

EAST

444 id
•I `..14

•16 ;I
It was too late to hope for
4A 2
chang( when declarer discovered he might be in trouS4P1 TH
•A K ',4ap
ble A trouble he would have
•A 7
avoided had he made the
•9 8 2
required preparations
•8 54
Declarer took his heart
ace, cashed the trump ace
Vulnerable Both Ipea!,,,
and led a low trump to South The bidding
dummy's jack East won the
queen. cashed the heart jack South West North
1*
l'ass
24
'ass
and then played ace and 2•
['ass
4•
A!I
another club to lock the lead
in dummy
East's defense was good
opening lead Heart king
He was hoping that West
had the diamond queen and Cuff and discard after win
that declarer had three ning his spade queen
cards in both minor suits
Regardless of wherel
t pitp:
. Dummy played the trump er ruffs he will not
nine to take the pros. en to draw trumps and dislodgf.
finesse against East but now the ace of clubs without
there was the problem of ing control
getting off dummy There
An ounce of foresight ttio .
was no solution available be worth pounds of
and East ruffed the third sight
round of clubs to take the
setting trick
Bid vtith Corn
Declarer did well to play
the trump suit as he did Solith holds 5-14-H
instead of banging'down his
•.1 9 2
two high trumps. However.
• "i
he missed a vital play that
• A NJ tshould have been relatively
•K ‘,1
simple On his ace of
trumps. instead of playing
dummy's deuce, he should South North
have unblocked dummy's IC
24
nine--a card that could do no
good in dummy 'and might
well get in the way later (as
ANSWER: Three no trump
it didh
With dummy's trump nine Describes a fine opening hit:
out of the way. East can still limited by the failure tu
beat the game but probably take more aggressive action.
wont. The ace and a club earlier A two no trump blul
will lock the lead in dummy. would describe a weaker
but declarer will lead opening bid
dummy's trump deuce for a Send bridge questions to Tha Aces
finesse and..hold his losses to F'(I Box :2363 Dallas Tex.xs 75225
one trump. one heart and with self addressed ,tarr.ped ensel.,pe
one club To beat the game. in reply
East must offer an unusual

Thetas Min Breakfast;
Ilarniony Proirram Is Gie.
'",

Dealt)
Baseball Fan Scores
A Home Run

THE ACES'

The Theta Department of
the Murray Woman's Club
will close the 1980-81 club
year with a breakfast at
Granny's Porch, North 16th
Street, Murray,on Saturday,
May 16, at 9 a.m.
Martha Guier, vice chairman, said new officers will
be installed for the coming
year. Other retiring officers
are Martha Enix, chairman,
and Jan Hough,treasurer.
New officers are Bess
chairman;
Kerlick,
Margaret Cavitt, vice chairman; Anna Mae Thurman,
secretary reelected; Anita
Mansfield,treasurer.
A special program of
Southern Harmony Singing,
directed by Dr. Ray Mofield,
was presented at the April
open meeting of the department held at the club house.
Dr. Mofield discussed the
history of Southern Harmony singing and announced

the annual singing to be held
the fourth Sunday in May at
the Marshall County Court
House at Benton. The singing group is open to any interested persons and the
dues are $2 per year with
Margaret Heath of Benton as
the treasurer.
The singers said they
hoped to keep this type of
singing going as a special
tradition in this country. A
record by the Southern
group is now available, a
copy of which was presented
by Dr. Glenn Wilcox of Murray to President Richard
Nixon at Washington, D. C.,
when he was president.
Their closing selection was
"Christian's Farewell."
A social hour followed with
refreshments being served
by the hostesses — Jan
Hough, Opal. Howard, and
Florene Shoemaker.

wiliesi vibe smilSii

ta Ohsicy$84118o
,
alto

Odelle Vance, secretary;
Frances Whitnell,treasurer.
Hostesses were Roxie
Jones, Desiree Hosick, Mirl
Robertson, Mildred Russell,
and Lula Bell Hodges.
Twenty members, along
with two visitors, Mrs.
Isabel Bocher and Mrs.
Louise Miller, were present.
The -next meeting will be
held on Saturday, May 23,
with the program to be by
the Front Porch Swing with
Larrie Clark as director.

We are pleased to
announce that Lori
Whitnell, bride-elect
of Ray Spraggs has
selected her pottery,
stainless, crystal, and
accessories from our
complete
bridal
registry.
lori'and Ray will be
married June 27th.

.001k

Lyndia Cochran
Dance-Gymnastic Studio
4

Announces Registration

Gymnastic
Summer Term 9 Weeks
4

The Showcase
7534541

Coaches: Martha Pitman & Laurie Martin
,

121 Ely-Past

K-11A K48-104VR-101111:)1

Classes Start Tuesday June 2nd

Ph. 753-4647

IL. SI

Charle's geRitz Group.
YOU'RE TIRED OF THE TREATMENT YOU'RE GETTING.
You're tired of products you use once and never again. Of complicated, ineffective, expensive
regimes. Of beauty specialists who aren't specialists at all.
We don't blame you.
INTRODUCING PRESCRIBED SKINCARE BY CHARLES OF THE RITZ.
...Prescribed on the basis of laboratory test results.
... Prescribed on the foundation of real dermotological research.

DEAR DESPERATE: Pretend you don't know.
Maybe you don't. But if you do,such secrets cannot be
kept forever.
•*•

IIIa

CONFIDENTIAL TO "TOM WHO WILL NOT
ANSWER TO THOMAS": True, a little learning is a
dangerous thing. But it's better than total ignorance.

•

CM

Ittraa

Now Available At:

Yellow, Green,
Red, Hot Pink,
Purple, and
Turquoise
Reg. 28.00

Special Balancing Soap
6 at $7.50
Special Refining Soap
6 ot $750
Activating Clarifier
8.,$8.00;12 oz $10.00
Moisture Balancing Day'Care
2oz $8.50
Oil-Dissolving Night Formula
2oz $8.50
Optimum Balance
ioz.$10.00; 2oz $17.50
1-Zone Controller
2oz $8.50

aa'w

Ci3G3ey

no&A
Chestnut Street

a
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The Murray City Council last night
approved an ordinance which will
change the zoning of the south side of
Main Street between Seventh and
Eighth Streetsfrom residential to professional office district.
Deaths reported include A. C. Hall,
78, Mrs. Eula 0. Clark, 63, and
Michael Elmo Fielder, 18.
Phil Shelton, director of the Murray
High School Band for the past nine
years, has resigned to accept a position in private business.
Mrs. Marcellos Jague, retired
teacher from Texas, spoke at the
meeting of the Murray Quota Club
il
held at the South.side Restaurant.
Artell Tucker has been named as
the Zenith dealer in Murray.
-<-' Motorcycle races will be held Sunk
diir,4tthe Kenlake Cycle Club,Inc.

Democratic Chaos
By GEORGE W.CORNELL
AP Religion Writer
One of America's foremost
evangelical theologians,the Rev. Carl
F. H. Henry,Says Western civilization
is being plunged toward ruin by a
spreading "dogma that democracy
requires ethical diversity."
If that trend isn't checked, he says,
we shall soon preside over the collapse of democracy into chaos."
Henry, a noted biblical scholar and
long-time powerful voice in the rising
evangelical movement in the United
States, says :'moral pluralism" is
4.0ecomrpg _entrenched "as a social
liOrrn •'Moral values are menaced - by the
growing notion that a truly
democratic society must allow, even
requires, ethical diversity and a
tolerance of immorality ... that moral
judgments are a private matter only,- he says.
This widely promoted view, he says,
could bring a "moral and spiritual
decline beyond imagination," a time
when "all moral distinctions are
relative."
Henry, presently on a seven city lecture tour in Canada, stresses that the
health and survival of democratic
society depend on recognizing definite
moral standards, both in persons and
in "public life and public affairs." "God works providentially in the
history of nations," Henry says in his
text, maintaining that "ethical absolute" apply to national life and that
upholding them is essential to a nation's endurance.
"Too often, the church's • mission
has been limited to preoccupation
with personal evangelism at the ex-

Business Mirror

pense of public concerns," he says,
citing a one-time evangelical attitude
altered by a recent thrust into
political affairs.
Henry, 68, who has just finished a
term as president of the American
Theologial Society, is author of about
25 books, including the monumental,
five volume "God, Revelation and
Authority."
On his 11-day Canadian tour, he cautions that "to seek all ends by politics
is as wrong as to seek all ends by
evangelism," but he says it's imperative "to confront public conscience by the biblical criteria of
morality and justice."
Christians, he says, must not yield
to the modern social theorists who insist that -cultural consensus alone
dictates public policy," that "public
policy respecting abortion, homosexuality, prostitution, marriage and
divorce, poverty or anything else is
answerable only to pragmatic consensus."
Henry of Arlington, Va., has taut
at numerous seminaries, was the
founding editor in chief of the influential evangelical fortnightly, Christianity Today, and remains its editor
at large. He also serves as lecturer at
large for World Vision International.
An American Baptist; he has been a
key organizer of evangelical conferences in the United States and
abroad. His massive, five-volume
work, the final volume of which is
scheduled for issue in 1983 by Word
Publishers, has been hailed by
scholars as a penetrating, comprehensive treatment of biblical
authority and modern issues.

/

Taking down the clocks makes customers less aggressive all right.., but
now I'm steamed because I don't know when to take my lunch break!"

Garrott's Galley

By JOHN CUNNIFF
AP Business Analyst
NEW YORK (AP) — Because it
almost always managed to weather
crises and remain profitable and confident, the domestic automobile industry was for years the symbol of
US.industrial might.
Last year the mighty took an awful
spill, and so did the confidence of
Americans who had taken U.S. industrial leadership for granted.
The industry lost more than '$4
billion, saw imports reduce its market
share, and was forced to lay off some
200,000 workers. It lost its invincible
image, too. Japan, it was said, could
do things better.
Having accepted the grim reality of
its fall, the industry now seeks to prove that the past few years were an exception rather than a trend. And F.
James McDonald was here to
demonstrate it.
McDonald, General Motors Corp.
president, chatted in his New York office before showing the new "J-cars,"
which GM hopes will boost profits and
prove the U.S. industry is headed for
better times.
After the Iranian revolution, he
said, the domestic market was permanently changed by the threat of
fuel shortages. Customers chose
smaller cars, a part of the market
-where Japan has always been." The
WASHINGTON — Before the missJapanese were, he said, "sitting there
ing American priest turned up
with that product line."
GM, he continued, had been unharmed in El Salvador, Secretary
"downsizing" since 1974, but that re- of State Alexander Haig frightened
quired time. The company was in a President Jose Napoleon Duarte with
transition where, in a few years it a tough telephone call misinterpreted
sought to convert facilities to building as a warning that the U. S. soon might
frontwheel drive cars. When you do stop supporting the Salvadoran
that, said McDonald, you "change all government.
Speaking to Duarte in English
the components and gut your
without
an interpreter, Haig mentionassembly plant."
Still, he said, GM had until recent ed strong pressure against the
months been able to hold its place in Reagan administration's Salvadoran
the market (Ford Motor Co. and policy in both Europe and the U. S.
Chrysler Corp. did not), accounting Duarte thought Haig was threatening
for 46 percent of all cars sold in the total withdrawal of U.S. support. Haig
United States. And now with the J- meant only to press Duarte teapcars, he said, "I say we ought to get a prehend the killers of four hundred
American nuns and find the then
better share of the market."
The strategy, he said, recognizes missing priest, Father Roy Bourgeois
that fuel efficiency, quality and price ( who, like the nuns, belonged to the
are the three most important factors radical Maryknoll order).
The pressure against the
determining a customer's choice. The
Salvadoran
government eased when
American industry, he insists, is comBourgeois reappeared — after having
petitive in all.
spent 10 days with communist guerrillas, just as Duarte had speculated.
Mirrray Ledger & Times Furthermore,
a joint investigation by
USPS 306700
Publisher
.
Walter L Apperson Duarte's government and the U. S.
Editor
. R. Gene McCutcheon Embassy in San Salvador may soon
The Murray Ledger & Times Is published
effect the arrest of soldiers who killed
every afternoon except Suntimys, July I.
Christmas Day. New Years Day and Thanksgiv- the nuns.
ing by Murray Newspapers, Inc., 103 N. 4th St,
NOFZEGER WANTED?
Murray,Ky. 42011. Second CLur Postage Paid at
President Reagan's senior White
Murray,Ky.43V1
SUBSCRIPTION RAMS: In areas served by House staff, searching for ways to
earners, 13 25 per month, payable in advance
By mail In Calloway County and to Benton, Har- strengthen the press operation under
deputy press secretary Larry Speaks,
din, Mayfield, Sedalia sod Farmington, Ky.,and
Paris, Buchanan and Puryear, Tn., $34.30 per is eyeing this possibility:' Move top
year. By mail to oilier destinations, $30.30 per
political aide Lyn Nofziger into a temyear.
Meniber of Associated Freak Kentucky Press
porary role as chief White House comAssociation and Southern Newspaper Publishers
municator.
Association.
Nofziger became an instantlyThe .Aseociated Press is exclusively entitled to
republieb local news originated by The Murray acclaimed celebrity when he took
Ledger & Times as well as all other AP news.
over the briefing microphones at
TELEPHONE NUMBERS
%einem Office
753-1311 George
Washington University
Classified Advertising
733-1318 Hospital on that fateful March 31 and
Retail(Display) Advertising
73)-121$
Predation
733-111111 cleared away anxieties over the presiNews and s,1,Deik
733-1010 dent's condition. Letters poured into
Nofziger's office in the ensuil weeks

Inside Report

The J. D. Barter Construction Company of Harrisburg, Ill., is the apparent low bidder for the construction
of a canal connecting the Barkley and
Kentucky Lakes, according to an anBy M.C. Garrott
notuftement from the Nashville
District Corps of Engineers, U. S. Army.
Deaths reported include Jesse
Dudley Sexton and Steve Allen Lee,5.
Flatt and Scruggs and The Foggy
Mountain Boys will appear on May 16
at the New Concord School.
Births reported at the Murray
up, lost in the lively tempo of the Hospital include a boy to Mr.and Mrs.
dancers, without any shots being Bill Gene Adams and a girl to Mr. and
fired, but we never played there Mrs. James Leroy Lamb.
Virginia Frances Crawford of Cinanymore."
cinnati, Ohio, is the guest of her
++++++
One night while playing for a dance parents, Mr.and Mrs. C. B. Crawford.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
in the old American Legion Building
gymnasium in Mayfield (where some "The Great Imposter" starring Tony
of the truly great bands of the big Curtis, Edmond O'Brien and Arthur
bands era played during my youth) O'Connell.
four members of Van's band had a
rather uncomfortable evening when
each of their girl friends showed up on
the arm of another man.
"First, it was Mills Williams' and
The body of Elbert Morgan, comConn Linn's girl friends to show up mercial fisherman from Model,
with two other fellows," he wrote. Tenn., was found on the Trigg County
"Later, Yewell Harrison's girl was side of Kentucky Lake by fishermen
there with another man.
yesterday. He had been missing since
"I was sitting next to Yewell, and, April 2.
of course, teased him a bit about it. 'Deaths reported include Manuel M.
Little did I know that it would be only Lovier, 72, and Mrs. Vickie S. Martin,
a few minutes before my girl frilled, 84.
Searcy Wooldridge, would come in
Murray State College has received
with another man.
notice that its Jersey byll, Royal
"When they danced around in front Design Prince, has been named a
of the band, Yewell stopped playing, Superior Sire, a national honor, by the
turned to me and gave me the old American Jersey Cattle Club, Columhorse laugh, `Uh-wah! Uh-wah!' That bus, Ohio.
was embarrassing!"
Gene Bramlett, biology student at
+++++
Murray State College, is conducting a
The band played at Ripley, Tenn., study of mourning dove nesting from
on several occasions, and always May through September.
gave a good performance there. Cold
Elected as officers of the Kirksey
band members contend they always High School Chapter of the Future
played better on the road than at Homemakers of America are Gela
home,so they say.
Riley, Joan Lawrence, Eleanor
In those days, it was customary for Greenfield, Marilyn Walker, Anna
the dancers to often stop dancing and Doores, Ann Elkins, Ada Ross, Ann
stand in front of the band watching the Adams, Patsy Lawrence, and JO Nell
instrumentalists and listening to their Watkins.
music, and Van's band had several
Showing at the 95 Drive In Theatre
entertaining novelty numbers to spr- is "Oh You Beautiful Doll" starring
ing on them at times like that.
June Haver and Mark Stevens.
Garvice Douglas could do tricks
with the banjo. He also could fiddle
and dance at the same time. Joe
English, the first trumpet player,
could play "Sugar Blues" just like the
famous Clyde McCoy and was always
called on to do that number.
The day following, Jesus would go
Van, Iris Forguson and Conn could forth into Galilee, and nude* Philip,
"play a duet" on the baritone horn and saith unto him, "Follow me." —
and a trumpet,and that's hard to do. John 1:43.
++++++____
Van, who played violin long before
As Jesus called men and women in
he ever had a clarinet or a saxophone His own day to follow Him, so today
in his hands, started his music career He is still calling men and women to
by playing the violin along with Mary follow Him. What is your answer to
Waters Farmer, who played the His call!
piano, and Irby Wyatt, who played
saxophone, at the old Woodruf
Theatre in Murray, located then just
down from Peoples Bank on North 5th
Street.
By The Associated Press
The late Lillian Watters,a real fine
Today is Thursday, May 14. the
piano.player, once told Van after acdays
companying him on a program, "I 134th day of 1981. There are 231
left
in
the
year.
like to play accompaniment for you,
Today's highlight in history
•
because you never play it like it is
On
May
14th,
1948,
the
independent
written."
Van hardly knows where to stop state of Israel was proclaimed as liriwhen he gets to talking about music. tain ended its rule in Palestine.
On this date:
"I never get tired of talking about it,"
In 1787, a convention met in
he once told me,"I believe there will
Philadelphia
to draw up the United
be music in heaven, and I want to
States
constitution.
have a part in it."
In 1804, Meriwether Lewis and
William Clark set out from St. Louis
•)1) their exploratory expedition to the
l'iseific Coast.
Seastm
In 1972, Okinawa reverted to Japan
after 27 years under U.S. jurisdiction.
In 1975, the United States announcBy Ken Wolf
The Easter season might be a good ed that Marines had recaptured the
time to note the distinction between U.S. merchant ship Mayaguez. which
two types of Christians, those who had been seized by Cambodians.
Five years ago: India and Pakistan
base their faith on miracles which
announced
they'd resume diplomatic
they did not (and cannot) see, and
those who are fortified by the reality relations, which had been broken off
of the changed lives (theirs or others) in war over Bangladesh in 1971.
One year ago: Some 30.000 students
which they can see.
The English Methodist Leslie poured into the streets of downtown
Weatherhead, author of The Christian Seoul, South Korea, as anti-martial
Agnostic (1965), was reminded of this law protests mounted.
Today's birthday: Opera singec
by a comment of a converted drunk:
Patrice Munsel is 56 years old.
I don't know whether Christ turnThought for today: There is np
ed water into wine, but for me he
education like adversity. — Benjamin
did something that was much
Disraeli, British statesman (11154more use. He turned beer into
18111).
furniture.
A

Van Valentine Never Gets Tired
OfRecalling His Dance Band Days

I enjoy Van Valentine and having
him share with me memories of his
days on the band stands around this
part of the country. A notorious
records keeper, Van is retired now
after a career in music, the post office
and what-have-you, and lives at 916
North 16th Street.
The other day after I had written
the two columns about Chuck Simons
and his band playing back in the 1940s
and '50s, I received a letter from Van.
It has been written at 4 a.m. He
couldn't Sleep beyond that point and
had some more memories to share.
Right then he put them down on
Some might question that belief.
paper, just as we all should do, and
They have,in fact, and nothing proves
passed them along. Hereare some of
it like the decline in sales of
the things he wrote about.
domestically made cars. The market
++++++
seems to have spoken, especially
One night they were playing an
about quality and prices.
In long-term durability American engagement at the country club in
cars are getting better, and in ride Paris, Tenn. No one had told the band
and performance U.S. cars match that it was a "dress up" affair with
any, he said. The perception of poor evening dresses and tuxedos the
quality, he contends, boils down to "fit prescribed attire, but that was no big
and finish." The fit of doors and the problem. The band members were
finish of dashboards,for example.
wearing the best clothes they had
Are American workers-the equal of anyway.
Japanese? -If we producee the proper
When they walked into the ballroom
tools, designs and environment, I say and noticed this, Conn Linn HumAmerican workers can be motivated phreys, who is perhaps Van's best
to do the same quality job the friend and now living. in Las' Vegas,
Japanese do," he replied.
Nev., whispered, -Boy! We'll have to
McDonald discerns more coopera- play sophisticated stuff tonight." So,
tion between industry and govern- they started with that kind of music.
About an hour into the dance,
ment, although he gripes that regulations shown to be needless remain on James Bishop, one of the saxophone
players, was sitting up on the edge of
the books, adding to the price of cars.

Decline OfIndustrial Might

20 Years Ago

/
/74"044,

his chair — a folding chair — when the
thing slipped out from under him on
the glasslike, polished floor.
Down he went, the chair crashing
back against the wall, but he never
missed a note, finishing the number
from a sitting position on the floor.
Realizing what had happened, the
dancers began to— applaud, and,
crowded around Bishop, the men
shaking his hand and the ladies giving
him a hug.
"That broke the ice," Van wrote.
"Before the dance was over, we
played numbers with all the band
standing, some even standing up on
their chairs. When we started playing
'Goodnight Ladies' and 'Home Sweet
Home,' a fellow walked up to Conn
Linn, pulled out a big roll and said,
'How much for an extra hour?'
"Conn referred him to me. A dollar
for each of us was good pay at that
time, so I said, 'Ten dollars.' I could
have said fifty; he would have paid it
just as quick."
++++++
On another occasion, the band was
playing at a Southern Illinois night
spot when opposing elements from
two nearby towns tried to take over
the place. They hadn't been playing
long before a fight broke out on the
floor.
-We were playing a slow tune, 'By
The River Saint Marie," he wrote,
-when Conn Linn tapped on the stand
and said, 'She'll Be Coming 'Round
the Mountain.' The fight was broken

By Rowland Evans and Robert Novak

Haig Frightens Duarte
praising his performance. He then Reagan's Arms Controliand Disarmareturned to his job as Reagan's (pment Agency(ACDA).
Eugene V. Rostow, ACDA's newlypolitical troubleshooter.
With press secretary James Brady appointed director, is a longtime
still hospitalized, the senior White friend of Israel and is known to have
House staff wants more muscle in the deep misgivings about the AWACS
press office but will not name a new sale. That could mean the arms conpress secretary out of deference to the trol impact statement, required from
wounded Ijrady. The solution: Bring ACDA for every weapons transaction
Nofziger in, but not with the title of abroad, will be negative on the Saudi
press secretary, for a couple of mon- deal.
A footnote: More bad news for the
ths. Nofziger would not take a permaAWACS deal came at a top-level May
nent job as presidential spokesman.
4 meeting when Assistant Secretary of
TANGLING TEXANS
The normally convivial luncheon at Defense Bing West reported failure so
the Texas Democratic congressional far on an attempt to get Saudi Arabia
delegation turned into a confrontation to permit greater U.S. control over
when Majority Leader Jim Wright ac- the planes.
cused unnamed colleagues of disloyalBALDRIDGE NIXES SWITCH
ty in backing President Reagan's
Secretary of Commerce Malcolm
economic package.
Baldridge worried about moves to
Rep. Ralph Hall repeatedly asked create an independent tourism office
Wright to reveal just whom he was outside his department, has warned
talking about, and Wright repeatedly Congress in a private letter that he
refused. Finally, Rep. Kent Hance will strongly recommend a veto if
volunteered that Wright meant him. such legislation gets to President
Hance, who has a coveted seat on-the Reagan's desk.
Ways and Means Committee, backed
The effort to set up an independent
Reagan's budget and is seeking to federal agency to promote tourism,
devise a modified version of Reagan's which is a big asset in the balance of
tax plan.
payments, has been defeated before
Wright has grumbled to colleagues Baldridge claimed in his letter to Rep.
that he secured seats for Hance on John J. Dingell, chairman of the
Ways and Means and Rep. Phil House Energy and Commerce ComGramm, another conservative Texas mittee, that the proposed independent
Democrat on the Budget Committee, agency "would be an orphan" and
only to have them defect from the that much of the money Congress apDemocratic leadership and support propriates for tourism would be
Reagan's economic proposal. But at diverted into creation of a new
the tense Texas luncheon meeting, bureaucracy.
Hance told Wright to his face that he
Baldridge may lose the Maritime
was out of touch with the times.
Commission to the Transporation
ANTI-AWACS ItEAGANITES
Department. On top of that, loss of the
The proposed sale of AWACS radar tourism division and its $7.6 billion
planes to Saudi Arabia, in enough budget would further downgrade his
trouble as it is with a solid Senate ma- department. A presidential veto,
jority presently against it, may soon however, may be the only salvation
encounter even more difficulty with for Baldridge. The Senate has already
an unfavorable report from President passed the bill.

30 Years Ago
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Catholics, Non-Catholics Across State Join In Shock, Dismay

By DENISE FITZPATRICK
Associated Press Writer
Catholics sought spiritual
refuge in churches across
Kentucky, while nonCatholics joined in the outpouring of shock and dismay
after the attempted
assassination of Pope John
Paul II.
• Special masses and prayer
vigils were conducted as
Catholics rallied together in
the wake of Wednesday's
shooting in Rome.
Children at St. Martin's
School in Rome, Ky., lit
candles and prayed, and

students at St. Pius X School
in Owensboro ate lunch in
silence. Catholic bishops and
priests on religious retreats
in Kentucky hastily returned
to their home churches.
"We've had so many calls
since this happened," said
Monsignor Bernard Powers,
parish priest at Immaculate
Church in Owensboro. "People are very concerned and
deeply interested — and
deeply hurt."
The pope was shot by a
gunman as he greeted 15,000
tourists and faithful at his
weekly audience in St.

ARTHUR C.
JEWELL
City
Council
For Progress
Paid For By Candidate

Peter's Square. fie came
through 54a hours of surgery
for six wounds in "good and
stable" condition, his doctorssaid early today.
Police quickly arrested a
man identified as a rightwing Turkish terrorist who
had vowed to kill the pope.
He told them after the
shooting that he "couldn't
care less about life."
Doctors said the prognosis
remained "guarded" largely
because of the risk of possible infection, but added that
the pontiff was conscious
and breathing on his own.
Kentucky Governor John
Y. Brown said in a statement
issued late Wednesday that
he is "beginning to wonder if
the world is going crazy."
"Every day brings more
shocking, taic and
unbelievable news," said
Brown."Here in just the last
few months we've had the
senseless murders in Atlanta, the violence In the
Mideast, suicides in Ireland
and
the
attempted

assassination of two world
leaders — President Reagan
a little over a month ago,and
today,Pope John Paul II."
The governor added that
Kentuckians were joining in
the prayers of the people of
all faiths for the speedy
recovery of the pope, whom
he called "a great leader
who is the symbol of peace
and love."
"Today violence touched
the life of the world's most
loved person," said Brown.
"I hope this outrageous attempt today brings forceful
action among governments
and people all over the world
to respond with the
necessary strong law enforcement and judicial
punishment, as well as emphasize the need or per.a.ca_ul
co-existence and cooperation
arbong all people."
Brown said his own
prayers would be with the
pope, "who has been an example of strength and compassion for us all."
"It's the first time that

anything this violent has occurred in my memory," said
- the Rev. William Wagner of
Louisville's Cathedral of the
Assumption.
"People are shocked. They
can't believe it...they are
praying that he (the pope)
isn't badly wounded and that
he'll recover," said Monsignor George Hancock of St.
Stephens Cathedral in
Owensboro, which oversees

About 800
Expected At
Language Festival
LEXINGTON,Ky.(AP)—
About 800 secondary school
students are expected çto
compete in the fifth annual
Kentucky High School
Foreign Language Festival
Saturday at the University of
Kentucky's student center.
The state Department of
Education is sponsoring the
festival. Only students studying French, German,
Latin or Spanish are eligible.

the Catholic diocese of they had to reach out and children • from the parish
western Kentucky.
touch somebody."
school in."special prayers"
Raymond'Goetz, a deacon
Wethingtorr said children Wednesday at the church.
at St. Joseph's Catholic from St. Peter's Schools next
The Rev. Lawrence
Church in Bowing Green, door to thcychurch, were call- Hehman, pastor of N.....vinan
said he had been besieged ed together with priests and Center at the Limy( i- >ity of
with telephone calls follow- teachers and "had a little Kentucky campus
ing the announcement. He gathering with them and ington, "remarked.
w
said many of the calls were about 10 minutes of prayer. many crazy„ unredeemed
from people -who aren't We sent them back to the people are running around
even Catholic."
.classrooms and asked them hurting who need the pope's
"I think people are really to remember him. I've never message, the message
of
starting to pray," said seen such a quiet bunch in Jesus Christ? People
are,
Goetz.
my life."
hurting and are so mixed up
"We will all be in prayer
The Rev. Joseph J. Rueter that they just'strike out at
that he survives this," said of Christ the King Catholic anybody and everybody and
Mildred Snow, secretary at Church in Lexington led it's just sad."
Louisville's Walnut Street
Baptist Church, where
prayers for the pope were included in a regularly
scheduled service.
• The Rev. Paul Wethington
If you have ever considered subdividing your
of St. Peter's Church in Lexland, give us a callAcktoi, pivvide you with
ington said: "We got word he
complete design, layout and construction to
was shot about 11:25. When
the Mass started (at noon t, I
meet all local and state requirements.
announced it and recommended him to their
CALL (502) 554-2615 FOR INprayers...we got a number of
FORMATION
phone calls from people just
informing us, almost as if

ATTENTION LANDOWNERS

,

Choice of 1 With
512.50 Order

We Gladly Accept Food Stamps
C & 11 or
Hyde Park

LIBBY'S TRUCKLOAD SALE
Libby Lite

t

PEACHES ...

New Store Hours
Mon.-Thurs. 8:00-7:00
Fri.-Sat. 8:00-8:00
Bonus Special
Both With
$25.00 Order

Prices Good 5-14 thru 5-20

in Libby Lite Pear

2/41" HALVES

or sl., 16 oz.

With $12.50 Additional
Purchase Excluding
Tobacco & Dairy Products

Blue Bonnet or
Parkay
Libby Cut Blue Lake Green

BEANS

Oleo

Libby's French Style Green

2189' BEANS

16oz.

16 oz.2189

U. S. No. 1 Red

Potatoes

All 3 With
$35.00 Order

Libby's Sweet

69

S lb.
Libby's Deep Brown Pork-N

Libby's Sliced

-,\':-

,4 oz. 3189` BEETS...

BEANS

Libby's Cream Style or Whole Ker raI

CORN

..,‘

16oz.

4
14
-1

3/89'
ir
79'

Libby's Tomato

PVC JUICE

17oz.

With S12.50 Additional
Purchase Excluding
Tobacco & Dairy Products

.46oz.
•

WELCWS GRAPE DRINK
Hyde Park Potato

U. S. Choice
Boneless

CHIPS

huck
Roast
179
•

o‘

460Z.894

Von Camp

TOMATOES

.11

7,20z 7V PORK & BEANS

SUNSHINE KRISPY CRACKERS

L.

99'
15'Hyde

FIESTA

r,scory

CHIP-ERS

8 °z

Hyde Pork Baking

SO

49

ib SHELLS
TACO

La Cocino

TOILET TISSUE

59C

La Cocina Taco

LB.

Contadina Whole Peeled

DA

14‘, oz 1/89
89
39C
4 101k

1 lb. box

Hyde Park Sweet

Park

PICKLES

Tomato

.16oz 89

Hyde Park Hamburger

LIPTON TEA BAGS

48 CT $

DILLS

39

32 oz.

SUPER HICKORY
CHARCOAL SALE
5 Lb. Bag
10 Lb. Bag
20 Lb. Bag

U.S. Choice Boneless Arm Cut

Eckrich All Meat

5198

lb
Country Style

SPARERIBS
ROAST
BOLOGNA

$1 49
. lb.

Pork Loin End

Field 1 Lb. Wieners or

51 29
lb.

I

$1 39

BOLOGNA

. lb.

$1 19
b. 1
U.S.D.A. Grade A Chicken
lb. $119

34'

MILK

I

Owen's Best

CORNED BEEF

Hyde Park

. lb. $429

loCal MILK

Owen's Besi

PEPPERED BEEF

lb

$429

Emge American

Economy 3-5 Lb.

Hyde Park Homogenized

$189

CHEESE

2
lb. $19

$329

Owen's Best

BB° BEEF

lb.

Owen's Best Whole Fried

CHICKEN

5129
9 or s

Horne Grown Leaf

LETTUCE
Vine Ripened

TOMATOES
Rome(Fine For Eating or Cooking

APPLES

39'
. lb 49`
39`

.

16

16

Hyde Pork 2°.

MILK
Hyde Pork Homo

MILK
lePTiRMILK
ylT

99`
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Emphasis On Conditioning

Recently, new directives control program,a soldier is enough to let the individua
from National Guard Bureau to lose 'three pounds per know just how good of condiand the Department of the month until reaching the ac- tion he is in, and to remind
Army have placed an in- ceptable limits, and his pro- and encourage him of the irncreased emphasis on gress is to be checked mon- portance of his maintaining
physical conditioning. The thly. The National Guard has his or her conditioning
trend is now swinging back accepted this program and throughout t14e month.
physical applied it to Guardsmen as
the
toward
toughness of the soldier and well. Failure to meet
GUARD NOTES:
the better a soldier is condi- satisfactory progress stan—Next drill is at 7 p.m.
tioned, the better he will be dards can prevent promoMay
29.
able to perform.
tions, and training oppor—PFC Glenn Thorpe
Towards this end, the Ar- tunities to those individuals
leaves for basic trianing at
my has instituted a new in this program.
intest
and
physical training
Though the greatest em- Ft. McClellan, also, this
troduced a weight control phasis is always placed on week.
—Summer camp will be 4program. The National the over-weight erid of the
;uard has adopted this scale, the same program has 17 July for all MPs,and 11-25
guidance, and has further been applied to the July for all other personnel.
modified its policy to active- underweight individuals as July drill will be 26 July fora
include physical training well. Any soldier not showdown inspection after
as a part of the regular train- meeting weight standards, camp. Individuals who are
will also be placed on a not sure which dates they
ing of its members.
The new physical training weight control program and are to attend summer camp
PT ) test the Army has ap- have to gain 3 pounds per need to check with SSG Watt.
proved consists of thre.! month and will have to meet Any variations from the
t:vents. These are push-ups, the same criteria as the above schedule need to be requested immediately.
sit-ups, and a two mile run. over-weight individual.
The push-ups and sit-ups are
In the past, it has been the
timed events, with the in- policy of the National Guard,
dividual trying to do the and Reserves that no
maximum number possible physical training was to be
in two minutes. To obtain the done during drill time. Any
maximum 100 points for the physical training an insit-ups. a male solider 17-25 dividual received would be
would have to do 69 sit-ups in what was called concurrent
two minutes, while a female training, meaning that if you
s)ldier would have to do 61 in were training on a tactical
the same time period. A 17-25 road march, your road
ear old male soldier would march itself would be your
have to do 68 push-ups in two physical training. This was
minutes to get the maximum fine for this type of training,
100 points in that event but the Guard found that
where the female soldier much of their training did
would have tcrdo 40. For the not involve physiCaraCtiVity,
two-mile run, the male and that a lot of it was done
soldier would have to com- in a classroom. Conplete the two mile course in sequently, the change in
13:05 and the female soldier policy now requires National
Guard and Reserve units to.
in 17:10.
All the above scores are begin including 30 minutes of
fur soldiers in the age group organized physical training
17-25. The new PT program every weekend.
establishes different scores
Implementation of the new
for different age groups. policies will begin imfrom 17-25, 26-30, 31-35, 36-39, mediately, and are being
and over 40. Each of these welcomed by the individual
age groups have different soldiers. The Murray unit
scores required for both began its weight control program in March, and will
males and females.
The increased concern begin implementing the PT
with over-weight problems program in the May drill. As
in the Army has also brought the emphasis on training and
a new program into ex- readiness continue to inistence. The weight control crease on-the National level,
program provides for all the emphasis- and imporsoldiers to weigh in twice a tance of physical training on
year on a regular basis. Any the individual level will
soldier found to exceed the become increasingly imporArmy Weight limit guideline, tant:- • A thirty minute
is then placed on a weight physical training program,
control program, or sent for once a month is not enough
a medical evaluation. Under to keep an indvidual Guardthe provisions of the weight sman in shape, but it is

Baseball's Casey Peng& Becomes Art Form
By HUGH A. MULLIGAN
AP Special Correspondent
NEW YORK (AP) —
Charles Dillon Stengel, better known as Casey, has
become an American art
form.
There was the OP
Perfessor on Public Broadcasting the other night, well
acted by Charles Durning,
occupying the TV time on
Hallmark Hall of Fame
usually devoted to the wit
and wisdom of George Bernard Shaw, Charles Dickens,
Abraham Lincoln and such
like.
Earlier in the season,
there was Paul Dooley playing Casey Stengel offBroadway, a cultural
precinct normally showcasing the likes of Samuel
Beckett, Jean-Paul Sartre
and Bertelt Brecht.
There already has been a
"Damn
musical,
Yankees,"more or less based on the era when he was

the winningest manager in
baseball history. And a fine
book, "Can't Anybody Here
Play This Game?" was written by Jimmy Breslin in
homage to the season, 1962,
when Casey was the losingest manager in baseball
history. That was the year
his Mets blew 120 games to
finish a record 60 games out
of first place.
All of which sustains the
contention that the
celebrated inventor of
Stengelese, which can be
loosely defined as anywhere
from 60 to 6,000 words in
fruitless search of syntax,
has long ago become an
institution.
American
is late
anything,
if
Culture,
in catching up with him.
The only time I ever met
him he exuded culture. It
was an interview, but not a
sports interview. At least it
wasn't supposed to be.
It was 1960, September, a
month to remember. The

Yankees had just wrapped
up a 10th pennant in 12 years
under the 01' Perfesser, and
the Glendale (Calif.) National Bank had just named
him a director.
The Yankees were playing
a four-game series up in
Boston. So I found myself in
Fenway Pit* and introduced myself7The smile faded
from his craggy face, which
resembled an avalanche on
Mount Rushmore.
"Oh," he said,"you're the
guy wants to talk to me
about banking. Well, the
Yankees don't pay me a
yearly stipend to talk about
banking.... But you show me
how to get five runs in the
first inning and I'll talk
about any subject you
want."
Well, the Yankees didn't
get five runs in the first1p2:
ing. In fact, they didn't et
even one run in nine, but fortunately a fan came by after
the game with a scrapbook

of tattered old baseball clippings, devoted mostly to the
life and times of Kansas
City's proudest boast.
Casey seldom had need for
visual aids at the lectern, but
the collection of pictures
touching the lowlights and
highlights of his half century
in the game ignited a nonstop monologue.
It was a great one-man
show. Almost in a class with
the one Casey staged in a
Milwaukee hotel lobby, when

he acted out how he hit the
first home run anyone ever
got in Yankee Stadium. It
was an inside the park blast
which he re-created by rounding the pillars in the lobby
and sliding (translated from
the original "slud" in
Stengelese) into home late,
which happened to be the
front desk in the replay,
under the astonished eyes of
the reservatiod clerks. To
mention culture in the same
sentence with Casey is
redundant.

Elect

Max E. Morris
Your
Calloway County

•

Circuit Court
Clerk
Deasocretk Primary-May 21th
"The Alen F. The Offke"
Ileasbar 20.The Ballot

Peiol ForS Frio's& To
Mc/ Mal E. Morris

KING OF VALUES

Managers
Moonlight
Salle

FRI. MAY 15,7till 10 pm.
10-LB. BAG
CHARCOAL
REG. /.57 LIMIT 2

KENTUCKY

5-LB. BAG
DOMINO SUGAR
LIMIT I

NO RANCHECKS

3

NATIONAL
GUARD

REG. 1.97

HAND TOWEL..1G

••

,r

• V ,!••

Dry,,r NAulf!, U.)Lbl 551in

just 939 just '269
West Ky. Appliance
Saiss—Servie•--Part•
641 N. Across From Smorgasbord 753-4470

1.22

88tf

64

SAMSUNG 12" DIAG.
BLACK & WHITE TV
SAVE
14.03

REG.

CONAIR• PRO 1200
STYLER DRYER •

Two temperature, two speed Set
tings Model 083 REG. 12.11
\LIMIT I

wr

LIMIT 2

OC fAGONALN
REDWOOD
STAIN PICNIC
twit'
TABLE

AM%
I(

1000/ polyester
2-way i
poplin
stretch gabardine. Assorted
colors. Sizes
8-18. REG. 8.88
NO RAINCHECKS

QUAKER STATE
DELUXE MOTOR
OIL 10W40
tLimit 6 No Roinchecks

2

1 Limit 4

FOR

SCOTTS KLEENEX
PAPER TOWELS

Only

00 01.1.1C0NCRS

PULL-ON
PANTS

1.22

A 88

40-0Z.
SUPER SUDS
DETERGENT

n

100°. solid state chassis. keyed
automatic gain control. 3" front mounted
speaker Features earphone lack Model
81 311 REG. 79.00 No mAiecutois

5 LBS•

99

PERMANENT
PRESS
CYCLES

Press and Knos:Delcales cycles
e for Heavy. Normal Light Sod. and AntiEl Bleach disperser 0 Dryer with up to
dal«A
`r."1 rnm,`,; : .mer ri Permanent Press And Poly Knits
POrcclain enamel finish
Up -front lot
,icHe

44
.r•

SAVE •.II9
your net cost

REG 797 LIMIT 2

2-SPEED WASHER & MATCHING DRYER

ILA
Ossumsykka

NO ..l.C.NECIK 5

\WASH CLOTH,PEG

PAMPERS'
EXTRA
ABSORBENT
DISPOSABLE
DIAPERS
60-COUNT

If

5

"APPLAUSE"
BATH TOWELS
Sold colors LIMIT 6

LOW
PRICE
410..

FOR

BIG K 300-COUNT
NAPKINS
REG. 1.44

LIMIT 2

NO 11A.NCNEC.S

Sandal Splendor.
Ladies
hottest
fashion sandals
at unbelievable
low prices. Teens
& Ladies

REG. 66.96

, „.
46.
96
No Rainchecks

99 Limit
REG. 23.97

MR COFFEE
MODEL MP 100
AUTOMATIC
COFFEE BREWER' \

C

99 RIG. 13.8$
Sale
MEN'S
WRANGLER
JEANS

Bel-Air Shopping Center

84

Limit 4

Sole KG- 1.17

4 ROLL PK.
SOFT N' PRETTY
BATHROOM
TISSUE

BIG •
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Study To Be Determine If Milk Law Causing Oversupply
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
— Agriculture Secretary
Alben Barkley II says that
the 20-year-old state milk
price support law should be
repealed if a study finds that
it causes a surplus of milk
supplies.
_
Barkley said Wednesday
that he has assigned Doug
Wheeler, the department's
director of marketing, to
study whether the law might
be causing an oversupply of
milk. The study is expected
to take a month or two to
complete.
The
law
forbids
wholesalers and retailers to
sell milk below cost. Barkley
1981-82 MURRAY HIGH HI-Y OFFICERS — Inducted as officers of the Murray
High branch of the Hi-V Club for the next school year Were, first row,from left, said the law "seems to prohibit some milk consumpSteve Blevin, vice president; Doug Tuft, president; Charles Cella, secretary;
tion"
by preventing retailers
second row, Jeremy White, chaplain; Stuart Alexander, treasurer; Andy Jobs,
from
selling
milk as ri•Ploss
parliamentarian. Kent Barnesit'Apth.3or of the organization which will be parleader" to draw customers
ticipating in the Murray Humane Society drive next week.
into the store.
Barkley
said
his
preliminary judgment is
that the law "is not a constructive regulation."
The commissioner said
that the state Milk
Marketing and AntiATLANTA (AP) — were not sure what race, sex, age, background Monopoly
Commission,
"Puzzling" abdominal punc- significance to attach to and in the way he died, Hand which administers the law,
ture wounds, inflicted after them,the source said.
said. An autopsy Tuesday in- "is extremely dedicated to
death, were found on the
-It may mean a different dicated the youth had been the status quo,and that is not
latest victim in Atlanta's str- murderer; it may mean asphyxiated, like 15 other necessarily the case with
ing of 27 slayings of young something else," the source slain young blacks.
me."
blacks, and fibers found on said. "Anything that we
The "trace evidence" as Barkley has tried to fire
the body match those would say now would be pure well as the circumstances of Jim Claycomb, the commisdiscovered on other victims, speculation."
Barrett's death led Hand and sion's executive secretary,
authorities say.
DeKalb County Public Atlanta Public Safety Com- saying he needed "people
The fully clothed body of Safety Director Dick Hand missioner Lee Brown to turn who cooperate fully in a
17-year-old William Barrett refused to comment on the over the case to the task united effort." The firing atwas found early Tuesday, report of punctures, but he force, Brown and Hand said tempt has triggered a court
about the time he was said Barrett's death is linked in separate news con- case in Franklin Circuit
reported missing, in woods to other recent deaths by ferences Wednesday.
Court, which this week
off a dead-end road in subur- "trace evidence" retrieved
Hand and Brown refused issued a temporary restrainban DeKalb County,officials by police. Barrett resembled to comment on what trace ing order preventing
said.
several recent victims in evidence was found.
Police have no suspects in
the case, the 27th killing
assigned to a special
Atlanta-based police task
force investigating the
deaths of young blacks and
the disappearance of a 10year-old black boy.
A police source who asked
WASHINGTON (AP) — quipped after both sides
not to be identified told The Airlines fear passengers will outlined their views WednesAssociated Press on Wednes- resort to scurrying off to the day.
day that after Barrett was lavatory like timid
The board is scheduled to
strangled his body received adolescents to sneak a decide June 18 whether to
puncture wounds in the ab- cigarette if the government ban all smoking, keep the
domen.
tries to ban all smoking present regulations that reIt was apparently the first aboard
commercial quire separate seating for
time in the string of slayings jetliners.
smokers and non-smokers or
dating to July 1979 that
Anti-smoking groups, ask- stop regulating the matter
violence was inflicted on a ing the Civil Aeronautics altogether.
victim's body after death.
The airlines argued that
Board for an outright ban,
"It's not like mutilation, say the airlines could they should not be put in the
though," the source said. counter such tactics by in- position of having to enforce
"It's just a couple of punc- stalling smoke alarms, or controversial government
ture wounds." The wounds even sprinkers, in airplane bans or regulations.
were inflicted after the restroorns.
Richard J. Fahy Jr. of
youth's death with "a sharp "Anyone needing a shower American Airlines said his
object like a knife," he said. at 30,000 feet could go smoke company will continue to
Investigators considered in the bathroom," CAB provide separate seating for
the wounds "puzzling" and chairman Marvin Cohen non-smokers no matter what
the government decides. He
urged the CAB to lift all rules
on smoking aboard planes.
Fahy said flight attendants have been "brought to
tears" and smokers have exchanged blows with nonsmokers on some flights.
Licensed For
Some smokers have been
known to "stand up and blow
Commercial 8. Residential
smoke into another
passenger's face" after being asked to stop smoking or
move to another seat, he
Murroy. Ky
said.

Puncture Wounds On Latest
Victim Puzzle Authorities

Airlines Fear Lavatory
Rush If Smoking Banned

Barkley from firing
Claycomb.
"I was getting a slanted,
prejudicial view from the
commission
and
Claycomb.. the same old
story that it was helping the
dairy farmer," Barkley said

in explaining his change reducing sales.
from an earlier stand in
The federal goverrunent is
favor of the law.
spending over.$1 billion naInstead, Barkley says tionwide each year under
now, he feels the law might federal milk price supports
be harmful to dairy farmers to take surplus dairy proby keeping price high and ducts off_thy price '"°of

declining sales. Unless the
oversupply is stopped,
Barkley said, it may jeopardize the price support program, which is a key factor_
in the survival of many dairy
farms.

HARVEY ELLIS
BELIEVES IN
STRONGER
EDUCATION
v Build a better foundation with itrofiger elemen
tory school influenie
v A return to "Basic Skills" in secondary education
v Quality vocational and university facilities

OPPOSES ADDITIONAL TAXES
VOTE FOR

HARVEY ELLIS
REPRESENTATIVE
FIRST ON THE BALLOT
PAID FOR BY THE CANDIDATE

LEES CARPET FACTORY
AUTHORIZED SALE

We're putting our best-selling Leescarpets
on saleto celebrate!
• 4
,

,

, ,

.;004
ti

g

Danny M. Dunn's
Electric

-

•

-

Call 436-2372

1

74

"
,
i'•%Itea`il •40
./'
••••

Elect
William
"Bill"
Bailey
Sheriff
WILLIAM "BILL"BAILEYISSEEKING YOUR
ENDORSEMENTFOR SHERIFF
ON THEFOLLOWING PLATFORM
*A clean honest and positive campaign.
*AN calls and complaints will be handled in a courteous and efficient manner for all dtizens.
*A full-time Sheriff - No outside interests.
*Permanent criminal records will be maintained, with safe
keeping of all evidence.
*Cooperation with all city and county school officiate to combat and preventjuvenile crime.
*Cooperate with law enforcement officials, church and
citizen's groups in controlling crime and the introduction and
abuse of drugs in Calloway County.
*Cast your vote for a concerned candidate

For sheriff Of Calloway County
Vet* YU For
William "Bill"Bailey

1

Paid for by Patsy Woodall,Treasurer

LEE'S TOP
SELLING
QUALITY CARPETS
REDUCED FROM

$2"
$300
TO

Per Sq. Yd.

WITH COMPLETE
INSTALLATION

Murray, Ky.

MAKE YOUR ROOMS "LOOK ALIVE" WITH
LUXURIOUS CARPET BY LEES!
One of the great features about this sale is that it is on
Lees best selling qualities of carpet and not
something that was specially made up with all the
quality left out.
You can choose from the practical hard twists,
velvety plush weaves, dense shags. . . all in luscious
colors that will make any room in your home "look
alive". Come see them today and take advantage of
some outstanding values!

S
an/PM
1LJ 114 1%1 11 llr IL) BA lE

208 E. Main
k

•
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Six -Inning No-Hitter Turns Into Another Last Hour Drama

Murray Wins Region Opener Over Caldwell Co.
By. DAVID HIBBITUS
Sports Editor
Just when Murray was all
ready to polish off Caldwell
County yestvday, with pitcher David Milton on the
verge of a no-hitter, the
Tigers had to make another
region tournament game exciting.
Milton, who had been
keeping the Caldwell hitters
from even getting their bats
around as they could only
lunge at his pitches, had
niethodically piled up 11
strikeouts in staking Murray
to its 7-0 lead after six innings.
If Milton had been having
any lapses during that time,
however, they were coming
as he wavered in his control.
But the Tigers' defense
had arrived, and just in time
to put down a brief Caldwell
uprising in the fifth inning.
The trouble started when
Caldwell's , Jimmy Dyer
walked .on four pitches and
moved to second on a pitch
that skipped away from
Murray catcher Bruce
Taylor.
After Tony Herndon snagged a sizzling grounder down
the first base line for the first
out, Jeff Jones worked
Milton for another walk.
Milton flirted with more
danger when he got ahead of
Alex Nelson with two quick
strikes before slipping to a
full count.
But Milton then blew the
next pitch by Nelson as
Jones took off for second.
Taylor alertly fired down to
second as Murray second

baseman David McMillen
cut in front of the base to
take the throw.
As McMillen cut across, he
caught Dyer leaning off third
and threw over to Ronnie
Pace for the final out.
The perfectly executed
inning-ending play was the
Tigers' second of the game,
after McMillen had started a
double play to end the second
inning.
We are truia improved
over the last two weeks,"
Murray coach Cary Miller
-said about his team's execution. "Our rough schedule is
paying off."
Despite the Tigers' revived efficiency in keepini;
Caldwell County, whose final
record dipped to 11-7 with the
loss, from mustering more
serious threats, the seventh
inning was almost enough to
wipe out the otherwise impeccable showing.
Having already walked
four batters, Milton cast an
ominous shadow on the inning when he walked the
leadoff batter, Walter
Haberlock, after having him
down on an 0-2 count.
After Troy Jewell broke up
the no-hitter with an opposite
field single to left, . Milton
was unable to recapture his
earlier form.
Three straight batters
were walked, cutting the
Murray lead to 7-2, and
Miller signaled for his ace
reliever, Tony Herndon.
The roof almost caved in
when Barry Burns sent a
screamer down the third
base line to score two more

4

•

'47-r"
Irr,h
414.
A
.4, • ..);/•.••
0.*N.
STOPPING A CALDWELL COUNTY THREAT — Murray third baseman Ronnie Pace
puts the tag on jimmy Dyer after taking the throw from David McMillen. The play
runs. Burns was on his way
to second for a sure double
when he found the base occupied by Todd Green,
After Burns retreated to
first, where he just missed
being caught on the relay
from left field, Green decided to head for third.
Murray's backup first
baseman Jerry Spann picked up Green immediately

after the close play at first
and fired the ball across the
infield to Pace to beat Green
to the base.
Herndon then settled down
to strike out Greg Glass
before walking Johnny Loftus to bring up the tying run
in Michael Brown.
As close as the lid had
come to being blown off Murray's win, it ended meekly

when Brown grounded
sharply to Pace, who simply
stepped on third for the final
force.
"When I took out Milton, I
was more concerned with
the outs than with the runs,"
Miller said. "He was getting
tired, and Tony always
comes in and does a good
job."
Except for a two-run triple

got the Tigers out of a fifth inning jam.
Staff Photo By David Hibbitts

to deep right-centerfield by
Pace in the fifth inning, giving Murray the fifth and
sixth runs it would need
later, the Tigers scored by
capitalizing on only two
otherfiits and four Caldwell
County errors.
"We had some timely hits
today," Miller said. "We
moved the runners well.
"We had more strikeuts

and more runners left on
base than I would have liked,
however.
"Otherwise, we played a
great game."
The win gives Murray a 179 record and sends the
Tigers against Livingston
Central, 13-9, in the championship at Reagan Field at 4
p.m.today.
Livingston Central scored

four runs on six hits in the
first inning and got the
deciding run in the sixth to
hold off Christian County, 54, in yesterday's second
game.
CaldwellCo. .0 0 0 0 0 0 4 — 4 2 4
200230 x — 7 3 1 Murray
Alex Nelson, Barry Burns (5),
Michael Brown (6) and Walter
Haberlock; David Milton, Tony Herndon (7) and Bruce Taylor. 3B — Ronnie Pace(M).

Murray Sophomore 'Displeased' With 85 For Higher Total Than Last Year

Jones Wins Girls State Golf Tournament By 5
(Continued From Page 1)
"I _was- pretty worried at
that point,"said Jones.
But it was Doming who
had came to worry at No.4,
when she hit into the trees
and suffered a triple-bogey.
Jones bogied the hole to get

even, then moved ahead for of Mayfield, Tina Turner of
good with a birdie at No.5.
Tompkinsville and Lea
Alvey of Franklin-Simpson
Michelle Hutchins of finished at178.
Laurel County shot an 85 to
Host Elizabethtown won
finish at 173;' -while Cathy the team title with an agEdelen of Louisville Sacred gregate score of 748, seven
Heart was at 175 after an 87 strokes better than Corbin.
Wednesday. Sandy McGinty Defending champion Notre

Dame finished sixth,52 shots
back of Elizabethtown.
Lone Oak was third in
ltam 'competition with a 783
score, followed by Sacred
Heart at 786, Russellville at
799 and Notre Dame at 800.
Murray finished ninth with
a score of 832.

Southern States

SPOTLIGHT

NSA'

MOON at sou* WINO WM* SUPPIWIS
9110141C1 to delivery by supphors
la*
as scheduled

Save NOW!
8-23

MAY
Corn Cutter &
Creamer
$329
HAPPIER WITH THE FIRST ROUND — Murray's Velvet Jones won the state golf tournament with rounds of 81
and 83 at the Elizabethtown Country Club course.

Fat Man's Skinny Horse Works
Sharply For Preakness In Mud
By DICK JOYCE
AP Sports Writer
BALTIMORE (AP) — The
Fat Man is in town with his
skinny horse.
The Fat Man is Johnny
Campo, trainer of Kentucky
Derby winner Pleasant Colony, who is at Pimlico for
Saturday's 106th Preakness
Stakes.
While the Derby- MaY 2
drew 21 starters, Pleasant
Colony's presence wasn't expected to reduce the
Preakness field considerably. As many as 15
may be entered this morning
for the 1 3-16 mile second leg
of the Triple Crown.
They include Woodchopper, Partez and Classic Go
Go, the 2-3-4 finishers in the
Derby. Other possibilities
were Pass the Tab, Flying
Nashua, Bold Ego, Double
Sonic, Top Avenger, Bare
a

Knuckles, Thirty Eight
Paces, Highland Blade, A
Run, Paristo and Escambia
Bay.
Pleasant Colony, a
Virginia-bred owned by
Buckland Farm, is an
unlikely looking champion,
appearing gaunt compared
to his rivals on the Pimlico
grounds.
The colt has a red mark on
-his left flank, reportedly
from knocking over some
chemicals in his stall, and
has several hairless spots on
his right flank, apparently
results of a virus suffered
this winter in Florida.
The usually loqacious
Campo won't talk much
about the marks on the colt,
saying they happened before
he took over the horse March
16.
"He's just losing some
hair,just like you and me
lose hair when we get older"

said Campo, a 5-foot-7, 250pounder taking off his cap to
show a balding pate.
As for the Derby winner's
weight, Campo said,"That's
just the way he is, like some
people are skinny. He eats
good but he was a May 4 foal
( meaning he actually turned
3 years old two days after the
Derby). Wait'll you see him
in July, he'll fill out. By
September you won't
recognize him."
Campo, who predicted a
Triple Crown victdry for
Pleasant Colony after the
April 18 Wood Memorial at
Aqueduct, maintains his colt
is still the best of the 3-yearold crop.
"He's fresh and in top condition," said the New Yorker
seeking his first Preakness
triumph.
Campo made his comments after Pleasant Colony's "great" workout on a

muddy track Wednesday.
The colt breezed a half-mile
in 46 2-5 before galloping out
five furlongs in one minute
flat.
Then Campo said, "Time
don't mean nothing, unless
you're in jail."
Asked if he was worried
about the size of the field,
Campo said,
don't worry
about the other horses. I just
worry about my own. You
saw what happened in the
Derby."

8-pt , 26-in
Reg. sug. pr. $4.20
Deluxe stainless steel
No 6-66175W.

Dog Self-feeder
$1695
Reg sup pr
520 25

Reg.sup. pr. $37.95
Price less MOW.
No. 6-17476W.

Self-propeHed Mower
Turf-Trim 31/2 HP
22 in.

*181"

Reg sup pr $209.95
No 2226 11.

No 6-60927W

Ortho KLEENUP
Systemic weed/grass killer

Rog. sup. pr. $9.95

In the 1 t4-mile Derby,
Jorge Velasquez guided the
son of His Majesty-Sun Colony from far back through
the traffic jam for a threequarter length victory over
fast-closing Woodchopper.
Can Pleasant Colony win
on Saturday?
"We'll see on Saturday,"
the Fat Man said with a
smile.

Pulsating Lawn
Sprinkler s799
Achustabie
pattern.
No 9570.
. .

(

Rt. 8 Industrial Rd.

7S3-1423

Murray, Ky.
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SPORTS AT A GLANCE

3-Run Homer Lifts Average To .186, Powers Red Sox Past Minnesota

Major Leagues Sports In Brief
a,1 Assadidail Fran
AbEGUICAN LITAGIJE
FAIR
W L
Pet GB
C3evdand
15
i06Balliesore *I1 '.ST? P4
New York
17 13 317 Po
Boston
14 14 .50
Milwaukee
14 14 .500
Detroit
14 16 .407 4%
Toronto
10 19 .333 Po
WEFT
°alined
25
.758 Tezas
16 12 .571 Pe
Cticeg)
1513 .551 74
California
17 16
515 11
Minnesota
11 II .379 12
Scottie
1 21
333 14
Kansas City
7 16 .304 13
Weineadey's Genies
Bekimare 4, Throe) 0
Cleidend 5, New York 4
Detroit 1, Seattle 0
California 6 Milwaukee 3
Cleveland 4, Chicago X 16 innings
Baton 5, bannesota 2
l'exas at Kansas City, ppd, rain
ilmaday's Genus
Boston (Tanana 04) at Minnesota (Wilkins 14)
California (Zahn 43( at Miwaukee
(Satan 3-1)
Baltimore (Flanagan 33) at Toronto
(Clancy 1-2), (n)
Osidand (Norris 6-1) at New York
(mIlY 42), (n)
Seattle (Parrott 1-2 or Allard 0-1) at
Detroit (Morris 3-3),
MIAS (Medich 3-2) at Kansas City
(Spbttorff 0-2), (n)
Only games stheduled
NATIONAL LFAGUE

rAsr
W L
Pet GB
St Louis
16 8 .667 Philadelphia
18 12 .600 1
Modred
17 12 .566 14
Pittsburgh
12 13 .480 4%
New York
8 18 .301. -9
Chicago
5 21
.192 12
WEST
Les Angeles
n 9. .710 Atlanta
17 14 .548 5
Cincinnati
16 14 .533
San Francisco
17 17 .500
Houston
15 17 .469 7'4
San Diego
12 20 .375 10%
Wedenday's Ganes
Son Francisco 5, Philadelphia 2
Pittsburgh 7, Atlanta 5, 13 imams
Cincinnati 8, Chicago 3
Holston 3, SL.Lcais 0
San Diego 5, New York 0
Los Angeles 8, Montreal 6
Tharodsy's Genes
New York (MScott 14) at San Diego
(arils 0-2)
Phdaddphia (Ruthven 4-1) at San Francisco (Blue 3-2)
Cticago (Reuschel 1-3) at Cthcinnati
(Bereny) 3-1), (n)
SLLauis (Sykes 00) at Houston (lined
00), (n)
Manbeal (Goldman 1-3) at Irs Angeles (Valesuela 7-0), (n)
Only games scheckiled

Yaz, Pirates Find New Beginnings

By The Assedated Press
Tends
TULSA, Okla. (AP) - ToPNINIed
Roscoe Tanner beat Tom Gorman 6-3,
64 and We Nazism lost 1-3,64 to Eddie-Dabs %The'opening maw te
Bank of Oklahoma Tennis Classic.
In other ma'Ases, Stan Smith beat
Pat DuPre 4-3,1-3, and Dick Stockton
upset Tom Gulhckaon 74,1-4.
ME-ON-SOLENT,England(API Michael Myburg of South Africa upset
countryman Deon Joubert, 6-4, 6-4 to
move into the quarterfinals of the
125,000 Pen:bad Trophy tournament.
In other action, Nigel Sears of Britain upset Roland Stadler cf
Switzerland 74, 2-4, 74; Mark Cox of
Britain defeated South Africa's Ray
Moore 64, 14, 74; Jan Gunnarson of
Sweden downed Chris Johnstone of
Australia 24,6-3, 4-4; Steve Kruievitz
beat Warren Maher of Australia 7-5,64 and Andrew Jarrett of Britain upset
Marty Davis64,6-3.
In women's play, Margaret
Redeem of South Africa beat Br)tan's Use Pennington 7-5, 6-1; Chris
Newton defeated Judy Challoner 6-3,62; Lesley Charles of Britain defeated
Catherine Suire of France 6-2, 74;
Kene Uys of South Africa topped Jenny Mundel, 6-3, 6-1; Kate Brasher of
Britain ousted Brenda Fternilton of
Australia 6-3, 44, 7-5, and Francoise
Martin of France beat Beverley Mould
of South Africa 74,74.
HAMBURG,West Germany (API Harold Solomon trounced Bolivian
teenager Mario Martinez 6-3, 6-4 in the
75th West German Open.
KOBE, Japan (AP) - Brian
Teacher beat Peter Fleming 6-7,6-3,63 in a first-round singles match at the
1200,000 Gunze tournament.
LUGANO, Switzerland (API Sylvia Hanika of West Germany
defeated Jeanne Duvall 6-4,6-3; while
Regina Manlove of Crechaidovakia
defeated Sweden's Nina Bohm 7-5, 6-1
in second-round action at the $100,000
LadiesSwiss Open.
Strachanova
Hana
of
Czechoslovakia won the first set
against Anne Smith 74 before heavy
rain interrupted play. The match was
scheduled to resume Thursday.

By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
AP Sports Writer
_ _Life ist the 1981 wawa has
finally begun for 41-year-old
Carl Yastrzemski.
The only player in
American League history to
collect 3,000 hits and 400
home runs, Yastrzemski is
finally hitting his weight -barely - thanks to his first
home run or the season
Wednesday night, a threerun shot that powered the
Boston Red SOX to a 5-2
triumph over the Minnesota
Twins.
"Maybe I'm on the way to
putting something together.
I hope so," said Yastrzemski, who boosted his batting
average from .181 to .186,
one digit above his listed
weight.
In other AL action, the
California Angels downed
the Milwaukee Brewers 6-3,

the Oakland A's edged the
New York Yankees 5-4, the
Cleveland Indians shaded
the Chieago White Sox 4-3 in
16 innings, the Baltimore
Orioles blanked the Toronto
Blue Jays 4-0 and the Detroit
Tigers nipped the Seattle
Mariners 1-0. The Texas1Cansas City game was rained out.
Yastrzemski's 420th
career homer came after
Jerry Remy and Dwight

AL Roundup
Evans singled with one out in
the third inning off Fernando
Arroyo. Jim Rice doubled
and Tony Perez then singled,
with Rice scoring on a
grounder by Carney
Lansford to give the Red Sox
a 4-0 lead. In the seventh,
Yastrzemski walked and
scored on a double by Perez.

Angels 5, Brewers 4
Bobby Grich's two-run
homer sparked a four-run
fifth inning and Don Baylor
drove in two runs, leading
the Angels to their fourth
consecutive triumph behind
the eight-hit pitching of
Steve Renko and and Andy
Hassler.
The Angels trailed 3-2
entering the fifth but tied it
on a bunt single by Rod
Carew, a single by Rick
Burleson and a sacrifice fly
by Baylor. Grich followed
with his two-run homer and a
double by Bobby Clark chased loser Mike Caldwell.
Baylor had an RBI single in
the Angels' two-run first inning.
A's 5, Yankees 4
Unbeaten Matt Keough
held New York to one hit
over the first seven innings.
Keough, 6-0, kept the
Yankees hitless until Willie

Randolph doubled with one
out in the sixth. The Oakland
right-hander was kayoed in
the eighth when the Yankees
scored all their runs, two on
a double by Dave Winfield
and two on a homer by Reggie Jackson.
The A's scored in the first
inning when loser Tommy
John bathed a run home.
Mike Heath singled in the second and scored on Dave
McKay's double. Fred
Stanley's RBI single in the
fourth made it 3-0, Johnson
homered in the fifth and the
A's added what turned out to
be the winning run run on a
bunt single by Tony Armas,
a sacrifice, two walks and
McKay's sacrifice fly.
Indians 4, White Sox 3
Jorge Orta led off the top
of the 16th inning with his
first home run of the season.
Orta's homer off Dennis
Lamp broke a scoring

drought that existed since doubled, moved to third or,
the White Sox tied the game Rick Dempsey's single and
in the bottom of the sixth on scored when Bob Bonner hit
singles by Harold Baines and into a forceout. Murray's inJim Morrison plus - Mike field hit got a run home in the
Squires'
grounder. eighth and Lowenstein
Cleveland's Mike Stanton, 1- homered in the ninth.
0, who pitched the final five
Tigers 1, Mariners 0
innings, was the winner. He
Rick Peters singled home
allowed three hits. The game the game's only run in the
would have been suspended bottom of the ninth to supby an AL 1 a.m. curfew had port Dan Petry's three-hit
it not ended in the 16th inn- pitching. Champ Sununers
ing.
worked reliever Dick Drago
Orioles 4, Blue .hays 0
for a leadoff walk, pinch runScott McGregor hurled a ner Kirk Gibson stole second
three-hitter with a career- and Richie Hebner was
high nine strillik
i4.ven an intentional pass.
John Lowenstein drove in The runners advanced On
two runs, one with his fir4t Lynn Jones' sacrifice bunt
homer of the season. The and Lou Whitaker was walkOrioles got a rikri in the se- ed intentionally to load the
cond inning on Eddie Mur- bases, Peters then lined a 1-1
ray's single, Terry pitch into left for the winning
Crowley's double and run. Petry pitched out ot
Lowenstein's sacrifice fly. threat in the eighth when the
Baltimore added a run in the Mariners had runners at
fifth when Doug DeCinces first and third with none ow.

Braves Open Door With Three Walks By Boggs In Lucky 13th Inning
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
The Pittsburgh Pirates
haven't had much good fortune in Atlanta Stadium of
late, but finally got
something going their way in
a lucky 13th inning Wednesday night.
The Braves opened the
door for them with three
walks from Tommy Boggs
and then Tony Pena got two
of them home with a single to
provide the Pirates with a 7-5
victory.
"I don't know what the
trouble has been here," said
Pittsburgh third baseman
Dale Berra, who slugged a

on a disputed play that
resulted in the expulsion of
Pittsburgh Manager Chuck
Tanner. Umpire Steve
Fields ruled that Ramirez'
sinking liner to left had been
trapped by Lee Lacy.
Victor Cruz, 1-0, was the
winner, pitching three innings for the Pirates.
TRACK AND FIELD
_ Dodgers 8,Expos6
NEW YORK (API - Basketball
player Dan Scheyes, hammer thrower
Ron Cey hit a two-run
Boris Djerassi and distance runner
homer with two outs in the
Paul Friedman were among some 400
bottom of the ninth to cap a
athletes named to the United States
teams for the XI World Maccabiab
furious four-run rally as Los
Games in Israel July 6-16.
Angeles came from behind
The U.S. Committee Sports for
Israel, Inc., announced the makeup of
for a wild victory over Monthe American teams that will partreal.
ticipate in 21 'ports. The largest conThe Expos had scored five
tingent was the 33-member track and
field squad -27 men and six womentimes in the top of the ninth
which included Dierassi, the third,.
to overcome a 4-1 deficit and
place finisher in the hammer throw in
last year's U.S. Olympic Trials from
move in front 6-4. But the
Ftaynharn, Mass.
Dodgers tied the score when
Steve Garvey got a two-run
three-run homer for the win- single. A two-out error by
By The Associated Press
tensions of their contracts.
ners. "(But) now we -know Montreal shortstop Chris
BASKETBALL
NEW YORK JETS-Traded Tom
Nadine!Basketball Association
Schremp,defensive end,to the Denver we can come in here and win Speier on Reggie Smith's
UTAH JAZZ-Signtd Paul Dawkins, Broncos for a conditional sixth-round - and that's going to help grounder- his fifth error in
forward,to a one-year contract.
pick in the 1962 National Football
two nights-opened the door
FOOTBALL
League draft. Waived Mike us."
National Football League
The Pirates had lost 11 for the Dodger rally.
Denamore,guard. Cut Mark Freeman,
KANSAS CITY CHIEFS-Signed safety; Randy Sonneteld, tight end, straight games
Cey, who hit two home
to the Braves
Marvin Harvey, tight end, to a series and Greg Williams, linebacker, for
and hadn't won at Atlanta runs Tuesday night, then
of one-year contracts. Signed Dock failing their physicals.
Luckie, nose tackle, and David Dorn,
ST. LOUIS CARDINALS-Signed Stadium since July 15, 1979.
followed with his sixth
wide receiver.
Terry Metcalf, running back, to an
While the Pirates were homer of the season.
LOS ANGELES RAMS-Signed NFL contract and traded him to the
Jack Youngblood, defensive end, and Washington Redskins in exchange for breaking a jinx, the MonAstros 3,Cardinals 0
Larry Brooks,tackle,to three-year eT- an undiscloseddraltrhoiee,
- - - - - Areal Expos continued to be
Don Sutton gained his first
frustrated by one at Dodger shutout in a Houston uniform
Stadium. The Dodgers stop- with a five-hitter and Art
ped the Expos 8-6 for their Howe slugged his third home
The Murray Tennis.. and RogerSchoenfeldt.
eighth straight victory over run of the season to lead the
Association will hold its en10 a.m.
Montreal and 18th in the last Astros past St. Louis.
nuel mixed doubles scramRainey Apperson and 20 games in Los Angeles.
Sutton, obtained by the
ble on Saturday and Sunday, Hank Bannon vs. Holly
Elsewhere in the National Astros as a free agent before
May 16 and 17, at The Whales and Bill Whitaker.
League,it was Houston 3, St. the season, raised his record
Players club on Highway 641
Vickie Lance and John Louis 0; Cincinnati 8, to 3-4, striking out four and
North.
Hall vs. Annie Knight and Chicago 3; San Francisco 5, walking one. The former Los
Philadelphia 2 and San Angeles Dodger hurler
First round matches will Ben Hogancamp.
Sandy Brannon and Ron- Diego 5, New York 0.
retired 12 straight battersbegin at 9 a.m. with second
After Boggs walked the over one stretch en route to
round matches starting at 10 rue Dunn vs. Shelia Farmer
bases loaded in the Pirate his first complete game as
a.m.Pairings are as follows: and Walt Apperson.
Lgumette Hunt and Buddy 13th, Pena delivered a an Astro.
9a.m.
Howe's two-run homer in
Connie McElwain and Ed- Parker vs. Judy Carroll and bouncer over third past a
drawn-up infield for the win- the third inning gave
die Hunt vs. Shirley Doran Ed Chrisman.
Proceeds from this tourna- rung runs.
Houston a 2-0 lead and all the
and George Oakley.
ment will cover expenses for
Boggs,1-5, had entered the runs Sutton needed.
Jana
Hughes and junior camps held by the game in the 12th as a pinchReds 8,Cubs 3
Mansfield Farmer vs._ Patsy Murray Tennis Association hitter after the
George Foster drove in
Braves had
Oakley and Rob Williams.
for beginning tennis players exhausted all their non- three runs with a homer and
Sally Crass and Butch during the summer. Any one pitcher pinch-hitters
and a sacrifice fly and Tom
McElwain vs. Andrea wishing to become a singled to center, but
Rafael Seaver hurled a five-hitter to
Hogancamp and Bob member of the MTA may do Ramirez was thrown
out at lead Cincinnati over
Hopkins.
so by contacting Shirley the plate attempting to score Chicago. Foster slugged a
Peggy Billington and Bill Doran at the South Branch of from second base.
two-run homer, his seventh,
Seale vs. Janetta Williams the Peoples Bank.
Ramirez had reached base off Cubs starter Mike

ICrukow, 1-3, as the Reds
waged a 15-hit assault on five
Chicago pitchers.
Seaver, 4-1, gained his
249th career decision and inched within two victories of
Bob Gipson, who is 30th on
the all-time victory list.
Seaver continued his fine
spring showing, after
shoulder tendinitis put his
career in doubt last season.
Giants 5,Phillies 2
Milt May slugged a two-

run double in the second inning and Darrell Evans hit a
three-run homer in the third
to lead San Francisco past
Philadelphia.
With one out in the second,
Larry Herndon singled off
Marty Bystrom, 2-2, and
took third on a double by Joe
Morgan. May then doubled
for the game's first two runs.
Enos Cabell and Jack
Clark got two-out singles in

the third before Evans slammed his fifth homer of the
season. San Francisco
starter Allen Ripley, 3-3,
allowed 11 hits in 71-3 innings, but was supported by
three double plays.
Padres 5, Mets 0
Rookie Chris Welsh tossed
a seven-hitter fot his first
major league shutout, Ruptoed Jones doubled home two
runs and Joe Lefebvre stroked three hits as the trio of ex-

New York Yankees led San
Diego over New York.
Welsh, 2-2, was acquired
along with Jones and Lefebvre in a spring training
trade. The 26-year-old lefthander, tossing the Padres'
second consecutive shutout
at the Mets, walked two and
struck out one. New York
loser Ed Lynch, 1-1, surrendered two runs an seven
hits before leaving in the'
fifth inning.
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06 N. 12th Murray, Ky. Olympic Plaza

Transactions

Cl)

DISCOUNT
PHARMACY
753-2380

EVERYDAY LOW PRICE PRESCRIPTION SERVICE

Rhulicort

Mylanta

Hydrocortisone 5%
Anti-Itch Cream

Limit 2
$149

MTA Doubles Draw Set

Aavae,

A.R.M. rwStre"gth

Colonial National Invitation
crown.
"If $200,000 doesn't interest you, you're in the
wrong business," quipped

IU-OPENINGr
41‘

BILL'S
Fish Market
OPEN

MOVED NEXT DOOR

8 co.-6
Sat. 8

p.m. RE-OPENING

SPECIALS

Catfish
Whole
Steaks

•

Boneless

(
1

Buffalo

We Sell Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish
sessessesessesess

603 South 4th
At.

753-9381

690

$149

fr
i&•iN1

STRENGTH
MAXIMUM
ACIti

20's

wYV
er/lcow

Gly-Oxide

Er
-A $2°° 4'64
ko)

Cleaning Antiseptic For
The Mouth
Y2 Oz.
•

Off
'k
Timex Watches

177

Already Discounted 20%

COUPON

We Can Easily
Transfer Your Refill
Prescription To

the game's newest
millionaire before attacking
Colonial's Trinity River
treachery.
Leitzke's playoff victory

Sunday in the Byron Nelson
Classic at Dallas earned him
a shot at the Texas Bonanza,
a nifty $200,000 windfall'for
successive triumphs in the
two tournaments.
"Back-to-back wins are
()
rare," said Lietzke, pointing
out also that the bonanza increases the normal pressure
of a title defense.
"I was the best player last
week. The odds of me being
the best player this week are
slim."
In almost the same breath,
the sharpshooting Texan
said he's up for the
challenge.
"I've come down very
quick from this past tournament," he said. "I've been
able to concentrate on this
one.
"I'm ready to play Colonial."
Lietzke tore the normally
lb $1.60
proud 7,190-yard par 70
16 $1.70 courte apart last year en
route to the $54,000 prize,
posting a near record 9lb $1.00 under-par 271.
"I rank Colonial in my top
five
courses," he
lb SO'( said,faVorite
adding that the victory
here last year is the most
cherished
of his eight titles. '
(
"It's the only invitational
and it's a select field," he
said.

Anacin

20,s

Lietze Goes For Title Defense,$20,000
FORT WORTH, Texas
(AP)-Triple winner Bruce
Lietzke, flirting with one of
golf's top prizes, opened
defense today of his coveted

v\vgiV*4

Maximum

vOv'grhriMvtitAvriVivrvirit
Aloe Paba
1
Sunscreen
4
Lotion

Byron's
Discount
Pharmacy

Cl
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Tropical "PreTan"Sun
Protection

$ 19

40z.
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We Honor
PCS,Travelers,
Kodak Extra 200
Medimet,
Camera Outfit
Ky. Public Assistance
Limited Supply
Prescriptions and
(
Workman's
Compensation
$18
CJIIIICIAS
27 K;sciak

Watch The Smiles Grow
Orbit DieII
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• I
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Open 9:00-9:00
Mon.-Sat. 0
and 1:00-6:00 OTI From Negative
Sundays 2 From Print
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1:1
Good Thru
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12 COLOR WALLET SIZE PRINTS
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Malone Has Put New Life Into Celtics
By ALEX SACHA RE
AP Sports Writer
HOUSTON (AP) — A needle from Houston center
- Moses Malone has injected
new life into the Boston
Celtics, shaking them from
their lethargy and sparking
them to within one victory of
the National Basketball
Association championship.
And- tonight, in Game 6 of
the best-of-seven playoff
finals which they lead 3-2,
the Celtics will try to wrap
up their 14th NBA title and
end the Rockets' hopes of
becoming the first team with
a los.ing record in the regular
season to wear an NBA
crown.
Malone's brash comments
after Houston's 91-86 victory

in Game 4 Sunday, that the
Celtics were not all that good
and that he could take four
guys off the streets of his
hometown of Petersburg,
Va. and beat Boston, have
become the cause celebre of
this championship series,
adding zest to what had been
a rather dull playoff.
"What Malone said got our
blood boiling," declared
Rick Robey, the Celtics'
reserve center, after Boston
got its running game untracked for the first time in
this series and romped to a
109-80 victory Tuesday night
in Boston Garden.
"None of us appreciated
his comments," added
rookie Kevin McHale of the
Celtics. "I think he was just

blowing smoke because they
had won their second game
Sunday. If we win the championship, I don't think he'll
have much to say. We'll see
him Thursday."
Malone, meanwhile, stood
by his words Wednesday and
even threw more fuel into
the fire.
"I spoke from my heart
and 1--still believe it: Boston
is not that good," he
declared. "Philadelphia
should have beaten them (in
the Eastern Conference
finals, when Boston rallied
from a 3-1 deficit to win).
"I've got a lot of pride. I
was raised in the ghetto and
I grew up believing you
should spy what you believe.
I don't mean this to be

disrespectful of anyone who
plays for Boston, but I just
don't think they are that
good.
"It doesn't make any difference if I get Boston riled
up. I'm a proud man and I
say what I feel. If we play
like I know we can play, we
will beat them. If they beat
us, it will be because we just
aren't working."
As for tonight's game,
Malone predicted, "They
aren't going to drink champagne. They'll be drinking
Gatorade to try to get their
strength back."
When it was suggested to
some of the other Houston
players that Malone's sounding off might have been
akin to waving a red flag in

front of a bull, forw • ••
Robert Reid responded,
"I've never seen a bull win
bullfight yet. I'm pretty sur
it fired them up, but if that's
what Moses says we back
him up. Whatever he says
goes."
"We run better than any
team in the league," he said.
"When we're going good, no
team in the league can beat
us. That's what it's all about
— keeping the beat up and
winning the championship."
All of which they'd like to
do tonight.
"We don't want to play any
more games than we have
to," said guard Chris Ford.
"This season has betkik going
for nine months and we've
played over 100 games."
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Stanley Cup Aura Catches North Stars
UNIONDALE, N.Y. (API
— As much as the Minnesota
North Stars tried to fight it,
the aura of the Stanley Cup
finals caught up with them
Tuesday night in Game One,
a 6-3 triumph for the defending champion New York
Islanders.
But the North Stars, young
and fiesty all season long,
expect that stagefright to
disappear tonight when they
battle the Islanders again at

A BRILLIANT GAME FOR SIX INNINGS — Murrav pitcher David Milton (left) is given
a pat on the back from catcher Bruce Taylor before being relieved by Tony Herndi in .
'slat; Phohl BN D.16(1

Quinby Dies From
Injuries Suffered
In Auto Accident
From Staff Reports
Mike
ORLANDO. Fla.
Qumby, a wide receiver for
the Murray State 'football
team the past four years.
died yesterday from internal
injurieS guff-ere(' in an

wegwirgyciwzmi
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CHARCOAL

V

the Nassau Coliseum.
"We didn't know what to
expect," said 20-year old
rookie Dino Ciccarelli."Now
we do. We've had our bad
game. We'll regroup and
correct ourselves."
"I'm sure Minnesota will
work things out," said New
York's Wayne Merrick, who
scored twice in the third
period to lock up the stunning firstgame victory.- "I
don't see any panic on their

side."
For the North Stars, the
entire game was a
nightmare from the drop of
the first puck. Anders Kallur
scored just 2:54 into the
game and then Bryan Trottier and Kallur scored shorthanded goals 47 seconds
apart while teammate Bob
Bourne was serving a fiveminute major penalty for
spearing.
"That was the key to the

Islanders, but I'm not in awe
of them and I still think we
can beat them."
The Islanders, exhibiting
the poise and ability which
enabled them to sweep the
Rangers in the semifinals,
simply outclassed the dazzled North Stars in nearly
every phase of the game.
While Minnesota expects
to play better during the rest
of the series, so does New
York.

TremendouS 20% to 40%
Price Cuts!

athe thaelt

automobile accident last Friday.
Quinby, who was driving
toward Orlando -on rainslickened roads, had been in
-critical condition since the
time of the -accident. one of 18 seniors on the
1980 MK,' team, Quinby
caught four passes for 79
yards and one touchdown. -Quinby was also named
the outstanding •offensive
player in the final Blue-ciold
game during4he 1980 spring
practice.

game," said Minnesota
center Bobby Smith, who
directs the North Stars' normally effective powerplay
"We were really flat on the
powerplay and we should
have been at a fever pitch.
Maybe ,that's a sign of our inexperience.
"What we have to realize
is that it's going to be a terribly intense series and we'll
have to play it that way. I
have a lot of respect for the

Super 60th
Ahniversary

•

7

First Time Ever! TRSI-80T'iPocket Personal-Size
Cassette Recorder
Computer Sale!
With Full-Size Features
CTR-48 by
Realistic@
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ON SEARS STEELBELTED RADIALS
last
LONG-WEARING
Trgad design expels water for
good traction on
wet roads, good
mileage performance

2 STEEL
BELTS
Reduce heat producing friction for

CHARGE /T
/MOST
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Radio Shack was the first-to introduce a
completely portable computer and now you can
buy, it at 20% off! As easy as a calculator to use,
yet it's fully programmable in easy-to-learn
BASIC. Or you can use our ready-to-run
programs. With batteries and case. Better hurry!
#26-3501

be
Rc
2,1
ti
WI

Includes Earphone
And Carry Case
Save $28.07 on this compact
taping lectures, meetings andrecorder. Perfect for
Level and Auto-Stop, built-in more! Features Automike, earphone/speaker and mike. Jacks for rethote
AC/DC adapters. Only
4%x6/
3
4x2." #14-802
Batteries extra

\VIM

Save $10!LCD Quartz
Chrono Alarm Watch

Slashed 32%!AM/FM Stereo LED Clock Radio
Chronomatic@-223 by Realistic

long wear and
good mileage.
2 RADIAL
PLIES
Stabilize the ride
for good steering
control and excellent road
handling.
R-47615

SAVE '51 to 72
_

-

175-13
185-14
195-14
205-14
215-14
165-15
205-15
215-15
-225-15
235R15

ALSO

'95?

FIT

SPRING

BR78-1 3 S 95 95
ER78-14
106.95
FR78-14
111 95
GR78-14 118 95
HR78-14 126.95
81278-15
95 95
GR78-15 128 95
HR78-15
132 95
JR78-15
139.95
1R78-15
144.95

Rise 'n shine to FM stereo music, your favorite AM
station or a buzzer. Each tap of the snooze button
gives you a few minutes extra rest. Set the auto-shutoff and relax with your favorite music—radio turns
off automatically. Features twin 3" speakers, stereo
headphone jack. #12-1530

Ms-PAVOREUT=MS:.'

•

Digital Display Stereo Receiver With Auto-Magic FM Fine-Tuning

Tubeless Whitewalls
9/1

Display reads hours, minutes,
seconds. Also shows month, date,
day, even 24-hour military time.
Stopwatch function and easy-to-set
#63-5006
24-hour alarm. With battery.

High Performance System
at a Great Low Price

STA-720 by Realistic
I ii PRICE

•F F I

544.95
53.47
55.97
59 47
63 47
4797
64.47
66.47
69.97
72.47

51.99
2.30
2.48
2.51
2.84
2.04
2.72
2.91
3.34
3.38

Cut

--

33%

Mail

Reg. Separate Items 519.80
ll

\

ei„t 1 1 1 1 1
III I

•Feclecal Excise Tax

•Shlpping, Installation extra • Ask about Sears credit plans.
Prices are catalog prices • Now on sale In our -R.'catalog
supplement.

$349

No dial, no pointer—a precise frequency counter and LED
display show exact frequency tuned! And exclusive AutoMagic locks FM stations on-frequency for cleanest sound.
25 watts per channel, min. rms into 8 ohmsfrom 20-20,000
Hz,0.05% THD.Slim-line(only 3/
3
4"high)styling. #31-1997

31-1,97
/40-199/42-2972

• Realistic STA-720 Digital Display AM/FM Stereo Receiver
•Two MC-1401 Bass Reflex Speakers Each with an 8" Woofer and
41/4" Tweeter in Genuine Walnut Veneer Ported Enclosure
• LAB-56 Belt-Drive Automatic Changer with Dust Cover and
512.45-Value Realistic/ADC OLM30 MK III Magnetic Cartridge

Authorized CATALOG SALES MERCHANT
400- 753-2310
11.1-Air Shopping CU.
Murray, Ky. '
9-5:30 MOP.•540.

MosyMercharxhse available for pick-up withal a few days

Check Your Phone Book for the Radio/leek Store or Dealer Nearest You

PRICES MAY VARY AT INDIVIDUAL STORES AND DEALERS
A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION
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Psychologist Tells Group Of Treatment Program
By DENISE FITZPATRICK Louisville that the treatment
programs "are an unabashAssociated Press Writer
ed attempt to wash the dirty
LOUISVILLE,Ky.(AP) — minds of sex offenders who
A Miami psychologist says keep repeating their
that Kentucky judges could crimes."
use a residential treatment
Judges need an option to
program as an alternative in
prison sentences and'probadealing with repeated sex oftion when dealing with se4
fenders who are seemingly
offenders, the OSYcholegist
undeterred by jail sentences.
said.
"These programs are not
country clubs," said Seth R. Krieger urged judges to
Krieger,a clinical and foren- support a proposed bill headsic psychologist who works ed for the 1982 session of the
with sex offender treatment General Assembly that
programs in Florida.
would provide for developKrieger told nearly 150 ment of sex offender treatjudges at Wednesday's final ment centers.
session of the Kentucky
He said 18 states have
Judicial Conference in developed residential treat-

ment programs since 1959,
and that the re-arrest rate
has dropped from some 70
percent to between 10 percent and 20 percent in those
states.
The proposed Kentucky
statute contains a provision
for pulling the patient out of
treatment and sending him
to prison if no improvement
is shown,Krieger said.
A bill addressing the problem was introduced in the
1980 Kentucky General
Assembly, but failed in the
House.
In a later session, judges
heard comments from a
panel of Kentucky senators
and representatives on

•
e'

issues the lawmakers say
will require cooperation
between the state's
legislative and judicial branches.
Sen. Michael R. Moloney,
D-Lexington, said a recent
Kentucky Supreme Court
ruling will require the
Judiciary to submit a' detailed program budget during
the 1982 session of the
General Assembly.
And Sen. Walter Baker, RGlasgow, warned judges not
to expect a salary increase
after July 1 because of state
budget cuts next fiscal year
that he said may amount to
as much as $185 million.
Baker added that the state
may move towards multijudge districts to save
money in the future. There
are now 123 district judges
and 91 circuit judges in the
state of Kentucky.
The judges' meeting began
Tuesday with sessions including a panel discussion
that dealt with what some
judges called inadequate
facilities for conducting pretrial psychiatric
_, ditaininations.
On hand at. that session
were a number of state
human resources and corrections officials.

Hear The Issues
And Answers
Judge for yourself which
candidate has the
knowledge, the enthusiasm,
and the stamina to move
Murray forward.

STilit:

I

Tune in to WSJP Radio, 1130 on your dail
at 9:05 a.m. Friday, May 15 to hear the
Mayorial Candidates answer questions.

Your City Government Is
Run Like A Business
Don't Take A Chance
Re-elect Henley Mayor
He Gets The Job Done..."
Paid For By Covismittoe T.IN-Elect Tio• Mayar, David Newoll, Tram:afar.

Sav
e
1/3
Sherwin
Williams on Wallpaper &
Stores
Window Decor
Only At

EXCEPTIONAL MATH SCORES — Murray Middle School students participated
for the first time in the Continental Mathematics League meets this year. The
Math League offers students an opportunity to participate on a national level in a
series of challenging, exciting and enjoyable meets throughout the year. Each of
ihe five meets consists of written questions to be completed in 20 minutes. The
top scorers in the seventh and eighth grades are: first row,from left, Alicia Nunnally, top score in the fifth meet; Bekah Brock; Leslie Franklin. Second row, Joey
Rexroat, highest commutative score for the five meets; Beth Hegel; Carla
Jackson; Luke Harrington. Jane Blankenship and Jo Farley are the math teachers.

Price

Experience Helps Field Rep
To Victory In Union Election
Unopposed for posts as serious."
By The Associated Press
Ernie Justice's experience field representative were
State police said nine shots
as a field representative Eddie Ratliff and Bill were fired shortly before
helped win him the presiden- Looney. Roy Phillips won midnight Wednesday at the
cy of the United Mine election as a board member Canada Coal Co. compound
Workers District 30, accor- unopposed.
at Kemper in Pike County
Justice had hailed his but no injuries were
ding to a member of the
large victory margin as a reported.
union's executive board.
"Ernie has been a field message to "take this union
Sgt. Tommy Loving said
representative for six years, forward."
five shots hit a garage, two
"I've never sat in the of- hit trucks and the others hit
handling grievances out in
the field in all four sub- fice and sent someone out to a bulldozer and fuel tank. He
districts," said J.B. Trout, find out what was going on," added security guards
UMW executive board Justice said."I went myself, reported they saw a vehicle
member from District 30. because that's the way to flee from the scene.
"The members became find out."
Police .continued to inHe. said the union's first vestigate miner damage to
familiar with him."
a
Justice defeated incum- priority is "getting a con- Chessie System rail line by
bent District 30 president tract we can live with for the explosions late Tuesday
Robert Carter by a vote of next three years."
night. No arrests were
Though some had said reported.
2,027-900 in Tuesday's election, the district announced negotiations should progress Loving said the explosions
more rapidly after the occurred about 11.30
Wednesday.
p.m.
Trout won re-election to district elections, Trout said about 10 minutes apart, one
the International Executive he doubted they would make mile west of Martin in Floyd
Board, receiving 1,738 votes much difference.
County.
to1,137 for Louis Burke, the "I can't see why that One blast broke windows
should affect the negotia- in a mobile home occupied
UMW said.
Also winning election lions," he said.
by Ladonna Patton, but no
Union and industry injuries resulted, he said.
Tuesday were Bryan
StiWier, Roger Smith, and negotiators did indicate One explosion damaged
Chester Newsome as ex- some progress Wednesday in two ties and about 18 inches
ecutive board members, and .their efforts to settle on a of track, and the second,
Vernon Adkins and George contract, with coal industry about 90 feet away,damaged
Vaughn as field represen- bargainer Bobby R. Brown two ties and loosened spikes
saying,"It's beginning to get for 10feet, he said.
tatives.

As a citizen of Calloway County I would like to take this opportunity to commend one of our elected officials — Marvin
Harris, county court clerk.
In 1969 Mr. Harris was elected by the people of Calloway
County to serve as their county court clerk. Other votes of confidence re-elected him for two additional terms of office.
Being employed as a deputy clerk under Mr. Harris during the
years 1973-77, I feel qualified to make the following statemen-
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installation extra)
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Custom
Woven Woods

1 in. Metal
Blinds

Over Ninety
Perfect Touch"'
Custom Woven
Woods
Patterns.

Over
Two Hundred
Beautiful
.
Colors.
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The residents of Calloway County have watched it grow by
leaps and bounds over the post several years. To keep in stride
with the pace, this office has had to make many adjustments.
We can all share pride in knowing that Mr. Harris has helped implement some of the most modern techniques to make ours one
of the most efficient government offices in our area.
The next few years will unveil even more extensive changes
within this office. Mr. Harris is already aware of many of these
changes yet to come and is planning their transition, to the best
of his ability, with accuracy and ease.
While upholding the existing and ever changing laws instituted within our state government, there are daily instances
of explaining sections of Kentucky law to new residents and
current citizens.
Over the years that I have been acquainted with Mr. Harris, I
can honestly say that I have never known a more courteous,
trustworthy person. He has well earned his reputation of "service to the people" by extending his assigned duty to assist
customers with special needs or problems.
As election day rolls around again soon, and you travel to the
polls to cast your vote,. I hope you will pause to eensider the
past record of service of Marvin Harris. He is my choice for
county court clerk — I hope he will be yours!
Signed
Ava Watkins
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Pile.
Nylon(Crosstown)
100% Loop.
Level
sq. yd.

99
.4. yd•
6

Special Carpet

Reg.$8.99

.1 6.'•'•
*r.
Nylon
i0014-90Pone

YOUR
CHOICE:

SALE!

•

(Infatuation)
Pile.$1.'4.yd.

.11

Now On Sale!

Reg.

t9
Only$o
yd.

Polyester Pile.
100% (Majestic)
Saxony sq. yd.

•

Reg.$12.99

•

• ,••••

•

""4:4.21V
Nylon Pile.
100% Anse(County Fair)
loop.
$999 Cut'n
sq. yd.
Reg.$14.99
only
sq Yd

$699$999

•

Sq. Yd.
•

Sq. Yd.

Values from $8.99— S14.99 sq. yd.
(padding and installation extra.)

mama
41.

Sale ends May 23

Southside
Shopping Center
So. 12th St.
753-3321

Sherwin-Williams
Charge Plans
Available
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Grand Jury Subpoenaes Records

CCHS

••• (Continued From Page 1)

es, itenala Ann Collins, Roger Dale Colson. Ginger
Gale Compton, David Lynn Conner, Kenneth Don
Conner Tunothy Ray Cook.sey., Jeanne Kaye
Cooper, Jenger Ann Coursey, Marcia K Cunningham,
Sammy Joe Curoungtim, Celisa Curd Cunningham, Dedarah Faye Darnell, Shane Darnell,
Joyce Ann Deering, Krishna Jill Deal, William
Eugene Dowdy. Shen Gayle Easley, Jimmy
4..layton Edwards, James Ed Eldridge, Felecia M
Elkins, Jimmy Ray Elkins, Kimberly Dawn Erwin, Debbie Darlene Ferguson, Keith Edwards
Ford, Barbara J Fry. Angie Futrell, Jeffrey Alan
Gallunore, Danny James Garland, David Earl
Garland, Kimberly Joy Garland, Laura I.
Gar(and, Lisa Ann Garland, Sandra Jeanene
Garland, Tammy Dee Garland,
Teddy F Garland, Darren 1. Garner. Michael
Raymond Garner,James William Gentry. Lucinda
Ann Gibson Wilson, Chanssa Marie Glass, Roger
Alan Guthrie, Lone Ann Hale, Regina Joann Hale.
Belinda Harris Perry, James Michael Harrison,
Manlynn F Hendricks. Barry Henson. Jana Lynn

Federal...
Both men pleaded guilty last month
with two other defendants charged in
a drug scheme which brought cowine, methaqualone and other drugs
into Murray from December 1978 until
last January. Sentencing of Scarbrough and Walden had been deferred.
Carl Ricky Rickman, Route 4, Murray, was placed on five years proba-

Henson, Howard Alien Hill, Jena Lee lila., Konert
Benjamin Holland, Jr., David Timothy Hoisapple,
Deborah Lin Hooks, Tracie Faye Hamden, Debbie
Jean Huff, Mary Lynn Hutchens Wheeler, Mickey
Dean Hutson,Kathy Jane lrvan, Cornelia Jackson,
Michael Lynn Jackson. Sandra Lee Jeffrey,
Darla Gwen Jewell, Cythina Gayle Johnson Clark,
Deborah Ann Ussery Jones, Kevin Dale Jones,
Lanese Carol Jones,Sandra Holbrook Kirks, Freddie Ray Kirkland, Aleeah M. Lamb, Benda Kay
Lamb, Danny Alan Lamb,Shelia Jane Lilly. Tons
Lavonne Lovett, Brenda Murdock Whet% Candy
Maddox, Richard James Markle, Kimberly
Susanne Marrs, Edward Michael Mason, Laura
La vanda McAlister, Marty Dale McCuiston. Terry
Gene McDougal, Karen Suzanne McKinney, Kenneth J. Manker, Lon Edwards Melton,
Cynthia L. Massey, Meta Ann Mathenv, Batbara
E. Matto', Roger W. Milby, fkonna Kaye Miner,
Jerry Michael Miller, John C. Mulhns, Jr., Renee
stomson, Shane Morton, Mitchell Moss, Barry
Murdock, Beck A. Murphy,David Murphy,Franky
Murray, Kim B. Newton, Randy Neal, Mitzi E.
Newsome, Tim Oates, Shelia Olive, Lon Ann
Osbron, Shen Kaye Outland, Trena Rena Over.

cast, Debra Ann Vernet, Mitchell Faactuui,
Shen Miller'Paschall, Kathy A. Feuer, Michael
Wayne Pearson, Shane Phillips, Harold Pittman,
Tina Gaye Pntchett, Darrell Pruitt, Ronnie Pruitt,
Jeff Ramsey, Mark A. Rhodes, Terry Lynn Roberson, Mark Allen Roberts, Paul N. Regacki, Bryan
Kelly Rogers, Patti- Roos Walker, Shelia Rae
Rutland, Kelvin I. Schroader, Anita Jane Smith,
Paul Alan Smith, Sharon Lynn Snyder, Bradley
Scott Sparks,Thoma.sina Diane Spitler, Gary Allen
Starks, Darvin Earl Slam, Rebecca Lee Stone,
Randy Stone, Kart Glynn Strode, Debbie Louise
Stubblefield. Terresa Louise Stuckey,
Donna G. Swift, Johnny Raye Thorpe, Norma
Jean Thorn, Richard Dale Thorn, Timmy Ray
Thorn, Tins Todd, Tamra Lynn Torsak, Jennifer L.
Tucker, Karen Lynn Tucker, Margie Elaine
Underhill, Freddie Wayne Vincent, Charlotte
Faith Waddell, Delbert C. Wakeland, Joe Glenn
Walker, Lesa Karen Jones Watson, Kim L.
Weatherford, Vickey Gaye Weatherford, Jeffrey
West, Terry Williams, Jerry Don Workman, Jeffrey Lee Wyatt, Lynda Wyatt, Marty Lee Wyatt,
Richard N. Young, Louis Zimmerman

LOUISVILLE,Ky.(AP)—
A federal grand jury investigating highway construction in Kentucky has
subpoenaed the records of 4t
least five highway contrac•
tors.
A recent newsletter of the
Kentucky Association of
Highway Contractors identified the firms as East Kentucky Paving Co. of
Grayson, Elown Paving Co.
of Elizabethtown, R.E. Gaddie Inc. of Bowling Green,
Mago Construction Co. of
Bardstown, and M.C. Webb
Inc. of Danville.

,
Continued From Page 1)
tion after he pleaded guilty to possessing marijuana with intent to
distribute it.
Rickman, charged with having seven pounds of marijuana on Nov. 13,
1980, for sale purposes, was an withdieted co-conspirator in the drug
smuggling case against Scarbrough
and Walden.
Although Riclunan's indictment

From
ThisOrme

was in a separate case,the marijuana
offense for which he was convicted occurred during the same time period
that he participated with Scarbrough
and Walden in the smuggling scheme,
according to court records.
Charges were dismissed against
Tammy Ludwick Thurby, Paducah,
who was indicted with Scarbrough,
I4
(
Walden and two other men.

_

e

rotten thing to do" and predicting it
has little chance of passing Congress.
-I can't image that there are so
many stone-hearted people in the Congress of the United States to pass this
type of legislation," the
Massachusetts Democrat said at his
daily news briefing. "He Reagan)
gave a solemn pledge to the voters of
America that he was not going to
touch Social Security."
Claiming phones in congressional
offices around 'the country were

"ringing off the hook" from constituents enraged by the proposal,
O'Neill said:
-I'm not talking about the politics of
the matter, I'm talking about the
decency of the matter. In terse
language,it's a rotten thing to do."
The plan announced Tuesday also
called for postponing annual cost-ofliving increases from July to October,
but not starting until 1982. The Senate
has voted to back such a delay next
year.

An immediate delay in the cost-ofliving increase is part of "an urgent
review" begun Wednesday by the Office of Management and Budget to
find savings in 1981, the administration source said.
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vitality, was expected to stay two
more days in the emergency care unit
at the hospital, the most modern in
Rome.
"We have sound hopes that the pope
will remain with us, that he will continue to live," Castiglioni said. "He
wasn't hit in vital parts but they were
not light injuries. Important blood
vessels were just barely missed."
Two women — including an
American — were also wounded by
the bullets, which police said were
fired from a 9mm pistol.
A swarthy, well-dressed man was
grabbed by police immediately after
the shoe sang out in t. Peter's
square."

ed his vote to reinstate the
system. Promotions since
the abolition were made
directly by the commission.
The measure passed by a 3-2
vote.
Police and fire unions
pressed for the return of civil
service tests.
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Green Valley Dog Foods
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breathing rate were slightly elevated.
The Italian news agency AGI
quoted one of pope's doctors,
Francesco Crucitti, as saying the pontiff might have to undergo surgery
agai,n within a month to complete the
•,/
hearing of his intestines.
Dr. Crucitti was quoted as saying
the nes0 operation would be necessary
to reroute the intestine, closing a hole
in the colon that was opened to serve
as an artificial anal opening.
"The Pope was very lucky," the
director of surgery at Gemelli
Policlinic° hospital, Prof. Giancarlo
Castiglioni, told reporters. The 60year-old pope,. known around the
world for his open smile and robust

NEWPORT, Ky. (AP) —
Civil sevice examinations
for police and fire promotions were reinstated in
Newport by the Cgy Commission Wednesday night.
Councilman John Peluso,
who led the fight to abolish
the tests last Oct. 29, chang-

Pints and Gallons

I
\..-

... (Continued From Page 1)

Civil Service Exams Reinstated

CONTROL

The review began after budget
director David A. Stockman
estimated that a $55 billion deficit that
had been projected for 1981 last
February has now swelled to more
than $60 billion.

highways."
The Justice Department is
conducting grand jury prit
bes in 11 other states in connection with possible
highway construction bidrigging,Sheehan said.

/
DUNKIN
DOG

-....
.Z.

said the Louisvile grand jury
is looking "into possible antitrust violations in the
highway- construction area
and may involve some construction other than

BRING YOUR DOG TO BUCHANAN FEED & SEED'S

(Continued From Page 1)

Pope

mured,"How could they do it?" as he
was being driven to the hospital after
the attack, indicating more than one
assailant was involved. But doctors at
the hospital said it was unlikely the
pope could have spoken since his face
Was covered with an oxygen mask.
A spokesman at Rome police headquarters said Agca has started
hunger strike.
"He's not eating anything, he is just
drinking water. He is a real stoic," the
spokesman said.
A swarthy, well-dressed man was
grabbed by police immediately after
rang out in St. Peter's
the shots
.
Squaw as the pope stood in a slowmoving white jeep, greeting a crowd
of 15,000 at his weekly audience.
Detectives reportedly said that the
man seized was carrying a handwritten letter saying the attack on the
pope was a protest against U.S. and'
Soviet imperialism.
The Italian news agency ANSA said
the note read, "I am killing the pope'
to protest against the imperialism of
the Soviet Union and the United
States, and against the genocide they
are committing in El Salvador and
Afghanistan."
Police said the man gave his name
as Netunet All Agca,23, and told them
repeatedly he -couldn't care less
about life." He was later identified as
the right-wing ultra-nationalist terrorist, Mehmet All Agca, after fingerprints arrived from Interpol.
Turkish officials said Agca
threatened the pope's life in a letter
sent to a Turkish newspaper after he
escaped id' 1979 from Istanbul's
Sagmalcilar Prison, two days before
the pope visited Turkey. The Turkish
ambassador to Washington said
police in Turkey were under orders to
•'shoot him on sight."
Hospital sources said the pope
awoke during the night and exchang
etl a few words with his private
secretary, the Rev. Stanislaw
Dziwisz. When told that President
Sandro Pertini of Italy came to the
hospital to express his concern, the
Pope replied, "Thanks to our president," a doctor said.
The medical bulletin said the Pope's
temperature was 37.3 degrees Celsius,
the equivalent of 99.14 degrees
Fahrenheit — less than a full degree
above normal on either scale. His
heart rate was given as 105 beats a
minute — faster than his normal pace
of 70 to 75 beats a minute — but was
steady with no signs of a possible
heart attack. His blood pressure and

.. •

,
i

Social Security...

M.C. Webb delivered
records to the grand jury in
Louisville on Monday and
later said his appearance
before the panel last less
than 30 minutes.
"There really wasn't
anything to it at this point,"
said Webb. "I don't know
what they are shooting at. I
have nothing to hide."
The grand jury was empaneled April 13 at the request of the Cleveland office
of the US. Justice Department's antitrust division.
Mark Sheehan, a spiokesman
for the Justice Department,
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Purina (Field & Farm)

501b.$10.25

Purina High Protein

SO lb.

40 Lb. Puppy Chow

$12.75
$12.50

Parvo Shots

e.. $3•00

$1.75

5-Way Distemper Shots
Flea 8. Tick CoNors
For Cots 8. Dogs
Complete tine Of
Pet & Vet Supplies

$1.95 with Syringe
Rabies Shots

.i.

$2.50
0.. 294

3 CC Syringes

Buchanan Feed lik Seed
Murray, Ky.

753-537$

Industrial Reed

Enjoy your favorite Sirloin Stockade
meal at 25% Savings! We've
slashed every price on' our
menu an,verage of 25%!
Feed the entire family
at these low, low
prices! But hurry!
Deals this good
can't last
forever!

FOR SALE
1978 LaSalle 24' X 60' House Trailer
and Lot located on Highway 94 West.
1967 Winston 12' x 55' House Trailer
and Lot located at Lynnville, Ky.
1970 Armor 10'X40' House Trailer
1960 Detroiter 10' X 42' House Trailer
and Lot located on Highway 121 South.

Call 753-1893, Extension 272, 243, 241,
or 275.

Offer good 7 days a week thru
May 31, 1981
at participating Sirloin Stockades.

Sl'OCK
ADE
Bel Air Shopping Center
WA

r
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By DIANA TAYLOR
Housing and Development
,.Associated Press Writer
Foundation, which hopes to
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API obtain the money to build a
— The Kentucky Housing bridge over Johns Creek and
Corp. has agreed condi- provide access to a 20-acre
tionally to award a $300,000 site that it wants to develop
grant to a foundation headed for housing.
by former Louisville Mayor
The money would come
Harvey Sloane for a Pike from the state's share of ApCounty housing develop- palachian Regional Commisment.
sion funds.
To receive the funds, the
In March, the housing corfoundation must meet four poration rejected Sloane's
conditions by Sept. 1.
request and gave the foundaThe action, a reversal of tion 30 days to provide
an earlier KHC decision, details on development plans
came Wednesday after and financing.
several months of public
But Metts said at the time
squabbling between Sloane he doubted Sloane could
and state Transportation meet the conditions, and he
Secretary Frank Metts, who denied Sloane's charge that
has authority over the hous- politics played a part in the
ing corporation..
decision.
Sloane is president' of..the40 F
—
Gov.
non-profit Kentucky Rural John Y. Brown Jr. in the 1979
Democratic primary.
On Wednesday,Sloane and
other foundation representatives told KHC members
that their commitmsnt for
LEXINGTON,Ky.(API — the $300,000 grant was needThe seventh Kentucky Coal ed before work could proByProducts Seminar will be ceed to arrange further
held June 12 at a hotel here.
financing for developing the
Aimed at engineers and site.
other technical mining perJack Hall, president of
sonnel, the program will em- Pikeville College which owns
phasize management and the land to be developed,
uses for the fly ash or refuse said the college has signed
produced at coalfired utility an option with the foundation
plants.
to provide 20 acres at $10,000
per acre for the first phase of
the project.
The college also is willing
to commit another 20 acres
for the second phase, Hall
BARBOURVILLE, Ky. said.
(AP) — Baker Chemical of
"I hope you will feel that
New Jersey says it will this is not only a viable protransfer part of its ject, but will be persuaded
laboratory products opera- that you are pivotal to the
tion to Barbourville.
project going forward," Hall
The plant will employ 50 said.
workers in production of . Sloane and Jane Lollis, the
high purity solvents. A com- foundation's project direcpany spokesman said the tor; both questioned the
move is being made to save KHC's objections to the
energy and distribution development.
costs.
After a meeting with Metts
Baker's laboratory pro- in July, Sloane said he
ducts now is at company understood the state wanted
headquarters
at the foundation to spend the
Phillipsburg, N. J., and $300,000 for the bridge,
some products will continue rather than engineering
to be produced there, com- work and a feasibility study
pany officials said.
as had originally been plann-

ed.
Questions regarding further financing for the
development were not raised
until recently, Ms. Lollis
said.
F.E.
executive director of KHC,
disputed that, saying such
matters had been discussed
in previous meetings with
the foundation.
We at KHC have a
fiduciary responsibility to
the ARC," Warren said.
"Before we sign a.grant Of
loan we must be satisfied tht

full project will be completed."
Among the conditions the
foundation must meet to
receive the grant are commitments from companies
willing to do $400,000 worth
of grading and fill work and
a commitment from a bank
or other financial institution
for $945,000 to finance needed facilities such as a water
treatment plant.
The foundation also must
rewrite the land option with
the college to atiswer KHC's
concerns about it and must

drovide approved plans for
the bridge and the development.
Hall, in aapressing his appreciation to the housing
agency, said he "came up
here thinking it was a parting shot and the likelihood
of anything happening
remote....1 think you people
are just great."
Sloane also was appreciative, saying the action
'gets us off dead center and
allows some movement'•
toward completing the
development.

It Does Make A Difference
Who Serves As 4vd;:iiir,42tive

Coal Byproducts
Seminar Scheduled

LOCUST TREE — A thornless locust tree was planted at the -Municipal Parking Lot
as part of the downtown renovation. The trees were developed by the federal
government to be utilized in traffic areas since they are not affected by flumes. The
parking lot also was sealed recently. Planting the tree were Rob Butler, Thomas
Clendenon, Mayor Melvin B. Henley and James Pugh.

By DIANA TAYLOR
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
— The Kentucky Develop-

ment Finance Authority has loan for Possum Trot USA.
given the go-ahead to two
Last November, the
Lexington hospital projects authority approved an inand also approved a $200,000 ducement resolution, agreeing to sell $23.6 million in
bonds for renovation work
and an addition to St. Joseph
And offer you
Hospital. A second resoluthe outstanding
tion was approved Wednesservice
day, allowing the actual isState Farm
suance of the bonds.
is famous for.
The board also approved a
preliminary resolution to
sell $2L1 million in bonds to
finance new construction
and renovation at Good
Samaritan Hospital.
Possum Trot, a stuffedanimal
manufacturer
located at McKee in Jackson
County, will receive $150,000
initially and the rest of the
loan if the company needs it.
Representatives of the
company came to KDFA last
month, seeking a $150,000
loan. But some authority
members questioned
Possum Trot's ability to implement a strategy that company officials project will
triple sales in a year.

"I want
to help you
save money on
homeowners
insurance."

JANE N. ROGERS
201 S. Sixth Street

P.O. Box 1012
753-9627

Every office in the
courthouse is important

20 Lb. Charcoal
Easy Light
Fast Burn

Mark Blankenship
Is Coming On STRONG!
A Hard-Working,
Qualified Young Man
Put Him In The
County Attorney's Office!

•Scotts Brand
•Kmart Brand
•Lawn'N Weed
*Garden
•Lawn N Garden

24 Inch
Patio Broom
W/Palyrma Brush
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Bill To Ease TVA Rates May Need Much Stud

By JOHN NOLAN
.Associated Press Writer
CHATTANOOGA, Tenn.
Al'i
Bills have been introduced in the Legislature
asking authorization for a
plan
that
electricity

posal. They are asking the
state to set up a Tennessee
Public Power Agency with
authority to issue taxexempt bonds, possibly up to
$1 billion worth a year.

,iistributors hope till ease
The agency ,would use
ilk- rate burden on Ten- IT Venue from the bond sales
.essee
Valley
Authority to prepurchase electricity
iitotners
from TVA, months before
.4iut Sen

Ben Longley,
ie% eland, a Senate sponsor
't _the bills, said Wednesday'
proposal needs thorough

-

It's za % et•

broad concept
, i.giuring a lot of study,"
:ottgle
said in Nashville.

the federal utility generates
it. When the power is sold to
the distributors, the revenue
would be used to retire the
bonds.
State rfficials, including
Gov. Lamar Alexander, and
distributor executives would
be part of the 15-member
agency. State Finance Commissioner Lewis Donelson,

who would also be part of the
agency, said during a recent
Chattanooga visit that he is
uncertain about the proposal.
The distributors plan later
to ask Alabanti, Mississippi
and Kentucky to consider
setting up similar agencies.
They said they are starting

with Tennessee because 70
percent of TVA's power is
sold in the state. WA also
serves small parts of North
Carolina, Virginia and
Georgia.
TVA now borrows $2
billion yearly from the
Federal Financing Bank to
pay for its construction of
power plants, mostly

With His Own Monastery

•
vicar Waits For Monks To Come

, c !timid to hold hearings
By OLE DUUS
• .1, it this sununer and this
Associated Press Writer
all before we make a deterRINGKOEBING, Den- mnation of whether we markiALL-,For_11, ysers.
te.-.. . -,-,
hould consider further ac- thelbbilWery
tttat was the
• i oll Oil a 11121a session.
dream and the handl-W -61-k of
The 160 distributors who the Rev. Haakon Rabjerg
electricity has been standing virtually..'
tll V
TV A
.. holelc
sa and sell it to 2.7 .empty on a ' Windswept
lollion consumers in seven hillside, waiting for monks.
,tates have spent three
None have answered Nab,
developing the pro- jerg's• invitation for Chris-

TO THE
VOTERS
OF THE
FIRST
DISTRICT

tian men prepared for a life
asfo "piety', frugality and
diligence" to join him at the
Xop.,
..-G?ry of the Holy Cross.
But the retired Lutheran
• vicar, who built the
monastery mostly with his
own hands - including the
refectory, the chapel and the
40 cells - still has faith that
one day the monks will
come.

017,"

w

As a candidate for magistrate of first district of Calloway County,
I, L. W."Dub" Lyons believe it's time for a change in this district. I
truly believe that I'm the most qualified person for magistrate for
the first district.
I have 25 years experience as a heavy equipment operator and
was.employed for 6 years with the Calloway County Road Dept. So
if anyone knows about our county roads and work that's needed to
keep these roads and bridges repaired, I believe that I do.
My family and I have lived in the first district for 29 years. We live
in the Palestine Community on the east side of Calloway County.
My wife, Margie Nell, (the daughter of the late Roy Lee and
Velma Lee) and I have two children, Steve Lyons and Janie Myers.
We also have four grandchildren.
My parents were Ebe Lyons and Lucile Walker Lyons (both
deceased). I also have two sisters, Sarah Edward and Betty Dodd,
both of Murray, and two brothers Earl (Fat) Lyons (deceased), and
Jimmie Lyons, of Rt. 3.
I am presently self employed, and part owner with my brother
Jimmiewof Lyons Bros. Inc. Dozer Work. We do-all kinds tif -dirt
work and estimations on jobs. Again, I believe this makes me a
more qualified candidate for magistrate.
If e!ected magistrate, I will be available anytime to discuss any
problems with people in this district.
I make no special promise to anyoneexcept to the very best job
that I possibly can.
Your vote and influence and most of all your support of the
people of the first district is deeply appreciated.
Again I say "It's time for a change."
Sincerely,
L. W."Dub" Lyons

"God called me to build recruit monks,‘Rabjerg said
this monastery,and God will he relies on God, word-ofalso send me monks," the 72- mouth,and the free publicity
offeir -4
by newsmen
year-old clergyman said.
They would become the "including those Jo tend to
first cloistered monks in write me up as a crackpot."
But the former vicar, who
Denmark since the 16th century Protestant reformation spent some time in a
signaled the closing of Benedictine monastery in
Roman
Catholic Belgium, admits there are
monasteries in the country. problems in launching a
The Monastery of the Holy monastery from scratch,
Cross.not far from the chilly with no ties to any establishsurf of the North Sea in ed religious order.
Pondering monastic rules
western Jutland, is a rather
bleak place in winter. But it in his dusty, book-lined attic
is beautiful in summer, when study, with four goldfish in a
the skylark alone disturbs bowl for his only company,
the serenity of the 30 acres of the prospective prior came
to the conclusion that the
heather and evergreens.
Yet, Rabjerg and his wife Monastery of the Holy Cross
remain the sole permanent should be Evangelicresidents of the monastery Lutheran.
Yet, as an ardent
built on land bought cheaply
in 1957 with the savings out ecumenist who expects the
Protestant and Catholic
of a vicar's modest pay.
Many local residents churches to soon come
shook their heads at Rab- together, he is prepared to
jerg's idea. But many also accept brothers of various
offered money and their denominations and nalabor as the vicar set out to tionalities "as long as they
follow what he perceived as are not fanatics."
A man of tolerance and
God's calling, salvaging
bricks from demolished compromise, Rabjerg would
houses and
gathering not insist that a brother take
the vows for life, but would
boulders. %Scornful of modern ec- accept a kind of "contract
clesiastic architecture, he monks," signing up for a
erected a chapel in quasi- number of years, "because
Gothic style and a one-story everyone is entitled to a
monastery with 40 cells ring- changd of mind."
He is flexible on celibacy,
ing a quadrangular courtyard and strongly reminis- too, but insists this has
cent of a traditional Danish nothing to do with his own
marriage.
farm.
"At my age, celibacy is no
Local tax authorities
recently assessed the real great problem," he said.
But he would still recomestate value of Denmark's
only privately owned church mend celibacy as the most
and monastery at about practical thing for monks,
$100,000. Although he feels no "what with all the distracworldly standards should be tion and expense in proapplied. Rabjerg thinks his viding for a wife or somehow
creation is worth at least 10 accommodating her here..:'
But the admission of a
times that.
The absence of monks does married .couple is not "unnot give him cause for undue thinkable."
Although much work reworry.
"They'll come," he said. mains to be done at the
''Otherwise I would have monestary, the brothers
been given a meaningless would not be expected to
task, and God does not do "slave," but would work
regular eight-hour days.
that."
The vegetable garden
Indignantly
denying
rumots that he recently could make the monastery
turned to newspaper ads self-sufficient, and the
here and abroadin efforts to heathered land would offer
grazing for sheep.
For years the monastery
doors have been Open to
anyone in distress. Homeless
people have found shelter
here, but only temporarily,
as none was cut out for
monastic life.
Now Rabjerg also would
like to create a haven for
persecutedh Christians, such
as Assyrians fleeing from
Turkeyc
Some of them might even
become monks," he added
on an optimistic note.
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The Sale You've Waited For
20T0 30%

nuclear reactors. The
federal bank gives TVA an
interest rate about a pereentage point lower than that
available on private loans.
TVA's interest costs for that
debt are blamed for about
one-third of its recent electric rate increases.
George Usry, general
manager of the Athens
Utilities Board,has headed a
committee from
the
distributors' Chattanoogabased organization, the Tennessee Valley Public Power
Association, that prepared
the bonding proposal and requested introduction of the
bills.
Usry said by paying TVA
the money up front, the
distributors could help
finance TVA's construction
program. He said, however,
the plan could not nearly
replace TVA's borrowings
from the federal bank.
"What we're doing is
we're advancing them the
money to provide those
facilities for us,to ensure the
system capacity for us," he
said. "By doing it in this
method, we are going to pro-

vide a source of capital that
is less costly than TVA's current source of capital.'-'
Usry said he hopes the
distributors might get interest rates two percentage

points lower than TVA's rate
from the federal bank. U the
authority issues $1 billion
worth of tax-exempt bonds
for 10 years, that could save
TVA WO million, he said.

KEEP THAT GREAT
GM FEELING WITH
GENUINE GM PARTS.
_

1971 Ciwv. 4 Door Caprice
$4144"/■.$4a314•$37561)

wer'

$300"

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet Inc.
753-2617

641 South, Murray

OZNEINAL MOTORS PARTS DIVISION

It's Our Great Graduation

Samsonite Special

Yes,it Samsonite!

Choose From
Our Sonora II
Salo
REG.
$30.00
Tote Bag
$50.00
Softsiders
$75.00 , $45.00
Carry On
Cassel leg $65.00
$39.00
Above...
24 Pillow $71.00
$46.10
26 Cartwho•I$105.00
$63.00
Or Our
29 Cartwbool$120.00
$72.110
SO" transient $15.00
$51.00
Silhouette 111,
Bag
Hard Luggage
Below...
Both Great For Graduation

OFF

Ladtes Shoulder Tote

Livestock Market

Calculators
Typewriters
Wooden Desks
Desk Chairs
High Back
& Low Back

20

Metal Desks &
Accessories
So Many
Items Too
Numerous To
Mention!
0%OFF
3
This Saturday
Through Sat. May 16

gwin Xahes
OFFICE PRODUCTS, INC.

314 Main 753-0123

OFFICE SUPPLIES
FURNITURE
MACHINES

LOUISVILLE, Ky. AP)!USDA) --Estimated receipts cattle and calves
200; compared to Wednesday's close
not enough of any class on offer for accurate price test; few good slaughter
steers 9011240 lb 54.70-57.00, utility
cows 43.00-45.30; cutter 40.7544.25;
canner 38.00-40.75; slaughter bulls few
grade 2-3 950-1175 lb 51.50-52.00; couple
choice 250-265 lb vealers 75.00-85.00:
feeder steers medium frame 1-2 bulls
320-460 lb 56.00-68.00; 520-705 lb 51.2556.50:- large frame 2 Holsteins 300 lb
62.50; 875-955 lb 47.25-53.00; heifers
medium Mune 1-2 335-505 lb 55.7563.00.
Hogs 500; compared to Wednesday's
close barrows and gilts 1.00-1.25
higher: 1-2225-240 lb 42.75-42.90; 2 220250 lb 42.50-42.80; 2-3 215-250 lb 42.0042.50; 3210-280 lb 41.00-42.00: 280-300 lb
39.00-40.00; 300-350 lb 38.00-39.00; sows
weak to 1.00 lower; 1-2300-350 lb 35.0036.00; 350-400 lb 36.00-37.00; 400-450 lb
37.09-38.00; 450-500 lb 38.00-39.00; 500620 lb 39.00-39.75, individual at 41.20:
utility and wet sows 370-500 lb 34.0°38.00; boars over 300 lb 37.95-38.75.
under 300 lb 28.50-32.00.
Sheep 25; represented classes
steady; choice and prime slaughter
lambs 91 lb spring 65.00; choice and
prime 106 lb old crop shorn No. 2 pelts
55.00; few 136 11)45.00.

24 Ladies Pullman
26 Carhvheela-

Ladies 0 earte
Ladies Carry-On

Ladies Hand-Tote

Samsonite
Going away on business?
Vocation coming up? We
have the Samsonite bog for
Samsonite's
you.
fashionable and lightweight.
larger cases feature Cartwheels, they get you where
you're going Without being a
drag.
Choose from blue, wine,
cinnamon, brown or gray.
Now on sole.

Company Pays
Claims Of Students
INDEPENDENCE, Ky.
(AP) - The Union Light,
Heat & Power Co. has paid
119 student claims Of
$4,428.89 in property losses in
connection with the explosion and fire at Simon Kenton High School last year.

Reg. Now
SO Garment log
78.00 44.00
21 Cartwheels
148.00 NAM
Ladles Shealder Tete
52.00 31.20
24 Ladles Pelham.
98.00 51.00
Ladies %sift Case
70.00 42.00
M Carheheels
125.00 75.00
Ladles Mwall-Tete
52.00 31.20
Ladles Coorplhe
75.00 45.00
Ladles 01111te
78.00 44.110
-Net Pictured24 Mea's Comp
98.00 511.110
35.19.,
128.00 74.00
40 Games* Bag
78.00 411.110
Downtown
Murray
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Student Selected Murray State For 'Practical Reasons'
By MARGARET
ATKIN SON
When most students begin
shopping for a college, they
- look at academic programs

tion was the terrain.
Miss Lucas, who has
cerebral palsy; said she
selected Murray State for
practical reasons. "It is a

The 22-year-old college child" days, Miss Lucas says she said.
student said that a consistent she feels like an outsider "My parents never treated
smile convinced the judges looking in.
me different because of the
"I wish I had been older. It handicap. I was expected to
to select her from among 100
probably would have been a do chores along with my
other children.
"The photographers were more meaningful ex- brothers and sisters."
only able to catch two pic- perience," she said.
She joined in the
"When you're five years -neighborhood softball games
tures of me frowning
throughout the entire cam- old, a visit with President with the other children on
Johnson just couldn't com- the block. "It wasn't easy,"
paign," she said.
Shortly after her birth on pare to meeting Santa she said, adding that crawling from first to second base
November 21, 1958, Miss Claus."
When she returned home sometimes meant "bloody
Lucas was diagnosed as having cerebral palsy, a disease to Fern Creek near knees."
Miss Lucas said she was
which impairs muscular Louisville, Miss Lucas'
power and coordination. parents enrolled her in an average student in high
Although she had a mild public school. They believed school, but kept very busy in
form of the ailment which attendance at a special extracurricular activities.
She was elected class ofonly affected the motor school for handicapped
abilities in her legs, doctors children tended to lower her ficer for two years,served as
president of the Future
predicted that she would be goals.
School officials wondered Business Leaders of
confined to a wheelchair
if Miss Lucas could tolerate America and was voted
with no hope of walking.
the physical stress of public "friendliest" of her senior__
Mr. and Mrs. Josh,
Zut how could they class. She also was t
Lucas entered
Mel daughter in the local poster deny the National Poster member of the newspaper
child competition as a means Child the right to attend a staff, which may have led to
of locating a good orthopedic public school?" Miss Lucas her decision to study journalism at Murray State.
specialist. Much to their sur- asked.
Upon entering Bates
Miss Lucas says her early
prise, the brown-eyed
Elementary, Miss Lucas exposure to radio-television
youngster won.
trio
Donna Lucas is pictured with President Lyndon Johnson at the White House,
Press conferences and said classmates and was also instrumental in her
telethon appearances follow- teachers acknowledged her decision to major in radiowhile she served as National Poster Child for United Cerebral Palsy in 1964-65.
ed. Miss Lucas' name and for the national title. But by television.
flat campus. And that makes face, with the slogan "Hap- the time she had reached the
On campus, she has been
it easier for a handicapped piness is Helping," appeared fourth and fifth grades, "I active as a member of the
person to get around."
on billboards, campaign but- was just Donna, nothing staff of the Murray State
The search for a flat cam- tons and in almost every spectacular. I liked that."
News newspaper and the
Mr. and Mrs. Lucas helped campus television station,
pus is only a footnote for newspaper.
Miss Lucas in her long strugThe title even led to a shape her positive attitude MSU-TV 11, and radio
ACROSS
gle to overcome being han- meeting with then President toward being handicapped, WKMS-FM.
Answer to Wednesday's Puzzle
DOWN
1 Cloth
dicapped. The life-long effort Lyndon B. Johnson at the
measure
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I
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A
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A
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5 Forecast
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While Miss Lucas recalls
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work •
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K
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L
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Donna Marie Lucas began also remembers the "horri- $20,000 a year? A new survey annual income was $88,500IM
17 Walked on
9 Evergreen
P I Lora
L
long before college. Her en- fying" discomfort from her of executives making up to almost four times as much
18 Cutting edge
tree
NIIW
T
E
20 Three-toed
10 Wedding
thusiasm helped her win the full-length leg braces, par- 10 times that much shows as the government says At
SHY
II
SATE
sloth
words
title of national poster child ticularly burdensome for an that a big salary is no takes for a family of four to
11 Evil
21 Samarium
for United Cerebral Palsy in active 5-year-old.
17 Weary
symbol
guarantee against the wor- maintain an intermediate or
part
29 Evaluate
23 WWII agcy
19 Behold'
46 Snare
31 DDE's
1964-65.
moderate standard of living.
ries of inflation.
Recalling
"poster
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24 Disagreeable 20 Perform
47 Reiner ot TV
opponent
Ninety-seven
percent of the
predictament 21 Glossy fabric 33 Hero s
48 Female
The survey shows "ex28 Bern's river
22 French river
executives surveyed were
reward
sheep
ecutives are not only ge24 Imposed by 37 Soak
30 Strgred
49 Height Abbr
male and 90 percent were
32 English
law
nuinely concerned about in38 Looks ti.ediy 50 Small portion
married. The majority said
streetcar
25 Dry
42 Hesitating
52 Poem
flation and the erosion of
34 Pekoe. for
26 Danger
they were president or vice
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sound
their wealth, but also are
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27 Dropsy
45 Take ones
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to preserve it," said Edward
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AT THE CONTROLS - Donna Lucas, a senior radio- ranging from $40,000 to
51 Decay
Sixty-two percent said
54 Night bird
44
45
television_ and journalism major at Murray State 8200,000 a year.
46
they used investments like
55 Army chapUniversity from Louisville, sits at the controls of the
real estate, stocks, etc., to
47
1111.7
SO
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lain
Just over half of the ex- hedge against higher prices.
television station. Miss Lucas has been
campus
56 Fuss
I
5
54
56
ecutives-55 percent-said But 36 percent of the ex57 Wager
learning since childhood to cope with cerebral palsy.
5O
58 Follows com59
they
did not expect a higher ecutives had no confidence
The 22-year-old college student was a former Cerebral
mands
standard
of living in the that the return on their. in59 Church seat
Palsy poster child.
future. MOte'than one-third vestments would equal or exof this group said inflation ceed the rate of inflation.
WHAT PIP YOU PUT
'AT 29,026 FEET,MOUNT
was the reason for their
1.04AT DIP YOU
"14UMONGOU5ll
Eleven percent of the exEVEREST 15 TI-1E I-11614E5T
DOWN ABOUT MOUNT
lowered expectations.
PUT P0WN,51R?
ecutives said they did not
MOUNTAIN IN NE WORLD"
EVEREST, MARCIE ?
and scholastic achievements
of graduates. But for Murray
State University senior Donna Lucas of Louisville, the
mast important conaiderat-

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

And she has been "very
verbal" in attempting to influence administrative decisions regarding the handicapped.
Miss Lucas said she took
one request to University
President Dr. Constantine
Curris regarding getting a
key to the Woods Hall dormitory elevator for handicapped residents. She added that the request was
granted.
Soon Miss Lucas will be
leaving the university. She
still needs several class
hours to meet graduation requirements, but she has
decided to accept a job as an
operations engineer at
WIHT-TV in Michigan.
Miss Lucas added that she
aji'emnpiete her degree at
Eastern Michigan University in.,Ypsilanti.
The senior has made a
great deal of medical progress in recent semesters.
She gets around campus
without the use of crutches.
At first, I was scared to put
my crutches down. I guess I
tried to hide behind them at
times.

I Kenny Burton as of May
13 1981 will no longer
responsible for any debts
other than my own

2. Notice
They're
Here
Kenny Rogers
loons
His/Hers
Matching Sots
AN sizes
Only place
in Murray
VERNON'S
WESTERN
STORE
Olympic Pleas
Open 9.... to 9 p.m.
753-7113

Special
This Week
Stevens 12 gouge
double barrel Model
311
5149.95
GOLD
SILVER PAWN
SHOP
Olympic Plaza
Open 9 a.m. toll p.m.
753-7113

for
"I'm not setting my goals Bible Facts. Free Store
759-4600.
the
needy.
to be an Olympic runner,
just to exist in a normal
BED
world."
PLANTS
6 for 90'
SPECIAL:
TOMATO PLANTS
6 for 75'
Flowers &
Vegetables
manage to save or invest any
CONCORD
NEW
of their income. Another 11
saved
or
percent said they
GROCERY
invested 10 percent or less of
New Concord, Ky.
their annual earnings. And
43627 percent said savings and
1111111141
investments accounted for '
between 10 percent and 19
ENERGY
percent of their incomes.
Despite their financial proCOMPANY
blems, the executives indicated they were satisfied
with their jobs. Asked to rate
A national energy
their job satisfaction on a
organization
is
scale of 1 to 10 - with 10 at
seeking
one
the top - 39 percent voted
aggressive distributor
for 10; 19 percent gave their
jobs a 9; and 24 percent
for the Murray Ares
rated their jobs as 8.
representing quality
About half of the exenergy and water conecutives with children under
products.
servation
21 said they wouldn't want
For information send
their sons and daughters to
resume to N.E.S. Box
follow in their footsteps, but
3025, Paducah, Ky.
the majority of these people
42001.
said the only reason for their
reluctance was that they did r
not want to influence or inListed here is a ready_ reference
terfere With the youngsters' that win quickly help you locate
the classification you are lookihg
decisions.
for
interviewexecutives
The.
1.legalliottLe.
...
ed (Or the survey worked in 2. Notice
New York, San Francisco, 3. Card of Thanks
Atlanta, Houston, Los 4. In Memory
5. Lost and Found
Angeles and Chicago.
6. Help Wanted

Survey Shows Large Salary
Is No Inflation Guarantee
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,
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I'LL
OH, BOY--- GIVE
CANDY
YOU
A PIECE
IF YOU
Asia
WASH
YOUR
HANDS

er,
or/

D IF YOU
WASH YOUR
FACE,TO0,I'LL
GIVE YOU TWO
PIECES

© 1161 tinned Feature Symactoe ix

1-1EE,
6140W YOU
WI-IERE I WANT TS
TARGET
SET UP
"Ow

MURRAY HIGH SCHOOL INDUSTRIAL ARTS WINNERS - Murray High School
students of Joe Keeslar were recently awarded 10 prizes from their 11 entries in
the Industry and Technology Exhibit held at Murray State University. The winners
are, first row,from left, Keeslar; Jimmy Kelley, third in metal working; Karl Flood,
third in woodworking; Mike Faust, second in woodworking; Mike Stoddart,
second in metal working. Second row, Todd Lawson, second in woodworking;
Douglas Colson, second in metal working; John Swann, third in metal working;
Kurt Keeslar, second in woodturning; Chris Farmer, first in woodturning; Mike
Todd,first in woodworking.

Generic Law May Be Made
Permissive Not Mandatory
By HERBERTSPARROW change
"completely
Associated Press Writer
destroys the intent of this bill
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) as a consumer protection
- The 1982 General law."
Assembly may be asked to
However, Jim Williams of
make Kentucky's nine-year- the
Pharmaceutical
old generic drug law per- Manufacturers Association,
missive instead of man- said "We believe this mandatory.
datory provision is the most
And that could be good or serious defect in Kentucky's
bad, depending on which current law and by itself
side you listen to.
renders the legislation large"We are very much oppos- ly ineffective."
ed to changing the current
Under the nine-year-old
statute from a mandatory generic drug law, Kentucky
substitution clause to g pharmacists are required to
voluntary substitution fill prescriptions with the
clause," Jeanie Owen- lowest priced drug that is
Miller, assistant director of therapeutically equivalent to
the attorney general's Con- the drug prescribed by a doesumer Protection Division, tor unless the patient or doetold a legislative subcommit- tor instructs him otherwise.
tee Wednesday.
diSuctschthae
pe
roae
n:
Ms. Owen-Miller told the tra"
traditional
Subcommittee on Health tices of health professionals
Plofessions of the Interim and makes for a law that is
Joint Committee on Health neither Medically sound nor
and Welfare that such a cost-savings effective."

williamssaid.
Williams said pharamcists
are more likely to comply
with the spirit of the law
where they are allowed to
use their professional judgment instead of being man:.
dated by a state law.
Ms. Owen-Miller said,
however, that there is no
evidence to support the argument that a voluntary law
would increase the number
of generic substitutions
made by pharmacists.
Ted LaPin, chairman of
the Kentucky Combined
Committee on Aging, said
"The law as it exists is a
good one as far as benefits to
the user are concerned.
"It lacks only enforcement
and publicity and cooperation from those who
prescribe and fill the
prescriptions," LAPin said.

9. Situation Wanted
10. Bus Opportunity
11. Instructions
12. Insurance
13. For Sale or Trade
14. Want To Buy
15. Articles For Sale
16. Home Furnishings
17. Vacuum Cleaners
18. Sewing Machines
19. Farm Equipment
20. Sports Equipment
21. Monuments
22. Musical
23. Exterminating
24. Mistellaneous
25. Business Services
26. TV-Radio
27. Mobile Home Sales
18. Mob Home Rents
29. Heating-Cooling
30. Business Rentyl
31. Want To Rent
32. Apts For Rent
33. Rooms for Rent
34. Houses For Rent
35. Farms For Rent
36. For-Rent Or Leaie
37. Livestock Supplies
38. Pets-Supplies
39. Poultry Supplies
40. Produce
41, Public Sale
42. Home Loan..
43. Real Estate
44. Lots For Sale
45. farms 1.1r Sale
46. Homes For Sale
47. Motorcycles
48. Auto Services
49. Used Cais
50. Used Trucks
51. Camper,
52. Boats and Motors
53. AHvices Uttered
54. For Trade
55, Feed And Seed
56. Free Column
57. Wanted

BIBLE CALL
The Home: Responsibilities of Parents
759-4444; Bible Story
759-4445
TRUCKLOAD
SALE

Mexican
Imports
Retail & Wholesale

Pots, Stands, %elves
Figuriaes. Largo
Selection Western
Nets A Feather UM*.
NEW CONCORD
41410CMIT
H54•T 121
Nee Con[0.4 44
436-1353

7,1
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2. Notice

2. Notice

6. Help Wanted

M X

16. Home Furnishings 22. Musical

31r:b

28. Mob. Home Rents 32. Apts.W 37. Ur/stock-Supplies 41.Pubk Sale

Part time secretary and For sale 15.1 cubic foot For sale Hammond organ One 2 bedroom and one 1 Duplex available for retired
receptionist for busy doc- Sears refrigerator, 2 years and amplifier. $425 Phone bedroom trailer on Ledbet- individual. No pets. Call
tors office Prefer someone old. gold, $200 Kelvinator 753-7777 after 3 pm
ter Church Road. Call 1- 759-1616 or 753-3913.
5th &
with experience for in- electric stove, white, 3
Baldwin, excellent 354-6144 after 5 pm.
-Nice 1 or 2 bedroom apart11111,6 its.
surance and typing Send -years old. $125. 753-1976. _Piano.
153-0908 or Two bedroom, all electric, ment with shaded yard and
Call
condition
with
salary
resume
personal
ROSES
mobile home, 11
/
2 miles private patio, kitchen apand references to P 0 Box Nice 3 piece gold living 762-2446
FOR SALE
room suite. Call 753-0175.
Piano for sale, inexpensive, from Murray. $150 per pliances furnished. 7531040 S Murray. KY 42071
month, i100 deposit. 7559 or 753-7550.
700 Triple AAA
Reliable housekeeper for Nice bar with 2 stools Call excellent for beginning stu- Available June 1st. Call
pm
after
5
753-9866
New 2 bedroom duplex in
dent
Bushes
large house. 2 days per 753-7635 after 5 pm
753-9829.
Subdivision.
Northwood
week. Work would be Portible dishwsher $100 SPINET CONSOLE Piano for
700 Different
general cleaning, washing, 36- electric range $100 sale Wanted- Responsible Trailer for rent, see Bran- Available now. Phone 753Varieties
ironing. Own Washer and dryer $250
party to take over piano don Dill at Dill's Trailer 9400.
and
New duplex, large 2
transportation. Must have Sears refrigerator freezer Can be seen locally. Write Court.
Bes. $5
$5
references. $4.00 per hour. with icemaker $250 Call Mr Powers, Box 327, 12x60, Two bedroom, fur- bedroom, central heat and
Write P.O. Box 1040 T. 753-2435.......
Carlyle, Illinois 62231.
nished house furniture, all air. Lease and deposit reMurray, KY 42071
electric,
air-conditioned, quired. Call 753-3343.
NO
Wall to wall carpeting, gold.
Own a new 25"
large lot. 753-4091.
New 2 bedroom duplex in
SUNDAY
Students and teachers. we sculptured. nylon. 12x16.
Magnavox color
have full-time openings Call 753-8378
Two bedroom mobile home. Northwood. All kitchen apSALES
TV for only 424.46
with opportunity to concompletely furnished on pliances, famished, private
Whirlpool
refrigerator.
3
month. No
a
tinue part-time when
half acre wooded lot, city deck Call 753-0814.
coppertone color,
down- _1,,
resumes. $800 per years old,
water
furnished, central One bedroom furnished
Four year warranmonth to start if you ice maker. excellent condiheat
and
air, 2 miles east of apartment, one block from
tion $300 753-9674.
qualify. Phone 753-6050
ty available on
town $100 deposit, $135 campus. $145, water furJ: STANLEY HOME PROYour rote
month 753-0712.
parts and labor.0
DUCTS merchandise call
nished. No pets. Couples
Wanted reliable couple or
and influence
Debbie Caiter 753-0913
CLAYTON'S
man to live in and manage 17. Vacuum Cleaners
29. Heating-Cooling only. Call 753-1203.
appreciated.
Mosso
4 apartments For more in- Kirby Vacuum Sales & SerAir conditioners, cleaned One room efficiency ApartKatiertmissonemt
formation call 759-4481 vice. New. used...See the
and repaired. We buy used ment $90. Corner of 16th
after 6 PM difference. No 16 DixCtr.
air conditioners. Dill's Elec- and Olive across from
Preser ve your family s
ieland
Phone 753-6050.
Hwy.641 S.
University. Call 753-4793.
1.
Storage
Bldgs.
tric.
Call 753-9104.
heritage
and
Copy
753-7575
restoration
of
bedroom furnished
Custom Built portable
One
18,900 BTU Frigidaire Air
photographs at
apartment.
753-3949.
buildings Call 753-0984
conditioner,
3
years
old.
2
N. Miscellaneous years warranty remaining:
Carter Studio
apartment,
bedroom
One
9. Situation Wanted
A complete set of tools and $250 firm. Call 753-8782.
air-conditioned,
no pets.
753 8298
304 Main
dyes for making buttons
Attention business owners.
30. Business Rental 121 North next to
Call 753-3199
Out of Work accountant
Fairgrounds. 753-3139.
seeking full or part time
Condominium for rent
U-PICK
bedroom duplex, apTwo
bookkeeping work 3 years
Mini
Hilton Head Island, SC,
STRAWBERRIES
pliances
furnished. Also
experience: Call 753-0034
Warehouse
home of the famous Family
9 acres at North 16th
one bedroom apartment.
after 6 pm
Circle Tennis Tournament
Storage Space
753-2967 after 5 pm.
and Poor Farm Road. Light hauling, odd lobs and
and Heritage Golf TournaFor Rent
SAVE 20°. T050.
SO a quart. Open
ment. For more information
Two bedroom duplex Apt,
yard work Reasonable and
753-4758
Tuesdays, Thursdays, dependable. Call 753-9834.
call 1-926-4031.
I
I partially furnished, $165
and
Saturdays
at
7
Multi
0
$31 5
Mile
For sale: Shop air- Office space for rent near per month, no pets. Call
M S U Home Economics
a.m.
Polyester
compressor, 10 hp, gas downtown Murray. Call 753-8848 before 9 PM.
Cord
graduate will do profes753-0195
Two bedroom. apartment,
motor. $275. 1968 Firebird 753-4109
sional sewing for all your
A78-13 Multi-mile
close to hospital, no pets,
body, good shape, $275.
clothing needs. including
78 Whitewall
FOR RENT
deposit required. Call 753Call 753-8127.
tailored suits and sportRuildino
adiaoent
5:Tost 8 Found
to
/809.
swear Call 767-2351
For sale: Old country school
Buckingham Ray Ltd
in
Mile
Two responsible adults
Dixieland Shopping Center
33. Rooms for Rent
desks. good condition,
LOST:
gas heat and air double
Double -Belted
want regular house clean$6.00 each. 46-2802.
Boys'Inly! Furnished room
All white cat with
front over 2000 sq Ft
ing lobs or will do spring 19. Farm Equipment
MultiG78- 15
for rent, one block from
-Let's go fishing!" Red
Available May 1
yellow
eyes,
about
1981
and
light
cleaning
yard
Glass II Whitewall
M.S.U. Living room and kitCall 75] 3018
Best tire deals in town! We worms, Nite crawlers. fresh
1 year old, male.
work Call 753-6494
facility, wall_ to wall
box.
from
Free
bed
gift.
chen
to
have a tire truck to repair
Lost in vicinity of
$6000
Will work on lawn mowers tires on the farm. Call us Rex's Worm Farm, Rt.6, Box 31. Want To Rent
carpet,
private bath, $65
7 Multi Mile
Poor Farm Road
Call 753-0751
325 (lrvan Cobb Road), Apartments for rent at Em- per month. Call 159-4538.
for
best
prices
and
snappy
Super wide radial
and
641
InWill break and disc service! Vinson Tractor Murray, KY 42071. Phone bassey Apartments. Call Furnished room for men
GR70-15 ---Grand
tersection. Reward
436-5894.
753-3530 or 753-4331 students, half block from
gardens Call 753-5463 or Company, 753-4892.
AM GT white letoffered!
after 5 pm.
753-0144
equipment
Logging
for
sale
campus, 1626 Hamilton.
Farmall cub tractor, disc.
ters
753-2583
Air-conditioned, kitchen,
or
financing
trade,
some
Mature
graduate
student
Woutd-like Job -house clean- plow and cultivators,
available. 20' Knuckle needs apartment or trailer private entry and parking.
Call
hydraulic,
ing.
Have
new
referances.
tires
Call
1Goodyear Lost: Twin-size box springs
boom log loader with or for summer sessions. Prefer $100 per summer term.
354-8640
on Highway 94 West. Call 759-1255.
without diesel power plant location on or near the lake. Call 753- 1342or 436-5479.
Wrangler Radials
753-6976.
13. For Sale or Trade Grain bin, 3600 bushel, 18' or truck Also 2 tandem air Carolyn Wills (618) 524- Sleeping rooms in town
GR 78-15
All
diameter, 220 motor, auger
Help
Wanted
6.
Terrain Blackwall
Hands for hire will trade bin cleaner, dual blowers brake log trucks. Evenings, 2533.
close to campus. Cheap!
CHRISTIAN TV NETWORK hours work for small salary for second bin. Used 2 759-1739.
Call 753-9195 or 753-0387.
Want
to
rent
nice
3
BR,
2
Phis Many Other Sizes
NEEDS ACTIVE CHURCH and acreage Negotiable. years. Call 753-7728.
35 MM Camera, Pentax bath home in Murray area. 34. Houses For Rent
A•eilehl•
BUSINESS PERSON AS AN Call 753-3058
Spotmatic $50 00 Call 1 year Lease. Must have no
Sig Selection of
Tiros
AREA REPRESENTATIVE for 250 Yards of dark tobacco One-row tobacco $200, 6 ft 436-5610
less then 1700 sq ft of Extra nice 3 BR .house
fro* $5.00 to $30.00
37 western Kentucky coun- for sale 100 yards of Burley forel disc $200, 5 ft bushlots of storage. pro- located in Murray. $495 per
space,
ties. No experience is plants, will trade plants -for bog disc $150. pickup top- One coke machine See at fessional couple, no month, security deposit and
Public Ice Service 408 S
per LIN/8 $50 753-9773
necessary. will train. Re- pounds. Call 435-4131.
children no pets, Call 153- 1 year lease required.' No
4th 753-1813
working
quires $30.000
Round hay baler, mower.
-4143 daily from 5:30-9:30 pets, Call 436-2935 or-753Want To Buy - conditioner. rake. Call 753- Sawmill slabs for sale Call pm.
0839.
capital. This is not a fran_
73-7S28-after 6 pm
thrge,--lo auarrix_a rneetmg Old Sfot Machine wanted:' 0649
unfurnished
Five
room
Want
allotto
rent tobadco
in your City with-Our Any -ccmdition lop cash
Tow Bar Call 753-3058
house in the county, $150
with
Farmall
C
_Super
ment.
Call
492-8374.
Manager. paid Call collect (314) 962Regional
per month plus $150
203 Main St
- pull_ type Unplaned pine, 8' 2x4's. 32. Apts. For Rent
telephone 1-800/328- 9265
deposit required. 153tobacco
492-8949
setter.
each.
Atso
801
401
2987.
Apartments for rent, near 3293.
Wanted used clean small after 6 pm.
each 435-4494.
downtow2 Murray. 753- Four bedroom house, $500;
refrigerator and electric Want to buy Good used 26. TV-Radio
4109.
stove catt 753-4602
3 bedroom house, $350; 2
cambine: 10 to 13 ft.
Four inch RV t.v. with Available now, country liv- bedroom townhome, $275;
*Used refrigerators, ranges, AC,
Wanted - Mercury outboard, header. Call 498-8376.
antenna, 12 volt power ing within city. limits,.
at 1 bedroom duplex, $1.50.
40 hp. 1960 series, for
washers, & dryers.
hookup. Call 767-254-8.'
Hamlet North Apartments. Appointment 753-5791.
Farm Equip.
' -parts tall 767-4786.
Nice
bedroom House for rent, close to
2
15. Articles For Sale 1000 and 1415 27. Mobile Home Sales townhouses
with
private
*Appliance parts in stock (G.E.,
gallon NH-3 Nurse 1974. 12x60 Furnished, 2 deck and central heat and Kentucky Lake on 94 East.
For sale: Beige, vinyl couch
3 bedrooms, living mom,
Hotpoint, Whirlpool, Sears, etc...).
bedroom. all electric, gooc
tanks, with or condition. Located on long air, kitchen appliances fur- and 2 baths. $200 per monand chair. $100 or best ofif we don't have it, we'll get it!"
fer. Also ladies large size
without wagon and lot on city water, garage. nished 753-7559 or 153- th. Call 354-6678.
clothes, ir. sizes 11-14 Call
flotation tires. Will sell ,cheap. Call 436- 1550.
Three bedroom home, large
753-4487 between 4 and 9
*G.E.. Hotpoint. Whirlpool Service.
Apartment for rent close to living room, family room,
Tool bars 5 to 9 5830 or 753-9678.
pm.
University. Small deposit kitchen, carpet, drapes, aprow and 15 to 21 1974 Mobile home, 12x65, Call 753-6564
plow
Push
sale:
For
pliances, near M:S.U. $330
'Lowest prices on Hotpoint and
foot widths. A 2 bedroom, unfurnished,
cultivator, window screens
underpinning, and has por- Furnished apartments for per month. Call 753-3006
Magic Chef appliances.
and doors, inside doors.
complete supply of ch. Call 759-1797.
after 4 pm.
rent. Call 753-4684.
dishes, stainless steel
tanks, pumps, Town
Two
bedroom house furEffiapartments.
Furnished
House,
12x70
mobile
cutlery. lawn chairs, mens
valves and NH-3 home. 2 Bedrooms, 1 bath. ciency. 1 or 2 bedrooms. nished also two bedroom
clothes, size 40. Call 753641 North SA1 FS - SIRN.1( I - PARTS 711-4478
accessories, Jam- refrigerator, stove, disposal. Also sleeping rooms. Zim- trailer furnished Call 7538186.
es
L. Kellett Co., central air and gas heat', merman Apartments, South 1778
Encyclopedia
For sale
Sikeston
Mo. new carpet and wallpaper. 16th, 753-6609.
Britannica and Britannica
Other extras included. Roc= Furnished - apartment for 36. For Rent Or Lease
Junior, after 5 pm 753
63801. Call 1- ed to sell! Call 753-8295.
rent, 1½ blocks from For rent. Lake cottage, sum4161
314-471-0988.
1974,
12x60,
Two M.S.U. $100 per month. mer vacations, by day or
Maternity clothes for sale
week. Families only. Phone
10% PENALTY ON CITY AUTO
bedroom, central air. Call 759-4538.
size 10 Call 753-2670
753-4647
after 7:30 pm
20.
Sports
Equipment
dishwasher,
stove. For rent: Near M.S.U., 2
STICKERS AND BUSINESS LICENSE Potting soil 40 lb bag, Top Brownell Nylon line, Si. 21, refrigerator, and drapes in- bedroom apartment, with
JUNE 1, 1981
soil, 40 lb bag, Peat 24, 30 $3.29 lb. Mustad cluded $5500. 753-2329.
NOW'it?
large living room, kitchen,
humus 40 lb. bag, Cow hooks 1/0 11.50/m, 2/0
Rent itl
shower,
bath
with
tub
and
manure 40 lb bag. all 13.50/m, 3/0 15.50/m. 28. Mob. Home Rents ample closet space. Range.
Concrete
Trowel
100% PENALTY ON CITY AUTO
$1..99 each. Lawn lime 5D 4/0 18.50/m. Berkley For rent Mobile homes and refrigerator, dishwasher,
We got it end much,
lb bag, $1 99, Play sand, McMahon swivels, $2.75 apartments Call 753-5980 and garbage disposal. Has
'STICKERS - JULY 1, 1981
much more.
55 lb. bag, $2 89, Marble per 100, $25.00/m. East Y 12 x 64 Mobile Home, part washer-dryer .hookup, cenCITY CLERK'S OFFICE
chips 50 lb. bag, $2.49, Grocery, 753-8786.
furnished at Shady Oaks tral heat and air, low utility
Sphagnum peat moss, 4 cu.
OFFICE HOURS - MONDAY
Trailer ct Call 1247-0200 cost. 753-7114 before 5-30
RENTAL SALES
ft bale. $8 19 COAST TO The Pistol People'Invest in before 5 pm
pm.
THROUGH FRIDAY 8:00 a.m.-5:00
a feeling of security, largest
COAST HARDWARE.
CENTER
variety, lowest priced, no Take your pick. 2 or 3 For rant 2 bedroom, 2 bath
p.m.
Slabs and sawdust Slabs registration
or red tape in bedroom mobile home, out apartment on College Farm
are bundled Will deliver in Kentucky
200 I. Mein 7535201
Country Boy of town or in town. Col- Road. New heat pumps
trailer load lots, or you
eman Real Estate, 753- economical. $225 per mon eammassammammaann
Store,
9
miles
vottst
of
pickup 1-901-352-5777
th. 753-4632
Hopkinsville junction KY 9898.
37. Livestock-Supplies
16. Home Furnishings 164-117. Hours 8-5, Sunday
For sale 38 Holstein dairy
12-5,
(502)
885-5914.
All black wool long 3 sec
cows, 22 heifers. Call 753-.
hour living room couch 22. Musical
0649.
Hwy. 721i444
$250 Call 753-4602
New and used Baldwin
Saddles, English &
Appliance sat-ern-77T piano and organs, Lonardo
Of All Kinds
25% off any stove, freezer, Piano Co across from the
Western Soles refrigerator, dishwasher. Post Office Paris TN
Repliers - Custom
We have rotors &
washer and dryer in stock
Work - Tents eed Root
boosters,& full
Wood cook stove, 10 speed bicycle, 3
Delivery extra Coast to
Covers mode.
Begin Today
refrigerators, 2 imtowwitic washers (Gibson
line of antenna parts. Coast Hardware
• TAYLOR
Fiberglas), 3 gas news 24", 30" mod 36", 1
Countertop gas stove, oven
MUSIC
LEATHER CO.
Also repair all brands l.v.'s
above. yellow, $125 One
recliner, 2 eir se:pension lerge steno speakers
LESSONS
is
S. loth Mayfield
white gas range $150, One
ohms, pine bedroom set, dinette sets, several even
Piano
1-247-3934
yellow 2 door refrigerator
bottles hi original boxes, baby swing sit & car
Organ
$150 One wagon wheel
seat.
REE MAR ARABIANS.
Beginners ond Advorx er1
light, 5 bulb, $5000 One
Purebreds for sale. Trained
Shoemaker
Terry
Auctioneer
Clayton's
dinette set with six swivel
and started. 753-6126. or
Call
chairs
leaf
with
center'
751-7SIS
Bob Belson Appr. Auctioneer
753-6100.
Visitors
212 Main
753-1586 753-0219
welcome.

PUBUC
NOTICE

T RE
PRICE
CUT!
$A 00

Economy
Tire &
Service

14.

WEST KY. APPLIANCE

NOTICE - NOTICE

I

We
Install

;Towers &Antennas

New Concord Auction Barn

General Sale

Sat., May 16-6:30 P.M.

Murray
Appliance
Co.

Hogs for sale: 2 gilds a sew Going out of business sale!
upholstery'
and 8 pigs. Call 436-5844, Beautiful
material, all worth $12.50
X Pets-Supplies
per paid. Selling far B5.003 .
AKC German Shepherd pup- yard, starting Friday til all is
pies, 28 champions in 5 sold. Go to Penny, turn
generations. Also registered down Forest Coleman Road.'
American Eskimo Spitz first house on right.
puppies. 502-554-2153.
Huge yard sale! Furniture
Dog obedience classes are and
accessories;
fun for you and your dog. A housewares; men, women,
sport all ages can enjoy. and children's clothing;
Discover the thrillof know- shoes; t.v.; toys; childrens
ing how your dog really bike and tricycle; large ash
communicates. 436-2858. trays; clocks. Everything in
Discover the fascinating excellent condition. Friday
world of dog showing. Train and Saturday, 15th and
your own top earning obe- 16th, 7:30-5:30, 1622 Coldience or show dog. Have a lege Farm Road.
safe personal protection Moving sale! Friday, May dog. 436-2858.
15th, 5-8 pm, Saturday,
May 16th, 9-4 pm. From
Iriih Setter, adult male, Hardin go East on 80, turn
great with kids. Free! Call on 962, go about 4 miles.
436-2394 after 12 noon.
Items: antiques, books,
11 Pit bulldog puppies, 4 clothes, dishes, furniture,
white $200 each, others including freezer, tools, and
$80 to $150. UKC many more items.
registered. Call 1-901-364- Moving sale, Saturday, 8 til
2402.
3, 2.8 miles from town,
turn on New Concord
41. Public Sale
Backyard sale, 210 South +iighway onto Old Murray9th, Friday and Saturday. Paris Road go 8/10 mile.
Starts at 9 AM. Canceled if Three party yard sale, Saturrains.
day 8-5, 1201 Melrose. Car
seat, clothes, household
items, jewelry, old records
and tapes. Canceled if
YARD
rains.
SALE
Yard sale,
at Carrico's Super Thursday, Friday, Saturday.
Service Station, 9th
Violets, antiques, quilts,
& Sycamore Streets, tomatoe plants, lots of
on Friday and Saturgoodies.
day, May 15th and
Yard sale, Saturday, May
16th, from 8 until
16th, 9-6, 1613 Farmer
5:30 p.m. Lots of
Ave.
odds and ends, Yard sale, Friday, 8-6, 1705
clothing,
apMiller Ave.
pliances, etc...
Yard sale, 1407 Vine. SaturRAIN OR SHINE
day, May 16th. Clothing for
everyone,
lots
of
Big yard sale! 211 Brent miscellaneous items.
Wood off Poplar between 43. Real Estate
15th and 16th, Friday•
Saturday. 14' Jon boat and
Punkin & Monsen
trailer; baby furnishingsinsurance &
walker, seats, chairs; 2
Reel Estate
wheel trailer, insulated
Simthsid•
(sort Sq.
tamper top for long truck;
Marrny, Kentucky
clothes- men and women;
753-4451
shoes galore, several dishes
and cookware. 753-5809.
OWNER FINANCING TO
Carport sale, 1508 Oxford, QUALIFIED BUYER. Interest
Saturday, 8-5. Day bed, rates are up again, but we
baby clothes, play pen, can get you into this lovely
books, bicycle, lounge home at a lower rate you
chair, and more.
can afford. This 3 bedroom,
Carport sale, Saturday, May 11
/
2 bath home, near town
16th, 7 til 3, corner of 9th has many extras, including
new family room, fireplace,
and Fairlane.
Carport sale. 411 South 8th fenced yard, redwood par- St., Friday and Saturday, 8- ch, and large lot with many
trees: This home is well
5
cared for and is in perfect
Everything you always condition. Owner leaving
wanted to find at a Garage town must sell. Call Spann
sale but haven't been able Realty Associates, 753to buy. Friday 8 - 6 913 7724.
Waldrop, 753-8527.
Panorama Shores home new
Four party yard sale. 204
the eater iv/2 complege 2
South 9th, Thursday, FriBR apts. 8:40 sunporch,
day,- and -Saturday. -7-5. -- kitchen appliances.
Baby clothes, quilts, lots of
miscellaneous. In case of
Completely remodeled 4 BR
country home on BO acres.
rain will be held next week.
Central heat and air,
Garage sale. 504 Whitnell,
basement; 40 acres timber.
Friday and Saturday. Airconditioner, baby bed and
-6
clothes, bicycles, dishes,
Aterray-Calloway
and plenty of other things.
County Realty
Hugh moving out of county
(502)753-8146
sale, 12 to 7 PM everyday
304 MI 12th St,
untill everything is gone,
Nisirray, Ky. 42071
typewriter, baby furniture.
10 speed blender, etc Call
it, A. 11•••••- Braker
767-4473 413 College Cts

641 AUCTION HOUSE
Aunties every Friday night 6:30 p.m.,Lfteted
2.11..frau Purls,IL es Nwy• 441.
Thisweek we hove glassware, lamps, flat irons,
quilts, oak table, walnut table and 4
chairs,
walnut china cabinet and buffet, gas stove,
gas
dryer, riding lawn mower and much more.
For information call 901-243-2418 or
901642-9453.
Auctioneer: Lorry losicues No. 6464
Shortie McBride No. 247

4i•
#.*

NTROL
TERMITES

Also bousohold, lawn, Indoors
and outdoors!

FOR DEPENDABLE
Profossivnewl Post Cadre,

Kelley's Termite &
Pest Control, Inc.
Termites. You spend thousands of dollars for a
home but never think about termites - they cause
the most damage next to fire. Hove your
home
treated now! 753-3914, Kelley's Termite & Pest
Control, 100 South 13th Street, Murray, KY.
Over 33 years experience. Home owned and
operated.

••••••
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43. Real Estate

43. Real Estate
Plenty of "Stretchin'
Room"! A really large home
that can thange to fit your
needs. The home provides a
Irving room, dining vomit, -kitchen with all the counter
space and cupboards You
need. The den is plenty
large, back to back
fireplaces in den and living
room and all the bedrooms
are spacious...Let us show
you a new way of life by
calling 753-1492 at CENTURY 21 Loretta lobs.
Realtors.
Live in the country in
this
modern
3
bedroom home on
acres, carport ond
dettiekt, garage for
less than $30000.
153-22211

•
RI Al

,t %If

& PROPERTY
MANAGEMENT

Hidden Treasure! It will do
your heart good to say
nothing about your pocketbook when you inspect this
home we have located just
for you...Three bedroom
brick located on quiet
nice
street
in
neighborhood. Priced in the
mid $30's...See this home
before all others by calling
753-1492 at CENTURY 21
Loretta lobs. Realtors.
One of the neatest
mobile homes yoreve
over semi is thsi 14
z 70 Norris. Lived M
less than a year.
Central
Electric
heat, underpinning,
tie downs and furniture remain with
Purchaser. Make
year appointment
now(

F

Appraisals
Counseling
Management
Sales.

WHY RENT?
When you can own a
good basic, carpeted
2 bedroom home,
close to Murray on a
2 acre lot with 3 outbuildings and a
garage. Alternate
financing available Call for details. Priced at only $18,000.
COMMERCIAL
INVESTMENT
Prosperous
restaurant, wellestablished, pn S.
12th St. Larte lot,
plenty of parking, all
equipment, fixtures
included. Walk-out
transaction. Reason
for selling - owner's
health.
•.„Iwoimserenteivew

48. Auto. Services
LAKE FRONTAGE
Over 100' of lake
frontage with concrete sea wall and
boat dock fronting on
Kentucky Lake. Property also has'verycomfortable mobile
home and large concrete block building
formerly used as a
restaurant. Priced to
sell - Mid $30's. Contact Kopperud Realty, 753-1222 for full
time Real Estate
Service.
LOOKING FOR
AN INVESTMENT?
Try this 10 room
older home on a
large corner lot.
Could be an excellent
buy for someone that
can do their own
remodeling. Zoned
R-3 and priced at
$16,000 through Kopperud Realty, 711
Main.

753-8080
Nice 2 bedroom, 2 bath,
Bel-Air house trailer,
14x70, located in Scenic
Acres on 'A acre. Call today
for your appointment,
Spann Realty Associates,
753-7724.

let

Buy now, build - later!
Beautiful wooded one acre
lot, 4 miles north of Murray._ Owner financing
available. Call 753-0091.
Beautiful sloping corner lot
with trees, good location,
Kingswood Subdivision.
Price reduced, $3800.
Need to sell! 753-2329.

753-1222

NEAT OLDER NOME - No.
373 - Acre Mil. Horn eis in
good condition throughout,
features 3 or 4 bedrooms,
wood-burning fireplace,
single-cor goroge. Has 8
rooms, bath. 10 closets.
Capreted and tile floors,
15x18 living room, electric
wall heat, community
water, porch, window air
conditioner. Quiet setting,
on level lot with large garden area. Just 8 miles to
town, mire to store, fronts
asphalt rood. On school bus
route. 2 miles to loke
recreation. $27,500 and
you're the new owner

STATE OLDER
RESIDENCE
Fresh on the market
is this 2-story brick
residence on large
wooded main street
lot. Upstairs consists
of 2 large modern
apartments and 1st
floor is main
residence. New central gas heating
system, new 25 year
roof, and home has
been restored to an
excellent state of
repair. Very attractive assumable loan
is available. Phone
753-1222, Kopperud
Realty

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
225 L. P. Miller St. (Across from Commworty Center)

Specializing in Senior Citizens
Open Hours
Mon., Tues., Thurs., Fri., Sat.
8-12 753-3885
For Appointment

1973 Honda 750 Chopper,
8" over stock, sport tank,
new paint, plus extra
custom gas tank, clean,
runs good and looks sharp.
$1300 or trade. Call 4362468.
1976 Yamaha 500, twin
cylinder $900. also 1975
Yamaha 200 twin, exceptional low mtlage $500. Call
474-2211 ext 204 between
6 and 9 PM.

Professional Services
With The Friendly Touch"

COMMERCIAL LOT
FOR SALE
Lot measuring 65' x
282'on Arcadia Court
near the new city
park. All city utilities
a,yailable. Offered at
$15,000 through Kopperud Realty, 711
Main in Murray.
Phone 753-1222.

7534184(Anytime)

and

RON TALENT
REALTOR
753-9894

BOYD-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE
753-8080

LAKE PROPERTY, OWNER
FINANGiNG. awner needs
to sell in a hurray and will
help you buy all or part of a
74 acre tract at the mouth
of Kentuky Lake on Blood
river. A lovely place to build
a home, an excellent land
investment opportunity.
Call Spann Realty
Associates, 753-7724.

Joe L.Kama Broker
1512Coldwater Rd.

47. Motorcycles
IMP

Immediate
possesion
available on 3 attractive investment properties. One is
zone for business. Owners
want offers. C.O.Bondurant
Realty 753-9954.

Roberts Realty
th &Sycamore
753-1651

STROUT
REALTY

43. Real Estate

M X 3IPIE

46. Homes For Sale
Attractive 2 bedroom house
Witlinew Carpet. Must see!
Will show anytime. Priced
in the $20's. Also, new 4
bedroom house with all extras. Make offer. Call 7533903.
By owner: 1505 Oak, 3
bedroom brick, large den
built-in kitchen combination, living room, lots of
storage, -fully carpeted.
Must see to appreciate. Call
,753-2378 or 753-9818.
)3y owner 12x60 Mobile
home, large. lot, /tire deck and covered patio, good
well and plumbing, two
good outbuildings, on
Highway 280, blacktop, 3
blocks from lake. 7591756.
By owner: 3 bedroom, 2
bath brick home in Sherwood Forest. Garage, central air, gas heat. Call 7531362 before 5 pm or 7539866 after 5'pm.
Beautiful brick home, near
University, marble bath,
new carpets, fireplace.
Reduced low $30's. 7533942.
Two bedroom, carport,
garden, nice lot, located
Stella, $14,800. $1500
down, balance monthly
12%. 489-2595.

47. Motorcycles
Honda, 1976, 550 four,
10,000 miles. (901) 2473339 after 5 pm.
Mini bike. 1-50 Honda, 3speed with lights. Call 753fr
. -

ESTATE AUCTION
Saterdey, May 16-10:00 AA.
At The Late Mr.& Mrs. Virgil
Bridges Ilene In Stella, Ky.
Om half Nene south off 121 la Stale,Ky. Watch for asoctioN signs.
A lot el this Essrehasidis• has boos hauded dews for_S entered's'. Ts
list a Few IINMS:
ANTIQUES: A good 8-day mantel clock; gloss door pie safe; oak dresser; 2 oak library tonics;
nice oak table with six.chairs; large round dough tray and rolling pin; nickle match box from T.C. Nix
in Coidwater; small oak table; treadle sewing machine; straight chairs; old rockers; 4-nice old
trunks; shoe lost; two good egg baskets; old egg crate; coffee mill; cotton bats; Jennie Lind
bed;
fancy iron bed; a lot of odd quilts; good wicker rocker; good clean lop spread;
fancy pedestal
kerosene lomp; brass aloddin lamp; other old lamps; small cylinder Plover °roan. the reed pipe
clarion° Merritt Golly potent date 1868; old papers and stamps; a perfect chino doll; No. 3 dinner
bell; several pairs of granny glasses; old straight razors; old pocket knives one Russell Barlow; old
stone pieces; mixing bowls; churns; jars; jugs; many cast iron pieces; old boxes and books; flat
irons; old silvenvear.
KASS: Set of fine china; old preserve stand; one lot of green depression gloss; carnival
glass;
butter dishes; old water set; buttermilk pitcher; other old pitchers; berry set; Bridal basket; pyrex
(fishes;
Good canner; portable sewing machine; hide-o-bed couch; another nice couch and choir
recliner;
other odd choirs; coffee and and tables; Zenith TN., vacuum cleaner; rollaway bed; good upright
freezer; nice stove and ref.; good washer and dryer; set of Wearever cookwear; twiny other pots
and pans; electric fans and heaters; new adult pottie chair; Snapper Comet 8 h. p. riding mower,
good push power, garden tiller; like new Westinghouse air conditioner.
MOM IIMPIP11111111E Sharp 30 Ferguson tractor; plow; dish and cultivator; a good 2-wheel
trailer;
cross cut saws, many hand and garden tools; this is only a partial listing so come and plan to
spend
the day. tots and drinks available; not responsible for accidents. Sole conducted by Dan MilleS
Auction=t
o
e. For you auction needs and more information coll 435-4144 Lynn Grove, Ky. licensed and
in Ky. and Tenn. No. 1281.

DAN MILLER AUCTIONEER
"My Service Doesast Cost, it Pays"

Four tires, 8.75 x 16.5,
Sears adventurers, excellent condition, lots of
tread $100. Call 436-5610.

50. Used Trucks
JEEPS,
CARS,
TRUCKS
available through
government agencies in your area.
Many sell for under $200. Call
602-941-8014,
Ext. No. 5067 for
your directory on
how to purchase.

1969`Baracuda, 6 cylinder,
automatic, power steering,
power brakes, $400. 7532329.
LT,
Camero
1976
automatic, air, power, tilt,
sport wheels. $2195. 7539710.
1976 Ford stabonwagon,
good condition. Call 7531551.
1978 Firebird Formula,
Power steering. 'Power
Brakes, air, tilt wheel.
AM,FM Casette. Call 1-5271181 or 753-3675 after 5
PM.
1962 Falcon, runs good,
body sound $295 Call
753-7418
1981 Corvette, 6,000
mks, one owner
loaded.
PURDOM
Oldsmobile
Pontiac
Cedillas
1406W. Mein
753-531S
1970 4 door impalta, $175
Call 753-8367
1970 Nova, 6 cylinder,
automatic, $295. Call 7539710
1969 Pontaic Catalina,
runs, body rough, $100.
Call 753-3781 after 5 pm.
1979 Suzuki GS-550. Must
see to appreciate. 55 mpg.
Call 762-2906 or 753-9567.
1971 Type 3 Volkswagen
engine for Squareback or
stationwagon. $350 plus
$75 if installed. Call 7533058 after .5 pm, or 7538450.

SUM
ANNIVERSARY
5% off base price
EVERY VW in
stock including
and
diesels
during
Audi's
month of May.
CARROLL VW
IN Chestnut

53. Services Offered 53. Services Offered 53. Services Offered

Fence sales at Sears now. Licensed electrician and
Call Sears, 753-2310 for gas installation, heating infree estimate for your stallation and repairs. Call
needs.
753-7203.
Need work on your trees?
Topping, pruning, shaping,
complete removal and
more Call BOYER'S TREE
SERVICE for professional
tree care, 753 8536
SERVICE
REPAIR
Electrical- refrigerator - air
MOBILE HOME REPAIR. In- conditioner - appliances.
stalling tie downs, under- icemakers, well pumps. Call
pinning, roofing, installing John Pritchard 435-4284.
doors and windows. We also
build porches and patios.
WEST
Call 753-6973.
KENTUCKY
MITCHELL BIACKTOPPI NG .
ASPHALT
(0.0!
Commercial and residential. Also patching, sealing,
753 816J
and striping. For estimates
call 753-1537.
S & H Painting Service. InMOBILE HOME ANCHORS terior and exterior painting.
underpinning, roof's sealed, Free estimates. Call-Scott at
patio awnings, and house 753-6316
type roofs- for mobile Spraying, mowing, and
homes. 753-1873, lack pruning. Call T & D LANDGlover.
SCAPING, 436-2333.
Sanitation Service to all of
engine
and
Small
Calloway County. Weekly
mower repair.
pickup service, reasonable
S. 641 Shell
monthly rates. Special
S. 12th St.
Senior Citizens rate. Call 1
753 9131 or
& D Sanitation Service,
759 1.504
436-2562 after 5 pm.
II

49. Used Cars
1981 Mercury Lynx
Gt., AM/FM, 4-speed
transmission. The
World Car. $5700.
NAMUR
AWN SALES
515 S. 12th
733-4161

53. Services Offered

Orl

S' Cii1(14

51. Campers
22' Airstream camper, good
condition, Hardin. 4374643.

52.Boats and Motors
14' Fishing boat, fully
carpeted, 1979 35 hp
Johnson electric start
motor, trolling motor, and
depth finder, $2000. Call
753-9235 after 3:30 pm.
For sale: 14 ft. Polarcrest
jon bass boat, 25 hp
Johnson motor. Boat complete with live well, bass
seat. trolling motor, and
trailer. for $850. Call 7530318.
15' Fiberglass Crosby boat
with 40 hp Johnson outboard and boat trailer. Entire rig good condition,
$850. Call 436-5679.
New Minn-Kota -565, trolling motor. foot control, 21
lb thrust. Call 753-1556
after 5:30 pm.
15' Runabout boat with 70
horse Johnson motor, and
trailer. 435-4490.
Sailboat, 1978. Sanjuan 21.
boat, motor, and trailer.
901-247-3339 after 5 pm.

53. Services Offered
All of your plumbing and
alt-conditioning needs. Also
do carpentry, painting, roofing, and concrete. All work
done to satisfaction. 7539822.
Asphalt driveways and parking lots sealed by Sears. For
free estimates call 7532310.
ALCOA ALUMINUM SIDING
or vinyl siding and trim.
Aluminum trim for brick
houses. lack Glover, 7531873.
APPLIANCE REPAIR. KenWhirlpool,
more.
Westinghouse. Experienced.
independent service and
parts. Bob's Appliance Service, 753-4872.
Bob's Home Improvement
Service. Remodeling, painting, cement work, general
home maintenenace and inspections. Free estimates.
753-4501.
Beat the heat! Have your
air-conditioners cleaned
now!! We also have complete appliance service.
Phone 759-1322.
Carpenter Service. New
homes, remodeling,
cabinets, decks, anything
with wood, quality work.
Phone 753-0565.

EP
Complete small engine
repair. Phone 436-2418
Wet basement? We make
wet basements dry, work
completely guarenteed Call
or write Morgan Construction Co., Route 2 Box
409A, Paducah,-KY 42001,
or call day or night, 1-4427026
Will do lawn mower, garden
tiller and chain saw repair.
Quality work, pickup and
delivery available. Call 7534162 or 753-9952 anytime.
Willie's interior and exterior
painting, 13 years experience, free estimates
Phone before 8 AM or after
5 PM, 759-1867
Will mow yards, 15 years
experience. Call 153-6564.
Will haul driveway white
rock and Ag lime, also have _
any type of brown or white
pea gravel. Also do baCkhOe
work. Call Roger Hudson.
753-4545 or 753-6763.

awt

:pert car and home
es repair.
WORLD OF SOUND
222 S. 12th St.
753-51165

Alsonskam Service Cs.,
"kashmir and vinyl
sides, system trim
work. Referees's.
CaN Will Ed Inky,
753-04$11.
Warning! Don't read this
unless you're in need of
roofing, carpentry, or electrical work. New or repair..
All guaranteed Call Joe.
753-9226 for free estimate
Window cleaning, fast service, satisfaction
guaranteed Free 'estimates
Call 753-7140
Will do auto and truck
repair, 19 years experience
reasonable rates Phone
753-9292 or 753-4706
18 Years experience in
bathroom and kitchen
work,
work, brick
fireplaces. ceramic tile
Take advantage of fixing
your home while the craft is
available. Call James Ray
Hamilton, 753-9400

56. Free Column
Free kittens! Call 753-3111

57. Wanted
If you can tell metals of
value and know call 753-

DAIRY CATTLE AND
FARMING EQUIPMENT
PUBLIC AUCTION
Friday May 22nd 10:00 a.m.-1981
Saturday May 23rd 10:00 a.m.-1981
Rain or Shine-Sale Under Cover-Leach Available

Lynnville, Kentucky
Sale will be held on the premises 2/
1
2 miles South of Lynnville, Kentucky on Highway 381.
Lynnville is 14 miles South of Mayfield, Ky., 16 miles West of Murray, Kentucky, and 41
miles South of Paducah, Ky. Watch For Sale Arrows.
Larry Bates, owner of Bates Dairy at Lynnville has leased his farm to a corporation and is
dispersing his herd of high grade holstein: and farming equipment at suction.
SILAGE EQUIPMENT AND MISCELLANEOUS SELLS FRIDAY lit
XR-16 Seman Tank
7 Hay Racks-Salt Feeders, Troughs
Kenmore Serum Refrigerator
2 Metal Portable Feeders on Wheels
JD Md. 35 2 Row Silage Cutter
Gehl Silage W/Top
30" Row-Used 2 Seasons
Cobey Silage Wagon
w/pickup attachment
Kasten Silage Wagon
Katolight-25,000 watt PTD Generator
302 HEAD OF HIGH GRADE HOLSTEINS
SELL ON MAY 22, 1981
191 - Holstein Cows
68 - Open & Bred Holstein Heiffers 500 lbs. up. ;red due to calve in August
38 - Holstein Heiffers 250-500 lbs.
5 - baby Calves
DHI RECORDS AVAILABLE - Cows are producing up to 90 lbs. per day. Rolling herd average
over past 12 months- 171 head- 13,781 milk, 510F - 3.7%
INDIVIDUAL COW RECORDS
285 Days 22,707 M - 3.3% 753 F
3 yr. old 327 Days 18,532 M - 3.6% 674 F Due 7-18-81
342 Days 18,793 M - 3.6% 682F
317 Days 18,375 M - 3.7 %,678 F Due 6-1941
296 Days 17,842 M - 3.7% 658F
343 Days 20,152 M - 3.8 % 760F
56 Head Are 1st Calf or Beginning 2nd Lactation
43 Head Are in 2nd and 3rd Lactation
10-1st Calf Heiffers Milking Over 50 lbs.

35 Head Fresh in Last 90 Days
tndividual Health Certificates Available - TV & Bangs Accredited "Cows Pregnancy
Checked"
NOTE: These Holsteins are stylish cows showing lots of dairy character. They are ortifically bred using Select Sires Bulls. All heiffers are sired artifically.
A pre-auction inspection is invited. Several of these cows will be fresh by sale day and
753111150
GENERAL HOME REPAIR, many will be due in July & August. If you are looking for quality in young, producing
15 years experience carpen.• •
try, masonary, plumbing, Holsteins then attend this sale.
,
Saturday, May 23rd-FARMING EQUIPMENT-Saturday, May 23rd
roofing, and siding. Free
1974 Nova, 6 cylinder, estimates. No job too small. JD 4440'79 Md. Tractor w/Cab 1800 Hrs. JD Md. 660 Hay Rake
Call 474-2276 evenings ot
JD 2840'80 Md. Tractor Diesel-New
automatic. excellent condition 474-2359 daytime.
JD Md. 709 Rotary Mower
Call 753-3704, 1803 College
Tractor-Gas
JD
2020
JD
6 Row 7000 Maxi-Merge PlanGuttering by Sears, Sears
Farm Rd
ter
wiNerbicide 8. Population Monitor
continous gutters installed
THUNDERBIRD, 1976, per your specifications. Call JD 125 Diesel Skid Steer Loader
JD Md. 350 Sickle Mower
limited edition, gold and Sears 753-2310 for free
Hydrostatic Drive 60HP
JD Bale loader-New
cream, low mileage, good estimate.
w/top
&
screens
JD
Md. 1250 16" - 5 Plow
condition. See at Shady Heating, refrigeration, and
Oaks Trailer Court, number electrical repair.' Bob's JD Md. 1550 Power Seeder (Like New)
JD 4 Wheel Trailer
24.
N.H. 516 Manure Spreader
Refrigeration
Service, JD Md. 336 Hay Baler
50. Used Trucks
Hazel, KY, 498-8370 or
(Used 2 Season's)
Woods Dydro-Boost Lift
1970 Chevrolet pickup. Call 753-7829. Bobby Lockhart.
JD Md. 1209 Mower Conditioner
JD Harrow 16'
759-4459 after 4 pm.
K & K Stump Removal. Do
(Good Cond.)
JD A-150 Blower
1978 Chevrolet Luv , ex- you need stumps removed 300 Gal. H.D. Spray Rig
Deep Freeze
cellent condition, low from your yard or land
Wheel Trailer
2
Post
Hole Digger
milage, Call 753-6084 or cleared of stumps? We can 3 Pt.
24"
to
remove
up
stumps
Diesel Tank for Pickup
Honda AC 110
753-9648.
below the ground, leaving
Air Compressor, Table Sow, Tools,
1969 Chevy truck, C-10 only sawdust and chips. A.O. Smith High Pressure Sprayer
series, *heels and air, V8 Call for free estimate, Bob
Work Bench, FolOVrenches and
w/10 HP Briggs Motor & Gen.
automatic, AM-FM CB, Kemp 435-4343 or Bob
Much, Much Mo e.
$1050. 489-2510.
Kemp, Jr. 435-4319.
and
Cattle
bed
Grain
Racks
Ford 1 ton '74 Model 350 w
1966 Chevrolet pickup, 283 COLDWATER LAWN &
INFORMATION
MORE
FOR
CONTACT
engine, good condition. Call
GARDEN
SHOP.
LARRY BATES, OWNER
753-9834.
Lawnmowers, Roto-tillers,
BATES DIARY-LYNNVILLE, KENTUCKY
1953 Chevrolet pickup for chain saws, expertly
a
sale, $300. 753-2405, ask repaired. Pickup and
901-587-4515 or 901-885-1330
for Tom.
delivery available. 489587-3565, Residence
1979 Ford 1 ton truck and 2853,8 AM to 5 PM.
or
?3 ft. dump trailer, 4-speed
transmission, dual Wheel,
20,000 miles. Call Gitrison
Motor Sales, 753-6000.

Concrete and block, brick
work.
Basements,
driveways, storm cellars,
porches. 20 years experience. 753-5476.
Jeep, C.1-5, 1972, good low
mileage. 1975 Ford pickup, DEPENDABLE LAWN
INC. References. Free
rough, 492-8949 after 6
estimates. Call Mike at 753pm.
8877.

ALEXANDER REAL ESTATE & AUCTION SALES
MARVIN E. ALEXANDER, Auctioneer lic. No. 67
Off. 239 University St.-Phone 587-4244-Martin, TN 38237
Night: Marvin E. Alexander
Terry Oliver
Wendell Alexander
587-4568
364-2709
364-2895
PROFESSIONALIZED SERVKI HAS CAUSED MORE PEOPLE TO SELL TM ALEXANDER WAY

I IMF-S. tlIursLlas. Ma) 14. 11

I III .It

Stock Market
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Hog Market
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•
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24'.13 24.A
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9,
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Federal-Stale Market Sews Service
May 14, 1981
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 5 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 404 Est 600 Barrows &
Gilts mostl!, 75 • higher Sows inostl ,
.50-$1.00 lower
$41 25-41 75
US 1-2 210-240 lbs
$40 75-41 23
US 2210-250 lbs.
$39 75-40 75
US 2-3240-260 lbs
US 2-4 250-270 lbs
Sows
$32 00-33 50
US 1-2270:13011)s.-. .
50
$33
US 1-3 300-150 lbs.
$34 50-36.00
US 1-3 450-300 lbs . .
536.1M-37.00
US 1-3 5015-650 lbs.
$32 00-33 00
US 2-33011-300 lbs.
Boars 30.00-32 00

"
"
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Mrs. Hasty Dies
Wilbur Underwood
At Hospital With
Dies Wednesday;
Funeral On Friday Funeral Is Today
Mrs. Clayton ( Minnie ) Wilbur Underwood of
Hasty died Wednesday at Puryear, Tenn., died
7:25 a.m. at the Community Wednesday morning at his
Hospital. Mayfield. She was home. He was 68 years of
75 years of age and a resi- age.
dent of the Beulah Communi- The deceased, a retired
farmer, was a member of
ty in Graves County.
the
_deceased
..
a
was
..
The,
member of the Beulah Bap- Methodist Church and a
veteran of World War 11.
tist Church.
She is survived by her hus- Born March 4, 1913, in Henry
band, Clayton Hasty; two County, Tenn., he was the
sons, George L. Hasty of son of the late Alonza
Lynn Grove and Clifton Ray Clarence Underwood and
Hasty of Henderson; one Blanch Patterson Underbrother, A. F. Richards of wood.
Mr. Underwood is survivClinton; 10 grandchildren.
Funeral services.. will be ed by one sister, Mrs.
held Friday at Z p.m. at the Woodard (Mary Lee
chapel of the Roy M. Lowe Clayton of Puryear,Tenn.
Funeral Home, ',owes, with . The funeral is being held
the Rev. George Gardner of- today at 2 p.m. at the chapel
of the McEvoy Funeral
ficiating.
Burial will -follow in the Home,Paris,Tenn., with the
Rev. Tom Perkini of StanBeulah Cemetery.
Friends may call at the ton,Tenn., officiating.
Serving as pallbearers are
funeral home.
Virgil Clayton, Joe Underwood, James E. Underwood,
Kenny Underwood,- Hal
Pnces of stock of local tnterNK at
L. - V.
noon, EDT. today , turasbed to the Underwood, and
Ledger & Times by First of Michigan
Clayton. Burial will follow in
'
followsCorp , of Murray, are as
the Hazel City Cemetery 7
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Various churches in the city and county have announced meetings and services at
their churches:

First Methodist
The Spring bible Conference of the First United
Methodist Church will begin
Friday, May 15, at 7:30 p.m.
with the Rev. Dr. Kenneth
Kinghorn, Professor of
church history and historical
theology at Asbury
Theological
Seminary,
Wilmore, as preacherteacher.
"Christian Family Living" will be the theme with
thes,4149r, fori.17 of the conferente to be a seminar on
Christian Parenting in an informal setting in the church
social hall at 9:30 a.m. Saturday.
Dr. Kinghorn will speak at
worship services at 7:30 p.m.

MARK TWAIN? — Or is it Robert Valentine? Valentine
portrays the famous writer and humorist in one of
three one-act plays being presented May 14-16 at the
old freight depot in the Murray-Calloway County Park.

Protestants Seek Halt To
Military Funeral For Hughes
By JEFF BRADLEY
Associated Press Writer
BELFAST, Northern
Ireland (API — The body of
IRA hunger striker Francis
Hughes was carried home today for burial, but not before
his hearse was stoned by a
crowd of Protestant youths
blocking the road.
A Protestant member of
the British Parliament from
Northern Ireland, John
Dunlop, demanded that
police ban a military-style
funeral planned Friday by
the Irish Republican Army
in Hughes' home village of

Bellaghy in County Londonderry,40 miles northwest
of Belfast.
If the IRA funeral is not
banned, Dunlop said, -People will have to look to providing their own protection."
A similar military funeral
for hunger striker Bobby
Sands in Belfast last week
was followed by rioting, but
not the wide-scale disorder
some had predicted.
Skirmishing
between
security forces and Catholics
pressing for union between
the British-ruled province of
Northern Ireland and the

Republic of Ireland to the
south continued Wednesday
night, with a clash between
police and Catholics in
Dublin and a British soldier
seriously injured in Belfast.
Three other IRA men remain on hunger strike in
Belfast's Maze Prison and a
fourth was expected to take
Hughes' place today.
The IRA had planned to
'take the coffin through
Catholic west Belfast following Hughes' death Tuesday
at the Maze hospital after a
59-day fast for special
privileges amounting to
political prisoner status.
Sands died a week earlier for
the same cause.
Police refused to release
Hughes' body for seven
hours, until his family
agreed to take the guerrilla's
remains direct to their home
at Bellaghy, where he was
raised with nine other
children on a small farm.
Even after the family
agreed — leaviiik 5,000 IRA
supporters angeted in the
streets — there was trouble.

Number 1 • in long life • in
fewer repairs • in lower repair
costs • in nationwide preference
(Based on a national survey asking consumers which brand of
washer they'd like to own)

• Commercially proven in self

service laundries • Gentle,
energy efficient drying for permanent press and all of todays
fabrics • Choose from Electronic.
Auto-Dry and Time Controls

'WE'LL DEAL

Maytag Jetdean

DISHWASHERS
• Nobody gets dishes cleaner!
• Low Energy cycle for everyday
loads • Energy Saver Drying cycle circulates air without heat
• Exclusive Micro-Mesh" Filter •
3 level Jetwash System
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Saturday and at 8:45 and
10:50a.m. Sunday. Between
the Sunday morning services, which will feature a
different sermon, will be a
combined church school
class on Christian Family
Living in the sanctuary for
grades 5 through adults.
The guest speaker, an ordained United Methodist
minister from the North Indiana Conference, received
his B. A. degree from Ball
State University and earned
his Ph.D. at Emory University, Atlanta, Ga. Since 1973
he has had five books
published and was a contributor to the Encyclopedia
of World Methodism. He is
married -and has four
children.
•
The public is invited to attend all services, Friday
through Sunday, according
to the Rev. Jim Stubbs,
Minister of evangelism of
the church.

"Christ, Our Provision" at
the 6:45 p.m. service on Sunday,May 17,at the church.
Kerry Vasseur will direct
the music with Glenda
Rowlett as organist and
Paula ICinsolving as pianist.
The Youth Choir will sing
"When I Think of The Cross"
atthe evening hour.
Deacons on call will be
Dock Boggess and Aubrey
Cook. Nursery workers will
be Pearl and Dorothy
Chaney, morning, and
Brooks and Geneva Oswalt,
evening.
Sunday School with Donny
Buchanan, director, will be
at 10 a.m., and Church
Training with Dwayne

Fullterson, director, will be
at6 p.m.
Goshen Methodist
Regular morning worship
services will be held at 11
a.m. on Sunday, May 17, at
the Goshen United Methodist
Church with the pastor, the
Rev. Julian Warren, as
speaker. He will be assisted
by Jerry Bibb,layman of the
week.
The children of the church
will present special music
with Pat Brum as director.
Church School will be at 10
a.m. arid evening worship
w:11 be at 6:30 p.m. Midweek
Bible study will be at 7 p.m.
Wednesday.

ELECT

STEVE
SAMMONS
City
Council

Elm Grove
The Rev. Calvin Wilkins,
pastor of the Elm Grove
Baptist Church, will speak
on "Salvation Factors" at
the 11 a.m. service and on
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The hearse, escorted by
about 15 police cars and
motorcyles on its journey
Wednesday night, was
halted briefly by anti-IRA
demonstrators about a mile
from the Belfast mortuary
where the body had lain. The
crowd, waving British Union
Jack flags, pelted the hearse
with stores and police had to
restrain IRA sympathizers.
The hearse resumed its
journey undamaged.
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When the coffin eventually
arrived in Bellaghy early today, pallbearers carried it
the final quarter-mile. It was
draped in an Irish tricolor.
Hughes, 25, is to be buried
in the churchyard of the
local parish church of St.
Mary's on Friday. Convicted
last year of killing a British
soldier and once considered
the "most wanted" IRA
fighter in Northern Ireland,
Hughes followed Sands on
hunger strike in a bid to
force the British government
to recognize them as
politically
motivated
prisoners.
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Indiana Youths
Arrested, Turned
Over To KSP
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Two juveniles, ages 17 and
14 and both from Mount Vernon, Ind., were turned over
to Kentucky State Police this
morning by the Murray
Police Department, a police
spokesman said.
The juveniles were charged for allegedly stealing a
truck from Mount Vernon
and a motorcycle from
Louisville, the spokesman
said. The youths reportedly
said they were on their way
to Houston,Texas.
Both spent the night in
juvenile detention in the
Calloway County.Jail before
being picked up by state
police,the spokesman said.
The juveniles were stopped Wednesday in Murray
by police for riding the
motorcycle without helmets,
the spokesman said.
The youths then reportedly
admitted to the thefts, the
spokesman said.
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JAMES.L.(Jim)

JOHNSON
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Circuit Court Clerk
30 Years Business Experience
Dependable-Courteous
Service to Everyone
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